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The applicabiIity of the h ydradic performance graph C;) for unsteady-flow routing is 
investigated herein. The HPG is an efficient means to summarize backwater profiles in a channel 
reach in terms of discharge and water stages at its downstream and upstream ends. Traditionally, in 
hydraulic flow routing the Saint-Venant equations, or one of their approximations, are solved nu- 
merically in a coupled manner. It  is unclear from the solution, however, how much of the wave 
damping and phase shifting is physical and how much results from the truncation error introduced by 
the numerical techniques. Moreover, since the accuracy of these techniques depends on the com- 
putational grid size, numerical robustness is often a problem. In the flow-routing approach proposed 
here, the momentum equation is replaced by the G and coupled numerically with the equation of 
continuity. This approach results in a new hydraulic flow-routing method, the varied flow method 
. In the routing is simulated in a stepwise-steady fashion, i.e., treating the flow as 
steady in each computational time step, whereas the time variation of the flow is dealt with through 
the equation of continuity. The is particularly suitable to simulate unsteady flow when the 
effect of flow acceleration with time is not large. The method is validated with available unsteady- 
Bow experimental data from three d-Berent sources. Seven experiments are considered for valida- 
tion, four of them through a single rectangular channel and three through circular channels. In gener- 
al, simulations fit the experimental data as wen as or better than noriinertia simulations. 
Furthermore, VFMsimulations of nine cases of unsteady flow through single channels are compared 
with those based on the dynamic-wave (DW) and noninertia (NI)approximations. These scenarios 
represent a variety of initial and boundary conditions of unsteady-flow routing. In choosing the sce- 
narios, the applicability criterion for Mwaves proposed by Ponce et. al. (1978)is used to ensure that 
the flow conditions are within the range best represented by the full dynamic wave, i.e., t/F, << 30, 
where .c = dimensionless wave period, and F, = reference flowFroude number. Simulation results 
demonstrate that, although slightly less accurate than the DW model, the VFM appears to be more 
accurate than theMmodelin dlnhe  cases. In the study, the numerical robustness of the is also 
evaluated and compared with that of the NImodel. The results of six routing scenarios through a 
single rectangular channel also show that the is numerically more robust than the NImodel, 
i.e., the relative accuracy of the VFMwith respect to that of the DW model is less dependent on the 
size of the computational grid than that of the Mmodel. Finally, an application example i s  included 
to demonstrate that the VFM also is applicable for flood routing through natural channels. 
ter em/-& flow/Dynamic wave model/Flood routin@ow 
Simulation/Hydraulic performance graphmoninertia wave model/Open channels/River flow/ 
RunoffNnsteady flow 
During several years the authors have been studying the application of hydraulic perfor- 
mance graphs for dealing with different problems of open channels. Presented in this report is a 
study on the application of hydraulic performance graphs for unsteady flow routing. This report is 
essentially based on the doctoral dissertation of the first author. 
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NOTATION 
The following symbols are used in this thesis, 
A = flow cross-sectional area; 
D = is the mean hydraulic depth; 
eff = coefficient of model fit efficiency 
F = Froude number; 
F, = reference flow Froude number; 
g = gravitational acceleration; 
h = flow depth measured normal to x; 
H = water surface elevation; 

j = subindex denoting space in a finite difference grid; 

K, = units coefficient in Manning's formula; 
k = subindex denoting time in a finite difference grid; 
L = length of channel reach; 
n = Manning roughness coefficient; 
Q = flow discharge; 
Qb = base flow of an inflow hydrograph; 
Qf = amplitude of a sinusoidal flood wave with respect to the base flow; 

Q, = channel-flow discharge for which the flow is critical; 

Q, = channel-flow discharge for which the flow is normal; 

Qs = threshold channel-flow discharge for which the channel-bed slope is critical, 

i.e., normal depth equal to critical depth; 

R = hydraulic radius; 

P = wetted perimeter; 

So = channel-bed slope; 

S, = critical channel-bed slope; 

9 = friction slope; 

S, = water-surface slope. 

T = duration of a sinusoidal flood wave; 

T = water-surface width; wave period; 

t = time; 

te = ending time of a flow hydrograph; 
tp = peaking time of a hydrograph; 
ts = starting times of a hydrograph; 
V = flow cross-sectional average velocity; 
y, = critical flow depth; 
yd = flow depth at the downstream end of a channel reach; 
ydcu= for a given constant Q > Qs in a channel reach, flow depth at downstream end of 
reach while flow depth at upstream end is critical; 
y, = flow depth at upstream end of a channel reach; 
Y,, y, = normal flow depth; 
y = specific weight of the fluid; 
Ax, Ax = space interval in a finite difference grid; 
A t, A t = time interval in a finite difference grid; 
b' = volume of a flow hydrograph; 
E , ~  = peak relative error; 
Ems = root mean square error; 
= peaking time relative error; E*, 
E~ = relative error of second time moment with respect to starting time; 
E~ = relative error of first time moment with respect to starting time; 
E~ = Mass conservation error; 
= Mass conservation relative error; 
8 = angle between the x direction and a horizontal plane; time weighting factor; 
a,= second moment of a hydrograph with respect to its starting time; 
T = dimensionles wave period; 
tl = first moment of a hydrograph with respect to its starting time; 
T, = cross-sectional average boundary shear stress in the x direction; 
= space weighting factor; 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1-1Problem Statement 
Flow through open channels generally is unsteady and nonuniform. To deal with most prac- 
tical engineering problems of open-channel flow, the longitudinal variation of the water stage, dis- 
charge, and flow velocity must be determined. A typical engineering problem in which this informa- 
tion is required is that regarding the preparation of 100-year flood maps, in which the flow is 
considered approximately steady and a number of so-called backwater computations are required. 
Many flows can be approximated as unidirectional, nonuniform, and steady over a short period. An 
example is the historic flood of 1993 on the upper Mississippi River, which was routed by the U. S. 
Geological Survey as steady, open-channel flow (Moody, 1993). 
Steady, nonuniform, open-channel flow is mathematically modelled by the dynamic equa- 
tion for steady, gradually varied flow. Backwater computation essentially consists of integrating this 
dynamic equation. This equation is a nonlinear ordinary differential equation that needs to be inte- 
grated numerically since analytical solutions only exist for the special case of wide channels. Meth- 
ods to integrate this equation and the nature of the resulting different backwater profiles have been 
extensively studied by previous researchers (Bakhmeteff, 1932; Chow, 1959, pp. 217-296; Hender- 
son, 1966, pp. 105-173). 
Unsteady nonuniform flow is approximately represented by a pair of partial differential 
equations of conservation of mass and momentum known as the Saint-Venant equations-also 
known as dynamic-wave model. Simultaneous solution of these equations is necessary to obtain 
information on the spatial and temporal variation of the water level, discharge, and/or mean velocity 
during flood routing through open channels. No analytical solution to the Saint-Venant equations 
is known, except in their linearized form and for very special conditions, such as those reported by 
Lighthill and Whitham (1955), Harley (1967), Hunt (1987), Wang and Yen (1987), and Dooge and 
Napiorkiowzki (1987). Consequently, solutions for more general conditions such as those encoun- 
tered in many practical applications have to be sought numerically. 
The numerical solution of the Saint-Venant equations is rather cumbersome, and demands 
a high level of expertise on numerical techniques and open-channel hydraulics. Furthermore, de- 
spite that a number of numerical schemes have been developed for this purpose (e.g., Abbott and 
Basco, 1990; Cunge et al., 198 1 ;Lai, 1986; and Mahmood and Yevjevich, 1975) their lack of robust- 
ness is still a problem. Although numerical stability is usually a problem that many finite difference 
schemes can overcome by observing the Courant criterion, the discretization requirement it imposes 
does not guarantee accuracy. In general, it is also difficult to conform to the Courant criterion 
throughout the computations due to the large variation of the flood wave. Even some of the existing 
implicit finite difference schemes, which are presumably unconditionally stable, suffer from 
accuracy problems. Thus, accuracy is probably one of the major concerns that numerical schemes 
still have to overcome. Truncation error, which is responsible for numerical diffusion and dissipa- 
tion, is always present in numerical schemes. Numerical dissipation, which results from the trunca- 
tion of even derivative terms, introduces artificial viscosity and is responsible for wave amplitude 
damping; whereas numerical dispersion, which results from truncation of odd derivatives, introduc- 
es wave phase error (Anderson et al., 1984, p. 92). It is still not clear how much of the damping 
represented by numerical simulation results is physical and how much is due to the numerical tech- 
niques; that is, no rigorous means is available to assess the accuracy of numerical schemes. 
Another traditional approach for simulating unsteady flow consists of solving the equation 
of continuity together with some approximation to the dynamic equation, obtained from the com- 
plete momentum equation by considering that the effect of some of the terms can be neglected. Nev- 
ertheless, since in this approach simultaneous numerical solution of the resulting equations is also 
necessary, all the aforementioned complications of numerical schemes still are present. Moreover, 
these approximate models often are applied without properly understanding that there can be an im- 
portant trade-off between reducing the numerical complications in the simulations and the accuracy 
with which the dynamic effects governing the flow are modeled-this is particularly true for the 
kinematic wave model, which is totally inadequate to account for backwater effect. 
1.2 Goals and Methods 
An alternative approach for unsteady-flow simulation is the stepwise-steady flow approxi- 
mation. In this approach the flow is treated as steady in each computational time step, whereas the 
time variation of the flow is dealt with through the continuity equation. This approach is, in general, 
applicable to cases in which the effect of local acceleration is small, and the flow depth and cross 
sectional area do not change rapidly, but the convective acceleration needs to be approximately ac- 
counted for. Although feasible, the use of this approach has not been implemented for practical ap- 
plications, partly because it inevitably requires repetitive backwater profile computations at each 
computational time step. 
The hydraulic performance graph (HPG) is an efficient means to represent and summarize 
steady-flow backwater curves in a channel under different downstream and upstream stages (details 
on these graphs are given in Chapter 3 of this thesis). One of the most important features of the HPG 
is that for its construction only information on the channel inherent properties such as cross sectional 
geometry (prismatic or nonprismatic), channel slope, and surface roughness are necessary, and 
therefore, as long as the channel characteristics remain time invariant, it can also be thought of as 
a property of the channel. HPG7s can be used to eliminate repetitive backwater computations for 
dealing with a variety of problems of steady, open-channel flow. Recently, Yen and Gonzalez 
(1994,1999) have appliedHPG7s for flow capacity determination of channel systems. Use of HPG's 
can virtually eliminate the repetitive backwater computations needed in stepwise steady flood 
routing. 
The main goal of this research is to study the applicability of HPG's together with the equa- 
tion of continuity to develop a new hydraulic method for stepwise-steady flood routing of open- 
channel flow in the subcritical regime, herein referred to as the varied flow method (VFM).In this 
thesis, the applicability of this new approach to simulate subcritical unsteady flow is evaluated based 
on a number of conditions of flood routing through single channels. The method is validated with 
selected available experimental observations from three different sources. A total of seven experi- 
ments of flood routing through single channels are considered for this purpose. Four of them were 
carried out in a rectangular channel, while the other three were conducted in channels of circular 
cross section. As part of the study the simulation accuracy of the method is compared with that of 
the dynamic and noninertia (diffusion) waves. Some of the of the method's advantages, restrictions 
and limitations in terms of its relative accuracy with respect to dynamic and noninertia waves are 
examined. This is done for several unsteady flow cases of flood routing through single channels of 
rectangular and circular cross sections, resulting in a variety of boundary conditions. All of the cases 
were chosen insuring that the flow conditions, according to the applicability criterion for the nonin- 
ertia wave proposed by Ponce et al. (1978), were within the range of channel flow that is best repre- 
sented by the full dynamic wave model, i.e., %IF,<< 30, where z = dimensionless wave period, and 
F ,  =reference flow Froude number. The numerical robustness of the method is also evaluated using 
six different cases of flood routing through rectangular channels. For this purpose the numerical 
robustness of the method is evaluated based on its relative accuracy as a function of both space and 
time discretization with respect to asymptotic simulation results from dynamic wave routing. More- 
over, since a comparison of the numerical robustness of the method with that of a method of similar 
level is perhaps of more practical relevance, the numerical robustness of the method is compared 
with that of the noninertia wave. 
For simplicity without loosing generality, in the scenarios considered in the evaluation of the 
VFM presented in this thesis, only flood routing through single prismatic channels is considered. 
However, the VFM method is equally applicable for routing through nonprismatic channels. The 
application of the VFM to routing through a natural stream for which the channel is nonprismatic 
is illustrated with an application example. 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
The thesis comprises seven chapters, including this Introduction and four appendices. A 
brief literature review is presented in Chapter 2, which focuses mainly on the mathematical represen- 
tation of both steady and unsteady one-dimensional, open-channel flow and the numerical tech- 
niques most commonly used to simulate unsteady flow. The theory of the hydraulic performance 
graph is presented in Chapter 3. Also included in Chapter 3 are a relatively detailed description of 
delivery curves and hydraulic performance curves for subcritical flow in both mild- and steep-slope 
channels, as well as a methodology to establish the hydraulic performance graph for a channel reach. 
The method for unsteady flow routing using the hydraulic performance graph proposed in this thesis, 
varied flow method ( V q ,  is introduced in Chapter 4. A validation of the VFMwith selected ex- 
perimental observations from laboratory studies conducted at the Technical University of Munich, 
Colorado State University, and the Wallingford Hydraulics Research Station is presented in Chapter 
5;simulations of the selected experiments with the dynamic-wave (DW)and noninertia (N1)models 
also are included in the chapter to contrast the relative ability of the three simulation models to repro- 
duce the observations. Chapter 6 is aimed at comparing the simulation accuracy of the VFMwith 
that of DW and Nl, and at evaluating the numerical robustness of the VFM and comparing it with 
that of NI. A total of nine different cases of unsteady flow are included in the comparison of accuracy 
of the simulation methods, six of them represent typical conditions of flood routing through rectan- 
gular channels, while the other three represent different typical cases of flood routing through circu- 
lar channels. The numerical robustness of the VW i s  evaluated for the same six cases of flood rout- 
ing through a rectangular channel considered in the comparison of accuracy of the simulation 
methods. The general conclusions of the study presented in this thesis, some recommendations ema- 
nating from it, and some ideas for future research are contained in Chapter 7. A listing of the comput- 
er program for the VFMwritten in Mathematica is included in Appendix A. An application example 
of the VFMto routing through a natural stream for which the channel is nonprismatic is illustrated in 
Appendix B. The parameters used to evaluate the relative error of the simulated stage and flow 
hydrographsin terms of peak values, peaking times, and overall fitting with respect to the reference 
"true" hydrographs are presented in Appendix C. Appendix D contains a set of tables that summarize 
the relative errors of peaks, peaking times, and overall fitting with respect to theDWmode1 as a func- 
tion of the space and time intervals of the hydrographs simulated with the VFM and NI models for 
the conditions of the six cases used for the evaluation of the numerical robustness of the VFM pre-
sented in Chapter 6. Lastly, the Mathematica code of the =for routing through a nonprismatic 
channel system as well as the files needed for the simulations of the application example presented in 
Appendix B are listed in Appendix E. 
2. BRIEF LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Mathematical Representation of One-Dimensional Open-Channel Flow 
In a lucid account of the history of hydraulics, Rouse and Ince (1957) describe how nineteenth- 
century hydraulicians such as Saint-Venant, Boussinesq and Coriolis contributed to the foundation 
for a fundamental derivation of unsteady-flow equations for open channels. The first formal deriva- 
tion of one-dimensional open-channel flow equations based on the integration of the equations of 
conservation of mass and momentum, over a control volume for a steady flow of an incompressible 
homogeneous fluid has been attributed to Keulegan (1942). Later, S trelkoff (1969), and Chen and 
Chow (1 97 I ) ,  among others, contributed to developing a more general set of one-dimensional open- 
channel flow equations. Yen (1973) worked out a rigorous, unified and comprehensive derivation of 
the exact one-dimensional open-channel flow equations for the general case of unsteady, spatially- 
varied, turbulent, free-surface flow of a viscous nonhomogeneous fluid in a channel of arbitrary 
cross section and alignment with erodible boundary. Yen's derivation is based on the integration of 
the point form of the continuity, momentum, and energy equations over a cross sectional area of the 
channel. 
The complete equations for unsteady, gradually-varied, open-channel flow and a brief descrip- 
tion of some special cases resulting in simplified models are discussed below. After this, some rele- 
vant aspects of steady, gradually-varied, open-channel flow, fundamental for the understanding of 
the hydraulic performance graph are presented. In the final section, some general aspects on numeri- 
cal techniques customarily used for simulation of unsteady flow are briefly discussed. 
2.2 Unsteady Flow 
The Saint-Venant equations are a particular case of the exact equations derived by Yen (1 973). 
The Saint-Venant equations are often referred to as complete dynamic-wave equations because they 
include all the physical terms governing the flow. However, because of the assumptions considered 
in their derivation, they are not exact. This pair of first-order partial differential equations can be 
expressed in terms of the discharge, Eqs. (2.1 a) and (2.2a), or flow cross-sectional average velocity, 
Eqs. (2. lb) and (2.2b). The Saint-Venant equation for momentum is a particular case of the exact 
momentum equation derived by Yen (1 973), resulting after assuming: (a) hydrostatic pressure dis- 
tribution over the cross section; (b) uniform velocity distribution over the cross section; (c) channel 
slope constant and independent of the longitudinal coordinate; (d) no lateral flow; and, (e) small 
gradient of the internal normal stresses acting on the cross section. The Saint-Venant equation of 
momentum is complete in the sense that, in spite of making the assumptions listed above, all the most 
important terms affecting momentum are preserved, but it is not exact because it does not precisely 
represent the flow. 
ah
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In these equations Q =discharge, t = time, x= distance along the longitudinal direction of the chan-
nel, A = flow cross-sectional area perpendicular to x as shown in Fig. 2.1, h = flow depth measured 
normal to x, 8 = angle between the x direction and a horizontal plane, So = channel-bed slope. 
Sf= friction slope, g = gravitational acceleration, V = flow cross-sectional average velocity, and 
T = water-surface width. 
Fig. 2.1 Open-Channel Flow (After Yen, 1973). 
The physical meaning of the terms in the momentum equations expressed above are: 
Local acceleration tern, which reflects the time rate of momentum flux. 
Convective acceleration term, representing the rate of spatial change of momentum flux. 
131 Pressure term. 
Channel slope, which represents the component of the gravity force on the flow direction. 
Friction slope. This term reflects the resistance due to external boundary shear stress on the 
flow direction which can be mathematically expressed as Sf = z,/yR, where r ,  =cross-
sectional average boundary shear stress in  the x direction, y = specific weight of the fluid. 
R = hydraulic radius of the cross section, defined as A/P, and P = wetted perimeter (Yen and 
Wenzel, 1970; Yen et al. 1972). 
In the derivation of the Saint-Venant equations the flow is considered to be gradually varied; 
that is, there are no rapid changes in the flow cross section, there is no flow separation and the flow 
is not.highly curvilinear. As a result Eqs. (2.1 a) and (2.1 b) become inaccurate around critical flow 
regions, and they are not very reliable for flow in highly nonprismatic channels (particularly in those 
having sudden contractions or expansions), in curved or bent rivers and channels, around entrance 
and drop structures, weirs, steep spillways, and junctions. 
The pair of equations for linear momentum and continuity given above constitute the model 
known as dynamic wave. Even though it is highly desirable to base simulations of flood routing 
on the complete dynamic equation, the relative importance of terms in the momentum equation va- 
ries from case to case and therefore simplifications can sometimes be made. Furthermore, in practi- 
cal applications simplifications often are made whenever acceptable solutions can still be obtained. 
Depending on the terms considered in the momentum equation, as indicated in Fig. 2.2, several lev- 
els of approximation to the complete dynamic-wave equation can be obtained. 
The approximation in which acceleration and pressure effects are neglected, combined with the 
continuity equation, constitutes the kinematic-wave model. To obtain solutions with this model only 
one boundary condition is required, which usually is provided as the upstream flow condition. This 
approximation, however, cannot account for backwater effects from downstream and is theoretically 
unable to simulate flood wave attenuation. 
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Fig. 2.2 Approximations to the Complete Dynamic Wave. 
When both local and convective accelerations are neglected, the momentum equation reduces 
to the noninertia (NI)approximation (often referred to as the diffusion-wave model). This model 
is capable of accounting for translation, distortion, and attenuation of the flow hydrograph. It also 
has the ability to account for backwater effects since the pressure term is preserved. For its solution 
an initial condition and two boundary conditions are necessary. 
The quasi-steady dynamic-wave model is obtained when the local acceleration term in the com- 
plete dynamic equation is neglected. This approximation is applicable when the discharge and ve- 
locity do not change rapidly over time, as is the case for long-duration small-amplitude flood waves 
in relatively nonuniform open channels. This model accounts for the downstream backwater effect 
and permits attenuation of the hydrograph's peak, distortion, and translation. As for the complete 
dynamic model, this model requires two boundary conditions and one initial condition to be able 
to obtain unique solutions. 
Comparisons of approximate models have been reported by several investigators such as Guna- 
ratnam and Perkins (1970); Seviik (1973); Seviik and Yen (1 973); Bettess and Price (1 976); Grijsen 
and Vreugdenhil, (1 976); Ponce and Simons (1977); Ponce et al. (1978); Yen (1979); Katopodes 
(1982); Akan and Yen (1981); Ponce (1990;a,b); Xia (1 992); Mahmood and Yevjevich (l975), Jan- 
sen et al. (1979), and Cunge et al. (1981). A theoretical comparison of the approximations to the 
dynamic-wave model based on their ability to account for flood-peak attenuation, required bound- 
ary conditions, effects accounted for, and accuracy, is given in Table 2.1 (Yen, 1986). 
Table 2.1 Theoretical Comparison of Approximations to Dynamic-Wave Equations (After Yen, 1986). 
Kinematic Wave Noninertia 0uasi-Gady 
Dynamic Wave 
Boundary conditions required 1 2 2 
Account for downstream backwater effect 
and flow reversal 
No Yes Yes 
Damping of flood peak No Yes Yes 
Account for flow acceleration No Only convective 
acceleration 
Solution Accuracy Depends on Ax 
and At 
Usually less 
accurate than 
noninertia 
2.3 Steady Flow 
The one dimensional momentum equation for steady gradually varied open-channel flow can 
be obtained from Eq. (2.1a), to yield: 
Or if expressed in terms of average velocity, 
For the case of approximately prismatic channels dA/& = (AID)dhldu, thus, Eq. (2.4) can be 
rearranged to obtain: 
which is the gradually varied flow equation commonly used for backwater computations for steady 
nonuniform flow (Chow, 1959 pp. 220;Henderson, 1966 pp. 107).In this equation the Froude num- 
ber, F, is defined as: F = V /  m.,where D =A / T  is the mean hydraulic depth. The friction slope, 
Sf,reflecting flow resistance, is conventionally related to the flow velocity or discharge by using 
the Manning formula, the Darcy-Weisbach formula, and the Chezy formula (Yen, 1996). Whzil the 
Manning formula is used, the friction slope can be obtained as 
where n is the Manning resistance coefficient, K,, = 1, 1.486, or J; depending on the measurement 
units and n value tables used (Yen, 1993). 
A special case of gradually varied flow is the so-called steady uniform flow. In prismatic chan- 
nels, under this kind of flow the streamlines are all parallel and the water-surface profile is parallel 
to the channel bed. The depth corresponding to this flow, known as normal depth, y,, can be com- 
puted by noting that under this condition So = s,,= Sf,in which S, = water-surface slope. This spe- 
cial case of flow, however, seldom occurs in field situations, mainly because in natural channels the 
slope and cross section generally vary along the streamwise direction. When the Froude number 
of the flow is equal to unity, the f1o.w is said to be critical and the corresponding depth is called critical 
depth, y, . The value ofy, for a given discharge can be obtained from the definition of F given above. 
It must be noted that the assumptions made for deriving Eq. (2.5) make it unreliable for highly 
curvilinear flows as well as for flows in curved or highly nonprismatic channels. It can be shown 
that from the general cross sectional averaged momentum equation for open-channel flows derived 
by Yen (1973), the following momentum equation for steady gradually varied flow of a homoge- 
neous incompressible fluid through nonprismatic channels can be obtained 
dx cos 8 - F2 .  
This equation is valid for the case that: (a) the pressure distribution is hydrostatic, (b) there is no 
lateral flow, the cross-sectional velocity distribution is uniform so the momentum flux correction 
factor, or Boussinesq coefficient, is unity, (c) the internal normal stresses acting on the cross section 
are negligible, and (d) the angle between the channel bed and a horizontal plane with respect to the 
x direction is small. The third term in the numerator of the right hand side of Eq. (2.7), not present 
in Eq. (2.5), accounts for nonprismaticity. By inspection of the factors in this term it can be noticed 
that, as one would expect, the more the cross section of a channel departs from prismatic the larger 
the effect of this term. The effect of this term is also directly proportional to the ratio of the hydraulic 
depth to the water-surface width. Furthermore, as indicated by the Froude number, the effect of non- 
prismaticity is larger in flows in the supercritical regime than in flows in the subcritical regime. 
Perhaps the most important implication of the term that accounts for nonprismaticity of chan- 
nels with constant bed slope is that since under normal flow dh/dx = 0, the corresponding depth, y,, 
should satisfy the condition So = Sf +(FZlcosZ0) (D/I"T(dT/dx). Thus, in nonprismatic channels y,, 
generally varies along the streamwise direction. 
In a more general case, to properly account for nonprismaticity and bed variation on steady 
open-channel flow, some other terms and coefficients must be included in the governing equation 
to consider the effect of the shear stress gradient and nonuniformity of momentum flux and pressure. 
These terms, however, are not only a function of the channel geometry but also of the flow. Further- 
more, generally the geometry of natural channels is seldom defined as a continuos function of the 
streamwise coordinate, and the coefficients that account for nonuniform distribution of pressure and 
momentum are unknown. As a result, it is rather difficult to completely include the effect of nonpris- 
maticity and bed variation in the computation of water-surface profiles. In practical applications, 
the water-surface profiles in natural channels are usually computed with discrete information of 
cross-sectional geometry and bed slope, and nonprismaticity is approximately accounted for 
through empirical coefficients such as those used to estimate the so-called local losses due to channel 
expansion and contraction. Fortunately, there is evidence that the contribution of the momentum 
correction and pressure correction coefficients is relatively minor in solving steady flow equations 
(Xia and Yen, 1994). 
Since in natural channels the channel bed slope and the hydraulic properties generally vary 
along the streamwise direction, according to the above discussion, the definition of normal flow for 
prismatic channels does not hold for flow through natural channels. As a result, a more general defi- 
nition of normal flow is necessary. In natural channels or in nonprismatic channels with variable 
bed slope without flow separation, in general, for a given specified discharge normal flow can be 
defined in three different ways: 
1. Reachwise normal flow. The flow under which the average water-surface slope in a chan- 

nel reach, S,, is parallel to the average channel slope of the reach, So, i.e., x0 = $. The 

normal depth corresponding to this definition can be approximately computed with the 

Manning formula by using the average slope of the reach and the average geometric proper- 

-
ties of the channel reach, i.e., as 3, = SF 
2. Local normal flow. Flow for which the water-surface slope is parallel to the channel slope 

at any location along the streamwise direction, i.e., So(xj = Sw(x). The water-surface 

profile corresponding to this definition is not computable with any of the uniform flow for- 
mulas because for this flow condition So = S,, # Sf 
3. Local steady uniform normal flow. Flow under which the water-surface slope, channel- 

bed slope, and the friction slope are parallel at all locations along the streamwise direction, 

i.e., So = S, = Sf.The depth y,,(x) that defines the profile corresponding to this flow can 

be computed with uniform flow formulas by using the local values of the geometric ele- 

ments and bed slope. 

For the same discharge and reach geometry of a natural or nonprismatic channel with variable 
slope, each of these normal flow definitions will result in a different water-surface profile. However, 
for the case of prismatic channels these three definitions will result in identical profiles. In most 
4 
engineering applications, water-surface profiles in natural channels are computed using the so- 
called standard step method. In this method, the variation of the channel geometry is partly ac- 
counted for in a discrete manner using surveyed cross-sectional data obtained at selected channel 
stations. The effect of significant geometrical variation can be approximately accounted for as so- 
called local losses, and the channel friction is approximated using the average friction slope of con- 
tiguous stations. The definition of reachwise normal flow given above is consistent with the 
integration approach used in the standard step method for computing water-surface profiles. 
Most of the literature on open-channel hydraulics only discusses the classification of flow pro- 
files for gradually varied open-channel flow of wide prismatic channels. Thus, even to extend this 
classification to the more general case of gradually varied flow in nonprismatic channels with 
constant bed slope governed by Eq. (2.7), some adjustments must be made to include the additional 
term that accounts for the effect of nonprismaticity on the flux of momentum. However, such adjust- 
ments are beyond the scope of this thesis. A brief description of the classification and analysis of 
water-surface profiles for steady gradually varied flow in prismatic channels is given below. 
Water-surface profiles can be computed by integrating Eq. (2.5), for which an initial value of 
the flow depth, usually defined at a control section, is necessary. Control sections are locations along 
the channel where the flow depth and discharge have a unique relationship, e.g., a free overfall, a 
sluice gate, a reservoir, a weir, an obstacle, a section in the channel where a change of slope, surface 
roughness, or geometry of the cross section occurs. The computation of water-surface profiles pro- 
ceeds upstream for subcritical flow and downstream for supercritical flow; consequently, initial 
values must be defined at control sections downstream and upstream, respectively. The so-called 
hydraulic drop is a special case in which the flow goes from subcritical to supercritical, so it is also 
a control section where the depth and discharge are related by the critical flow relationship. There 
are cases, however, in which the water-surface profile is controlled by an upstream section in one 
part of the channel, while it is controlled by a downstream section in another; such is the case of the 
so-called hydraulic jump, in which the flow goes from supercritical to subcritical. The equations 
for the height and length of the jump provide supplementary relationships for establishing the pro-
file. These two special cases of control section were recognized as such by Yen (1996). A detailed 
description of the characteristics of water-surface profiles in prismatic channels as well as its 
classification can be found in standard open-channel hydraulics books such as Chow (1959, pp. 
222-232). This classification is primarily based on the relative values of the normal, critical, and 
flow depths, as well as on the slope of the channel. The relative values of normal and critical depth 
Fig. 2.3 Classification of Flow Profiles of Gradually Varied Open-Channel Flow (After Chow, 1959, 
p.226 zlpgraded as suggested by Yen, 1996). 
for a given discharge divide the channel into three zones. Geometrically, the slope of a channel can 
be positive, horizontal (H),or adverse (A). In addition, according to the discharge and the cross-sec- 
tional geometry and surface roughness of the channel, a positively-sloped channel is classified as 
mild, critical, or steep, depending on the relative values of the normal and critical depths. The 
channel is considered mild (M), critical (C),or steep (S),depending on whether the normal depth 
is greater than, equal to, or less than the critical depth. Chow ( 1  959, pp. 232-237), presents a proce- 
dure to determine the type of water-surface profile that could occur in a channel for a specified flow 
and depth. This procedure is very helpful to determine the general shape of the profile before any 
backwater computation. More recently, Yen (1996) gave a concise description of the steps to pro- 
ceed with the computation of water-surface profiles. Depending on the channel slope and where the 
flow depth lies with respect to critical and normal depths, water-surface profiles are classified as 
sketched in Fig. 2.3. It is noteworthy that, although included in this figure, the C2 profile is very 
unstable and unlikely to happen in natural conditions. This fact was first recognized by Yen ,who 
suggested that only twelve profiles are actually possible in  natural conditions. Yen ( 1  996) suggested 
that the shape of the C1 and C3 profiles is horizontal and not concave and convex, as most open- 
channel hydraulics textbooks indicate. This suggestion of Yen is adopted in the classification 
sketched in Fig. 2.3. 
2.4 Numerical Techniques for Simulation of Unsteady Flow 
As mentioned in the Introduction,simulation of unsteady flow in open channels is based on the 
simultaneous solution of the equations of conservation of mass and momentum. Analytical solu- 
tions of these equations are not yet known, or more accurately, solutions only exist for the linearized 
form of the equations and for very special cases. As a result, simulation of flood routing relies on the 
numerical solution of the governing equations. 
Different numerical techniques have been proposed for simulation of open-channel unsteady 
flow. In the precomputer era graphical and semi-graphical methods based on the characteristic equa- 
tions (e.g., Lin, 1953) and explicit numerical methods (e.g., Thomas, 1934) existed, but they re- 
quired tedious computations. With the advent of computers many numerical methods became avail- 
able for solving the complete dynamic-wave equations in their direct or characteristic form and their 
approximations. Such methods can be broadly classified as explicit (e.g., Liggett and Woolhiser, 
1967; Strelkoff, 1970) and implicit (e-g., Priessmann, 196 1; Baltzer and Lai, 1968; Amein, 1968; 
Amein and Fang, 1970; Strelkoff, 1970; Fread, 1973; Amein and Chu, 1975) for solving the equa- 
tions in their direct form. On the other hand, the numerical methods for solving the equations in their 
characteristic form can be roughly grouped as based on characteristic or rectangular grids, which, 
according to the finite difference scheme used, can in turn be subdivided as implicit or explicit 
(Amein, 1966; Streeter and Wylie, 1967, pp. 239-259; Liggett and Woolhiser, 1967;Wylie, 1970, 
Seviik, 1973). Some other schemes, such as the specified interval and specified distance schemes 
(Wylie, 1980) and the multimode scheme (Lai, 1988) also are available for solving the characteristic 
equations. These methods are basically variations of the aforementioned ones. De~ails of some of 
the most common schemes can be found in Lai (1 986, 1988), and Liggett and Cunge (1 975). 
Despite the number of numerical schemes available for solving the open-channel unsteady flow 
equations, an absolute best scheme has not yet been determined. From a numerical analysis perspec- 
tive the assessment of such numerical techniques and schemes should be based on convergence, con- 
sistency, stability, and some other computational aspects such as accuracy, effectiveness, and robust- 
ness (e.g., O'Brien et al., 195 1 ;Liggett and Cunge, 1975; Rice et al., 1979; Lai, 1986; Abbott and 
Basco, 1990). The numerical schemes for solving the open-channel unsteady flow equations can 
only be partially assessed (e.g., consistency). A complete assessment for some schemes has oilly 
been possible for the solution of the unsteady flow equations in their linearized form (e.g., Strelkoff, 
1970; Liggett and Cunge, 1975; Ponce and Simons, 1977; Ponce et al., 1978; Yen, 1986; Lai, 1986, 
1988). 
Since no analytical solutions for the complete dynamic-wave model are available, a formal nu- 
merical assessment of the schemes and techniques cannot be performed. The unconditional stability 
claimed for some of the existing numerical schemes is based on the linearized form of the equations 
and does not strictly hold when the schemes are applied to the original equations. The accuracy of 
the schemes is customarily evaluated by some indirect means such as: a) their accuracy for solving 
the linearized equations for which analytical solutions exist; b) their ability to reproduce initial 
conditions; and c) their capacity to satisfy continuity throughout the computations (Yen, 1986). 
The truncation error introduced by numerical schemes causes what is often called numerical 
diffusion. The effect of error due to truncation of even derivative terms introduces artificial viscos- 
ity, also called dissipation, resulting in wave amplitude damping, whereas the effect of truncation 
of odd derivatives causes what is referred to as numerical dispersion, resulting in wave phase error. 
Any numerical scheme is expected to introduce numerical diffusion and dissipation to a certain ex- 
tent. Even for schemes applied to solving the complete dynamic-wave model or any of its approxi- 
mations that account for backwater effects, no means are yet available to estimate how much of the 
damping resulting from the numerical solution is physical and how much is numerical, thus affecting 
the reliability of numerical solutions. 
Comparative studies of the referred numerical schemes have been reported by several investiga- 
tors (e.g., Liggett and Woolhiser, 1967; Yevjevich and Barnes, 1970; Strelkoff, 1970; Seviik and 
Yen, 1973; Price, 1974; Liggett and Cunge, 1975). Comparison of these numerical schemes can also 
be found in several books (e.g., Mahmood and Yevjevich, 1975; Cunge et al., 198 1 ;and Abbott and 
Basco, 1990). Two of the most relevant conclusions of these studies are that, ci) ainong the numerical 
schemes to solve the dynamic-wave equations in their direct form, the four-point implicit finite dif- 
ference scheme has been observed to be efficient and strongly stable for values of the space 
weighting factor between 0.6 and 1; and b) the most accurate method for solving the equations in 
their characteristic form, although computationally expensive, is the second order characteristics 
scheme. 
According to Rice et al. (1979,p.6), "An algorithm is said to be robust if its performance de- 
grades slowly and gracefully as the problem deviates more and more from the model underlying the 
algorithm." A rigorous numerical assessment of the schemes and techniques for solving the open- 
channel unsteady flow equations is not possible, and therefore, as indicated above, traditionally the 
schemes have been approximately assessed based on numerical experiments. As a result, it has not 
yet been possible to find a numerical scheme or technique for solving the open-channel unsteady 
flow equations that could be formally considered as robust. In view of the uncertainty of the 
robustness and accuracy of the numerical solution of the Saint-Venant equations or its approxima- 
tions resulting from solving the equations of continuity and momentum coupled, it may be desirable 
to study alternatives such as solving the equations uncoupled to evaluate whether the gain in robust- 
ness is worthwhile over the approximation taken. 
3. THlEORU OF HYDRAULIC PERFORMANCE GRAPH 
3.1 Introduction 
In the literature in English on open-channel hydraulics, Bakhmeteff (1 932, pp. 143- 172) was 
perhaps the first to introduce the use of delivery curves. He used delivery curves for dealing with the 
so-called two-lake problem concerning the flow in a mild-sloped channel connecting two large wa- 
ter bodies. Delivery curve is a graphical representation of the dynamic relationship that exists in a 
channel reach for a given depth at its one end between the discharge flowing through it and the depth 
at the other end when the flow is subcritical, steady, and nonuniform. In his classic book on open- 
channel hydraulics, Chow (1959, pp. 297-303) also discussed delivery curves and precluded thepos- 
sibility to extend them to channels with steep-slope. Recently, for dealing with flow capacity of and 
identification of bottlenecks in channel systems, Yen and GonzAlez (1 994, 1999) extended the con- 
cept to subcritical flow in channels with steep, horizontal, and adverse slopes and developed the hy- 
draulic performance graph ( H E ) .  The HPG is the family of hydraulic performance curves or 
constant discharge curves of a channel reach. This chapter is mainly aimed at presenting the theory 
of the HPG for subcritical open-channel flow. However, for completeness, a brief description of 
delivery curves is also included. For the sake of clarity, the description of delivery curves andHPG's 
presented in sections 3.2 to 3.4 focuses on the case of gradually varied flow through prismatic chan- 
nels. Important aspects of the characteristics of HPG's for gradually varied flow through nonpris- 
matic channels are discussed in the last section of the chapter. 
3.2 Hydraulic Performance Curve 
Before introducing the hydraulic performance graph, the delivery curves for channels with 
positive slope are briefly described. As stated in section 2.3, in subcritical flow through positively- 
sloped channels only three types of nonuniform flow profiles can occur, namely MI,M2, and S1 (see 
Fig. 3.1). Delivery curves are a way to graphically summarize the relationship between discharge 
and depths at the upstream and downstream end of a channel reach. A delivery curve for constant 
upstream depth in a mild-slope channel, i.e., Q = f(yd, y,=constant), is sketched in Fig. 3.2, on 
which three characteristic points can be observed: 
a)Zero-flow point. This point, marked as Z on the curve, represents horizontal water surface, 
i.e., yd= y,+S, L, where L is the channel's length, for which there is no flow. 
b) Normal-flow point. In normal flow the water-surface profile is parallel to the channel bed, 
i.e., yd=y,, thus Q=Q,(yd). This condition is labeled as N on the delivery curve. 
c)Maximum-flow point. This point, Cd on the delivery curve, corresponds to a water profile 
in which the depth at the downstream end is critical, i-e., Qmax = Q(yd=y,, y,=constant). 
A typical delivery curve for constant downstream depth, Q =F(yd = constant, y,), is shown in 
Fig. 3.3. The points, Z,  N, and Cd,identified on the delivery curve for constant upstream depth, are 
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Fig. 3.1 Subcritical Flow Profiles in Channels with Positive Slope. 
Fig. 3.2 Delivery Curve of Mild-Slope Channel with Subcritical Flow and Constant Upstream 
Depth (After Chow, 1959,p. 297). 
also characteristic on this curve. In both types of delivery curves the uniform-flow point (N) (see 
Figs. 3.2 and 3.3), marks the limit between points representing MI  and M2 profiles, so for any dis- 
charge greater than Qnthe profiles are type M2, whereas the profiles are MI  for discharges less than 
Qn-
A hydraulicperformance curve (HPC)is an alternative way to present the backwater informa- 
tion shown in the delivery curves. As schematically shown in Fig. 3.4, an HPC shows the relation- 
ship between the water depths or the water stages at the upstream and downstream ends of a channel 
reach for a specified discharge, i.e., y, = F(yd,Q=constant). For a mild-slope channel the hydraulic 
performance curve is a monotonically increasing curve. It is bounded on the left by a point that 
corresponds to critical depth at the downstream end of the channel, yd =y,(Q), indicated as point Cd 
in the figure. The critical depth for a given Q can be determined from the definition of the Froude 
number. The point on the curve corresponding to normal flow, i.e., y, = yd = y,(Q), is denoted as N 
on the HPC. The portion of the curve between points Cdand N represent M2 profiles, whereas every 
point to the right of N represents an M I  profile. As both yd and y, become very large, the HPC 
approaches asymptotically to the Z-line, which forms a forty-five degree angle with the yd axis and 
represents horizontal water surface, i.e., y,=yd - SOL,in Fig. 3.4. 
Fig. 3.3 Delivery Curve of Mild-Slope Channel with Subcritical Flow and Constant Downstream 
Depth (After Chow, 1959,p. 299). 
Fig. 3.4 Hydraulic Performance Curve for Mild-Slope Channel. 
The delivery curves for constant upstream depth, y, = F(yd= constant, Q), and constant 
downstream depth, yd = F(y,= constant,,Q), for subcritical flow in a steep-slope channel are illus- 
trated in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6, respectively. Both of these curves are bounded on the right by a discharge 
Qcu, which corresponds to the maximum discharge that the channel can convey while the water-sur- 
face profile is S1 all along the channel's length. This condition, labeled as C, in the figure, occurs 
when the depth at the channel's entrance is critical, i.e., y,=yc(Qcu). For any discharge QcQc,, 
the upstream depth should be greater than the critical depth, i.e., yu(Q) >yc(0). The delivery curves 
are bounded on the left by a discharge Qs, for which the channel slope becomes critical, i.e., the nor- 
mal depth and critical depth are equal, yc(Qs) =y, (Qs) ,or equivalently the critical discharge is equal 
to the normal-flow discharge, Qs=Qc(ys)=Qn(ys) . For smaller discharges, Q<Qs, the channel 
slope becomes mild instead of steep. The value of y, can be calculated by combining the formula 
for uniform flow with the equation for critical flow, yielding 
The value of Qs, can then be determined with y, and either the formula for uniform flow or the 
equation for critical flow. The S1 profile for Q=Qcu together with the C1 profile for Q=Qs, 
defining the bounds of the delivery curves denoted on the curves as C, and P,, respectively, for 
y,=constant, are shown in Fig. 3.5, whereas those for yd=constant, are shown in Fig. 3.6. 
TheHPC for subcritical flow in a steep-sloped channel is schematically shown in Fig. 3.7. The 
curve starts at a point corresponding to a water profile for which the upstream depth is critical for 
I 
y,, constant 
Fig. 3.5 Delivery Curve for SteepSlope Channel with Subcritical Flow and Constant Upstream Depth. 
Fig. 3.6 Delivery Curve for SteepSlope Channel with Subcritical Flow and Constant Downstream Depth. 
the given discharge, labeled as C, in the figure, and asymptotically approaches to the Z-line, (locus 
of horizontal water surface profiles). Unlike the case of delivery curves for subcritical flow in 
mild-sloped channels, since in subcritical flow in steep-slope channels only S1-type profiles can oc- 
cur, the corresponding delivery curves have only two characteristic points, one corresponding to the 
minimum discharge Qs (for which the profile is strictly type C1) and the other to the maximum dis- 
charge Q,,, labeled on the curves as P, and c,,  respectively. For the same reason the only character- 
istic point on an HPC for steep-slope channels is the C, point. 
3.3 Hydraulic Performance Graph 
The hydraulicperformance graph (HPG)of a channel is a plot of a set of HPC's for different 
specified discharges. It summarizes the dynamic relationship between the water depths at the up- 
stream and downstream ends of the channel reach for different specified discharges held constant, 
Fig. 3.7 Hydraulic Performance Curve for Steep-Slope Channel. 
i.e., y, = F(yd,Q). In other words, the HPG is essentially a summary of the backwater profiles for all 
possible flow conditions in a channel reach, expressed in the form of water stages at the ends of the 
channel reach for different constant discharges. 
3.3.1 Characteristicsof the HPG for Mild-Slope Channels 
The HPG for mild-slope channels, shown schematically in Fig. 3.8, has the following main 
characteristics: 
a) The HPC's, each for a given discharge, never intersect each other. The curves with larger 
discharges are located above those with smaller discharges. 
b) The left bound of the curves, labeled as Cd-curvein the figure, is the locus of points repre- 

senting backwater profiles for which the flow condition is critical at the downstream end of 

the channel reach. The downstream depth, yd, is computed based on the definition of criti- 

cal flow as yd = y,(Q). 

c) The HPC's are bounded on the right by the 45' straight line defined as H, = tid, (where 

H = water surface elevation above a reference datum, and the subscripts u and d denote the 

upstream and downstream ends of the channel reach, respectively) or for prismatic channel 

as y, = yd - So L. This line, labeled as Z-line on the HPG, represents a horizontal water 

surface for which there is no flow. The HPC's approach asymptotically to the 2-line as H, 

and Hd become large enough so that both the convective acceleration and friction effects 

become very small with respect to the pressure effect. 

d) The N-line is the locus of normal flow profiles (water surface slope parallel to the channel 

slope, steady uniform flow for prismatic channels) for the possible discharges in the chan- 

nel. It is located at a distance So L left of the Z-line. 

Fig. 3.8 Schematic Hydraulic Performance Graph for Mild-Slope Channel. 
e) The N-line divides theHPC's into two regions. The region bounded by the Cd-curve and the 

N-line contains all the possible pairs of water depths at the upstream and downstream ends 

of the reach for which the backwater profiles are type M2, whereas the region between the 

N-line and the Z-line contains the pairs of the water depths representing all the possible 

MI -type profiles. 

3.3.2 Characteristicsof HPG for Steep-Slope Channels 
A typical HPG for subcritical flow profiles in a steep-slope channel reach is shown schemati- 
cally in Fig. 3.9. This HPG has the following major characteristics: 
a) The HPC's, each for a given discharge, never intersect each other. The HPC's for larger 
discharges are located below those with smaller discharges. 
b) The right bound of the curves indicated as C,-curve in the figure represents the locus of flow 

profiles for which the depth at the upstream end of the channel reach is critical. The up- 

stream depth y, is related to the flow discharge as y, = y,(Q). 

c) In the S1 region the HPC's are bounded on the left by the HPC for the threshold discharge 

Qs,which starts at the C,-curve and asymptotically approaches the Z-line as both H, and Hd 

become large enough so that the effects of the convective acceleration and friction become 

very small with respect to that of pressure. The threshold discharge Qs is the discharge for 

which the channel slope is critical, which can be determined as previously explained. 

Fig. 3.9 Schematic Hydraulic Performance Graph for Steep-Slope Channel. 
The HPG's for subcritical flow in channels with horizontal and adverse slopes are similar to 
those in Fig.3.8 without the N -line because in these cases the normal depth is infinity and imagi- 
nary, respectively. 
3.4 Procedure to Establish a Hydraulic Performance Graph 
The procedure to establish the HPG for subcritical flow profiles in a channel reach is as follows: 
a) Determine the ranges of depths or water stages to be considered at the two ends of the chan- 
nel reach. 
b) Determine and plot the Z-line, which is the locus of points representing horizontal water 

surface, i.e., equal water surface elevation at the upstream and downstream ends of the 

reach (Hu=Hd). 

c)Determine and plot the N -line, which is the 45" - line at a distance equal to SoL to the left of 

the Z-line. 

d) For a mild-slope channel with MI - or M2-type backwater profiles, 

(i) Chose a discharge Q, 
(ii) compute the normal depth, y, (Q), and mark this point on the N -line for this Q. 
(iii) compute the critical depth, y,(Q), at the downstream end of the channel reach by 

using the formula for critical flow. 

(iv)perfoim the backwater computation for this Q and yd=yc(Q) to deterrnine the cor- 

responding upstream depth, y,. 

(v) 	 plot the resulting point (y, yd=yc(Q)) as the beginning point, Cd-point, of the 
HPC of the chosen discharge. 
For a steep-slope channel with S1-type backwater profiles, first determine the value of Qs . 
(i) 	 Choose a discharge Q 2Q,, 
(ii) 	perform the backwater computation for the specified Q, starting with the corresponding 
y, at the upstream end of the reach, i.e., yu=yc(Q) , to deterrnine the corresponding value 
of the flow depth at downstream end of the reach, yd,. 
(iii) plot the resulting point (yu=yc(Q), ydcu) as the beginning point, C,-point, of the 
HPC of the chosen discharge. 
e)  For the Q considered in step (d),select a feasible downstream depth, i.e., yd>yc(Q) for the 
case of mild-slope channels, and yd>yc(Q) for the case of steep-slope channels. 
j)perform backwater computation to determine the corresponding y,. This point (yd, y,) 
constitutes another point of the HPC for the selected Q. 
g) Repeat steps (e) and (f) for a few selected downstream depths such that for the chosen Q 

there are sufficient pairs of (yd, yu) to plot the corresponding HPC. The curve starts at the 

C-curve and approaches asymptotically to the Z-line for large y, or yd. For a mild-slope 

channel the HPC starts at the Cd-curveand crosses the N-linebefore it becomes asymptotic 

to the Z-line. For a steep-slope channel, on the other hand, the HPC starts at the C,-curve 

and never crosses the N-line. 

h) Select different feasible discharges and repeat steps (d ) to (g) to establish the HPC9s for 

different discharges. 

i) Connect the Cd- or C,-points of the computed HPC9s to trace the corresponding Cd- or 

C,-curve on the WPG. 

For the backwater computations necessary to establish an HPG many methods (Chow, 1959) 
and computer programs can be selected as appropriate to the particular cases. For natural chan- 
nels one popular backwater computation method is the so-called standard step method, which is 
adopted in HEC-RAS (Hydrologic Engineering Center, 1998). 
3.5 Hydraulic Performance Graph for Nonprismatic Channels 
The characteristics of H E ' S  given in the previous sections hold for gradually varied flow 
through a prismatic channel. HE ' S ,  however, also can be established for gradually varied flow 
through natural or man-made nonprismatic channels, as long as there is no flow separation. Many of 
the features of the HPG9sfor prismatic channels are identical to those of the HPG's for nonprismatic 
channels; nevertheless, there are also some differences between them. These differences mainly 
arise as a result of the effect that nonprismaticity has on the flux of momentum. As discussed in 
Section 2.5, to properly account for this effect more terms and coefficients need to be introduced in 
the governing equation of steady gradually varied flow through prismatic channels. Moreover, the 
definition of normal flow in prismatic channels is not applicable to nonprismatic channels. In pris- 
matic channels steady uniform flow occurs when the acceleration and pressure effects are null while 
the resistance due to friction and the driving force due to gravity are in equilibrium, i.e., So = S/; 
such a flow is the so-called uniform flow. Conversely, even for the case of nonprismatic channels 
with constant slope, it can easily be noticed from the corresponding governing equation (Eq. 2.7) 
that the normal flow in nonprismatic channels can only be satisfied if the driving force due to gravity 
is in equilibrium with the resistance due to friction, and the momentum flux due to nonprismaticity, 
i.e., So =Sf + (F2/cos26)(D/T)(dT/dx). As discussed in Section 2.3,in the more general case of flow 
in natural channels without flow separation, normal flow can be defined in three different ways: (a) 
reachwise nonnal flow; (b) local normal flow; and (c) local steady uniform normal flow. When ap- 
plied for a given discharge in a prismatic channel these three definitions will result in identical nor- 
mal flow profiles. However, they would result in different water-surface profiles if applied to natural 
channels. Because the cross-sectional geometry of natural channels usually is known only in a dis- 
crete manner, the bed slope usually is assumed as reachwise constant, and the resistance due to the 
channel friction, commonly evaluated with the Manning equation, is the reachwise resistance, the 
reachwise normal flow definition seems to be the best way to estimate the normal flow in natural 
channels. Perhaps the most reliable method for the computation of water-surface profiles is the stan- 
dard step method. In this method, the channel cross section, bed slope, and friction resistance are 
represented in a reachwise fashion. The reachwise normal flow definition given above is consistent 
with this method. 
Due to the fundamental differences between normal flow for prismatic channels and normal 
flow for nonprismatic channels with variable bed slope, it is only natural that the locus of the N-linein 
HPG's for natural channels is in general not parallel to the Z-line. Although the locus of the N-lineon 
the HPG for a nonprismatic channel cannot be exactly computed, there are several alternatives to 
approximately determine it, including: 
1. For the discharge of interest determine the normal depth at the exit of the channel reach,ynd, 

and compute the water-surface profile for this depth to obtain the corresponding depth at 

the channel's entrance. This results in the point (ylzd, y u k d ) ). 

2. For the discharge of interest determine the normal depth at the entrance of the channel reach, 

Y,~, ,  and through backwater computation determine the corresponding depth at the chan- 

nel's exit to obtain the point (yd(ynu), ylZu). 

3. For the selected discharge and the corresponding normal depth at the channel exit, y,d, de- 

termine the depth that would be observed at the channel entrance if the water surface were 

parallel to the channel bed. 

4. For the selected discharge and the corresponding normal depth at the channel entrance,^,, , 

determine the depth that would be observed at the channel exit if the water surface were 

parallel to the channel bed. 

5. For the selected discharge compute the steady uniform normal flow at the channel entrance, 

y,,, and exit,ynd, to approximate the locus of the normal flow profile. 

All the above alternatives are equivalent for the case of uniform flow in prismatic channels, but 
for the case of uniform flow through nonprismatic channels they will lead to different results. The 
less prismatic the channel, the more different from each other the results from these methods will be. 
As long as a reach of nonprismatic channel is chosen so that the there is no rapid variation of the 
properties of the cross section and no control sections exist within the reach, the procedure descried 
in the former section to define the locus of the Cd-curve and C,-curve on the HPG9s for prismatic 
channels with mild and steep slopes, respectively, is equally applicable for defining the locus of the 
curves on the HPG's for nonprismatic channels. Except for the steps that involve normal flow com- 
putation, all the steps for establishing theHPG9s for aprismatic channels outlined in Section 3.4 also 
hold for establishing the HPG9s for nonprismatic channels. 
4. METHOD FOR UNSTEADY FLOW ROUTING USING IiPG 
4.1 Introduction 
Traditionally most hydraulic methods for unsteady flow through open channels consist of 
solving the partial differential equations (PDE's)of conservation of mass and momentum. Howev- 
er, since analytical solutions to these equations are not yet available, only approximate solutions, 
sought numerically, can be obtained. Conventionally, regardless of the approximation used to ac- 
count for conservation of momentum, the resulting PDE's are numerically solved in a coupled man- 
ner, i.e., the equations are first discretized according to the selected numerical technique and then 
solved simultaneously at each time interval for the prescribed initial and boundary conditions. A 
new hydraulic method for unsteady flow routing that relies on the application of HPG is proposed 
here. The method is essentially based on the assumption that the HPG of a channel reach approxi- 
mately accounts for conservation of momentum through the reach, and that it can be coupled with a 
discretized form of the equation of conservation of mass to simulate flood routing through it. One of 
the major differences of this new method with respect to the existing ones is that an approximation to 
the dynamics governing the flow in a channel reach, which is represented by the reach's HPG, can be 
computed prior to the routing, totally uncoupled from the specified flood flow boundary conditions. 
Flood routing through a channel with this method basically consists of coupling the channel's HPG 
with the continuity equation for any initial and boundary conditions specified. This new method is 
presented in this chapter, the numerical discretization of the equation for conservation of mass and 
the way to couple it with HPG to perform flood routing also are described. The applicability of the 
method, verification against physical observations, and comparison of simulations obtained through 
its application with simulations based on both DW and NI models are presented in following chap- 
ters. 
4.2 Finite Difference Discretization of Equation of Continuity 
Most explicit finite difference schemes that have been used to numerically solve the govern- 
ing equations of unsteady, open-channel flow have stability problems. In order to avoid such prob- 
lems researchers have resorted to the use of implicit schemes. Among the finite difference schemes 
that have been applied to solving the Saint-Venant equations, the four-point implicit scheme pro- 
posed by Preissmann (1961) and its generalization, the box scheme (Lai, 1986), are perhaps the most 
commonly used. Until now the box scheme has only been proven to be unconditionally stable for 
solving the Saint-Venant equations in linearized forrn (Yen, 1986). In practice, however, the box- 
scheme has been found to be stable for solving the Saint-Venant equations in their nonlinear forrn, 
especially when the size of the space and time intervals satisfy the Courant criterion. The box 
scheme is adopted here to discretize the equation of conservation of mass. 
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Fig. 4.1 Computational Grid Based on Four-Point Finite Difference Scheme. 
The finite difference computational grid between two time intervals k and k+ I ,  and an inter- 
nal computational cell based on the four-point finite difference scheme are shown in Fig. 4.1. The 
nomenclature used here for the finite difference grid follows that commonly used in the literature, 
i.e., the space and time weighting factors are represented by and 0, respectively, and the j and k 
denote cell points in the space-time finite difference grid. The general expressions for discretizing 
partial derivatives with respect to space and to time of a function W at the nodes are given by Eqs. 
(4.1) and (4.2) as follows, 
Application of these four-point finite-difference expressions to the terms in the partial differ- 
ential equation of conservation of mass yields, 
So for the general case of an internal computational cell the finite-difference approximation 
to the equation of continuity can be written as, 
where M groups all the known terms in Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4)-terms that are only functions of the 
values of Q and y at the previous computational time step, k, i.e., 
The finite difference equations for the first and last space intervals are special cases because 
of the upstream and downstream boundary conditions. In the most common special case of bound- 
ary conditions, the upstream boundary condition is prescribed as an inflow hydrograph. In this spe- 
cial case the finite difference approximation to the equation of continuity for the first space interval 
is, 
Ax + B(Q:"-[I/JA(~~*") + (1 - I / J )A (Y~~+ ' ) ]  ) + M1= 0 (4.7)At 
in which M, lumps all the terms that are a function of Q and y at the previous computational time 
step, k, as well as that prescribed as upstream boundary condition for the time step k + l  , i.e., 
The two most common types of downstream boundary conditions are, on the other hand, a rating- 
curve type relationship between stage and discharge, and a stage hydrograph. The finite difference 
approximation for continuity at the last space interval for the first special case of downstream bound- 
ary condition, i-e., Q = f(y) = t is, 
in which the term M, groups all the terms known from the previous computational time step, i.e., 
AxMm = (I - @)[Q:+' - Q:] - E [ ~ A ( ~ : , l )  + ( l  - w)A(Y:)] (4.10) 
Similarly, the equation corresponding to the second particular case of downstream boundary condi- 
tion, i.e., y = f(t) is, 
in which W1, is, 
A special case of the finite difference approximation to continuity of particular interest for 
the method presented in this thesis is that in which the size of the space interval is set equal to the 
length of the channel reach, i-e., AX= L. It is apparent that in this special case the finite-difference 
approximation to the equation of continuity should include both boundary conditions. So for the 
special case of boundary conditions in which the upstream condition is given as an inflow hydro- 
graph and the downstream condition as a rating-curve of the type Q = f(y) = t, the finite difference 
approximation to continuity is, 
where M groups all the known terms as a function of the values of Q and y at the previous computa- 
tional time step as well as of the boundary conditions as follows, 
4.3 HPG as Approximation to Momentum Equation 
In the hydraulic method for flood routing being introduced here the flow is treated as step- 
wise steady so that conservation of momentum can be approximated by the HPG. That is to say, it is 
Yj + 7 
Fig. 4.2 HPG as a Stepwise Steady Approximation of Conservation of Momentum. 
assumed that at any time during the routing the dynamic relationship between the flow depths at the 
ends of a space interval and the average discharge through it is approximately represented by the 
HPG of the computational interval. This relationship, graphically illustrated in Fig. 4.2, is mathe- 
matically represented by Eq. (4.15). 
4.4 Coupling of Hydraulic Performance Graph with the Continuity Equation 
Coupling of theHPG with the equation of continuity is carried out during the routing. This is 
essentially done by relating the flow depths at the ends of each space interval through the HPG in the 
stepwise steady fashion described above while continuity is simultaneously satisfied in all intervals 
and the specified upstream and downstream boundary conditions are accounted for. 
For example, for the special case of flow routing through a single channel with the size of 
the space interval set equal to the length of the channel reach, i.e., AX = L, and the upstream and 
downstream boundary conditions specified as an inflow hydrograph and a rating-curve, respective- 
ly, the routing is carried out by simultaneously satisfying Eqs. (4.13) and (4.16), as well as the rela- 
tions Q(x=O) = Q(t) and Q(x=L) = f(y(L)) V t. 
The method of stepwise steady flow routing using HPG proposed in this thesis, herein re- 
ferred to as varied flow method (VFM),is illustrated by the flow chart shown in Fig. 4.3. This flow 
chart is for the special case of flow routing through a single channel of length L with Ax 2 L/3, 
for which an inflow hydrograph and a stage-discharge relationship (rating curve) were prescribed 
as upstream and downstream boundary conditions, respectively. Only slight modifications of the 
equations for the first and last space intervals are necessary for cases with different boundary condi- 
tions. In the computer code of the VFM,HPG's are handled in a discrete manner--only a few points 
are used to define each of the HPC's (curves of constant discharge) within the range of interest of 
y at the downstream and upstream ends of the channel reach of length AX. Interpolation is used to 
obtain other points P(yd, y, Q) from the corresponding HPG. 
4.5 Computer Code of VFM for Flood Routing Through a Single Channel 
Based on the algorithm of the VFM illustrated by the flow chart shown in Fig. 4.3, a comput- 
er code was written for the Mathematica System version 3. Mathernatica (Wolfram, 1996) is a flex- 
ible programming language that has a large collection of computational algorithms and high-level 
programming constructs. This collection of algorithms and constructs are available as built-in func- 
tions and routines that can be easily invoked within Mathematica. The computer code of the VFM 
makes use of the following Mathematica built-in functions: 
NDSolve [eqn (s),y, {x,xmin,~max)]~ -Finds a numerical solution to the ordinary dif- 
ferential equation(s) eqn(s) for the function y with the independent variable x in the range 
xmin toxmaxfor a specified initial condition. N DSolve represents solutions for the func- 
tion y as interpolating-function objects. These objects are functions that provide approxi- 
mations toy(x) over the rangexmin toxmax, which when applied to a particular x, return 
the approximate value of Y(X) at that point. A Mathematica interpolating-function object 
stores a table of values for Y(x), then interpolates this table to find an approximation to 
y(x) at the particular x of interest within the range xmin to xmau. Interpolating-function 
objects use divided differences to construct Lagrange or Hermite interpolating polyno- 
mials. NDSolve finds solutions iteratively, switching between a non-stiff implicit Adams 
method with order between I and 12,and a stiff Gear method-backward difference for- 
mula method-with order between 1 and 5,based on LSODE (Livermore Solver for Or- 
dinary Differential Equations), which solves the initial value problem for stiff or nonstiff 
systems of first order ordinary differential equations. 
FindRoot[{eql,eq2, ...), {xl,{xll ,~12)) ,  { ~ 2 , { ~ 2 ~ , ~ 2 ~ ) ) ,  -Searches for a nu- . . . I t  
merical solution to the algebraic equations eqi using {xll,x12) and { ~ 2 ~ , x 2 ~ )  as starting 
guess values of the solutions. In trying to find a solution, FindRoot always returns the 
first solution it finds, and so long as the starting guess is sufficiently close to a particular 
solution, it will always return a solution. The arguments of FindRoot indicated above 
imply that the form of eqi is not simple enough for Mathematica to find their derivatives 
symbolically, but rather they must be estimated numerically. In this case, the approach 
used in FindRoot is based on the secant-method. 
A very useful characteristic of programming in Mathemuticu is that built-in functions can 
be used to define function-like objects. Likewise, interpolating-function objects such as those ob- 
tained as output from NDSolve-valid in a certain range of the independent variable--can also be 
used to define function-like objects in Mathematica programs. This special feature of programming 
in Mathematica is also used in writing the code for the VFM. 
In the Mathernatica code of the VFM,the FindRoot built-in function is used to solve nonlin- 
ear algebraic equations such as those for normal and critical depths. The NDSolve built-in function 
is used to solve the ordinary differential equation that governs gradually varied open-channel flow, 
which must be repetitively solved for establishing the HPG of a channel reach. In the program this 
is done by establishing a Mathematica functional definition that preforms the integration for the 
proper parameters and initial value of the flow depth at a given location along the channel. 
The arguments and options described here for these built-in Mathernatica functions are only those used for program-
ing the VFM. Other options are available in Matlzematica for these built-in functions as described by Wolfram (1996). 
FindRoot also is used in the VFM program for solving the system of nonlinear algebraic 
equations that approximate continuity and momentum at each time interval during the routing. The 
mathematical construct expressed by Eq. (4.15) can be programmed as function-like objects in Ma-
thematica. At least two different ways are available to represent Eq. (4.15) as a function-like object. 
One is based on an interpolating function in three dimensions, the other is based on the numerical 
integration of the governing equation using NDSolve. Although the former is computationally less 
expensive than the latter, it is also less accurate. Since two of the main goals of this thesis are to 
validate the VFMwith experimental observations and to compare its relative accuracy with respect 
to the DW model as well as to contrast it with that of the NI model, a Mathenzatica code in which 
the latter approach for representing Eq. (4.15) is adopted for programing the VFM.This code is used 
for the simulations of flood routing through prismatic channels presented in Chapters 5 and 6. A 
listing of the code for the case of rectangular channels is presented in Appendix A; only minor 
changes are necessary in the code to account for other cross-sectional shapes. 
HPG 3, as discussed in Chapter 3, can be established not only for prismatic channels but for 
so-called natural channels as well. Therefore, the VFMalgorithm presented in this chapter is equally 
valid for flood routing simulations through both prismatic and nonprismatic channels. An example 
to illustrate the applicability of the VFMfor flood routing through a natural channel system is pre- 
sented in Appendix B. AMathematica code in which theHPG for each of the computational reaches 
is represented as a function-like object through interpolating functions is used to carry out the VFM 
simulations in this application. In the code these function-like objects are defined using precom- 
puted backwater flow data such as that typically computed to establish the HPG of a channel reach, 
so no backwater computations are need during the routing. A listing of this code is included in Ap- 
pendix E. 
Channel Data, i.e., Length (L), Slope, Geometry, and Roughness 
Computational Parameters, i.e., At, Ax, 0, and .\c, I 
Initial Conditions, i.e., Q(x,O), y(x,O) for 0 5x 5 L I 
N = Routing Time / A t  
For current time interval, k, evaluate independent terms in nonlinear algebraic 
equations for continuity obtained based on four-point finite difference scheme as, 
Solve system of nonlinear algebraic equations defined as, 
CONTINUITY 

one equation for first space interval 

m-2 equations for internal space intervals 
one equation for last space interval1 
MOMENTUM 

one equation for each of the m- I  space intervals 

Approximated by assuming that in each space interval the stages at its ends 
and the average discharge through it are related by the NPG as 
'Terms with subindex m+1 are related by the 
downstream boundary condition, e.g., as 
Q(L) = f(y(L)), thus this equation should be 
modified accordingly. 
Fig. 4.3 Flow Chart of Stepwise Steady Flow Routing Using HPG. 
5. VERIFICATION OF VARIED FLOW METHOD WITH EXPERIMENTS 
5.1 Introduction 
Only three experimental studies of unsteady open-channel flow have been reported in the litera- 
ture since the early 1960s. These studies were conducted at the Hydraulics Research Station at Wal- 
lingford, England by Ackers and Harrison (1964), at Colorado State University by Yevjevich and 
Barnes (1 970), and at the Technical University of Munich, Germany by Treske (1980), respectively. 
Apparently, one of the main motivations for conducting these studies was to compare flood routing 
simulations with experimental observations. In the first two studies, simulations of flood routing 
relied on the numerical solution of the full dynamic-wave (DW)model in its characteristic form. In 
the third study, simulations ware based on the DW and the noninertia (NI) models, as well as on the 
Muskingum method, and the results were compared with the experimental observations. 
Some of the experimental data reported in these studies are used here for the purpose of physical 
verification of the varied flow method (VFM) introduced in this thesis. Furthermore, deviations of 
VFM simulations with respect to experimental observations are contrasted with the deviations of 
simulations based onD W as well as on Mmodels. Simulations with the kinematic-wave ( 
el were not considered in this comparison because this model cannot account for backwater ef- 
fects-the attenuation obtained from simulations is just the result of numerical diffusion and 
dissipation-and the experimental data used in this verification is subject to effects from the down- 
stream boundary. Simulations of theDW model are based on the characteristic form of the equations, 
solved with a second order characteristic scheme (Seviik, 1973). Simulations of the NImodel are 
based on the nonlinear, noninertia model proposed by Akan and Yen (198 1). 
Several parameters can be used to evaluate the relative accuracy between different simulation 
methods or between experimental data and simulations. These parameters have different uses and 
applications, which depend upon particular needs Yen (1 982). The parameters used here to qualita- 
tively evaluate and contrast the capabilities of the simulation methods to reproduce important char- 
acteristics of the hpdrographs, e.g., mass conservation, peak occurrence and magnitude, as well as 
some indicators of the general shape of the hydrograph, were proposed by Yen (1 982), and Nash and 
Stucliffe (1970). They are: (a) the mass conservation error parameter (q,);(b) relative mass con- 
servation error (c) relative peak error ( E , ~ ,where cp stands for peak values of either flow depth 
or discharge hydrographs); (d)relative peaking time error ( E , ~ , ) ;(e)root mean square error ( E rms); (n 
Relative error of first time moment with respect to starting time (E,,); (g) relative error of second 
time moment with respect to starting time ( E ~ ) ;and (h)coefficient of model-fit efficiency (efl). Def-
initions of these parameters are given in Appendix C. All of these parameters were evaluated for the 
experiments for which numerical values of the entrance stage and outflow hydrographs were avail- 
able, whereas only those regarding the peak and peaking time values of the hydrographs were evalu- 
ated for the experiments for which the the values of the hydrographs were only available in a graphi- 
cal form. The following three sections of this chapter present a comparison of numerical simulations 
with the experimental observations. Selected experiments from each of the three experimental stud- 
ies mentioned above are considered separately in the sections. Each section starts with a description 
of the experimental facility in which the studies were conducted, next the initial and boundary condi- 
tions of the experiments used for verification are summarized, followed by a comparison of DW, NI, 
and W M simulations with the experimental observations. 
5.2 Verification with Experiments of Technical University of Munich 
The experiments of unsteady, open-channel flow conducted by Treske (1980) at the Technical 
University of Munich (TUM) were carried out in an outdoor facility. The facility consisted of two 
straight and one meandering laboratory flumes with floodplains. The channels were located side by 
side with their upstream end connected to a common headbox as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Although the 
straight channels were connected by a junction close to the downstream end, the setup allowed one of 
Fig. 5.1 Treske's Experimental Facility at Technical University of Munich. 
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Fig. 5.2 Straight Channel in TUNI Experimental Facility. 
them to operate as a single channel. Only the experimental results carried out in the straight channel 
with the flow confined to the main channel are used here for the evaluation of the VFM; hence, only 
the configuration of the part of the facility with straight channels is described as follows. 
The depth and width of the main channel and floodplains as well as the streamwise slope are 
indicated in the lateral view and cross section of the straight channel shown in Fig. 5.2. Based on 
uniform flow experiments, Treske determined that Manning's roughness coefficient of the channel 
was equal to 0.012. 
Unsteady-flow experiments were performed by introducing prescribed flow hydrographs at the 
headbox after running steady flow for a period of time. Discharge and stage were measured over 
time at two stations along the channel, located 14m and 224 m downstream of the headbox, respec- 
tively; the second station was at the downstream end of the channel. The base flow, shape, peak 
discharge, and duration of the hydrographs prescribed at the headbox in the four experiments carried 
out in the straight flume operating as a single channel with the flow confined to the main channel are 
listed in Table 5.1. 
Routing of the flow conditions of these four experiments were simulated with the DW,NI, and 
VFMmodels. The flow hydrographs observed at the upstream station were used as upstream bound- 
ary conditions. The downstream boundary condition, on the other hand, was prescribed as an adhoc 
rating curve. This rating curve was obtained here by regressing the stage-discharge values of the 
experiments in Table 5.1 reported in Treske (1981)to a quadratic polynomial. As shown in Fig. 5.3, 
Table 5.1 Description of TUM Experiments in Straight Channel. 
Experiment ( I )  Shape of e b a s e  e p e a k  Duration Geak 4Q/d t 
Inflow Hydrograph [m3ls] [ d / s l  [mini [min] [m3/s2] 
PG 1015.200 Triangular 0.103 0.193 15.0 7.5 k0. 000429 
PG 1030.200 Quasi-triangular 0.099 0.192 30.0 -15.0-16.0 +0.000213 
PG 1060.200 Triangular 0.099 0.194 60.0 -- 31.0 +O. 0001 04 
PG 11 20.200 Triangular 0.101 0.199 120.0 61.0 k0.000054 
( '1 Treske's nomenclature. 
the stage-discharge values do not exhibit a loop for the conditions of the selected experiments, sug- 
gesting that a rating curve can be used as downstream boundary condition for the simulations. 
Simulations with theDWmode1 were done for time and space intervals ofdt =10 s anddx =W9, 
respectively, so as to satisfy the Courant condition. On the other hand, simulations with the NI and 
VFM models were performed using time intervals equal to those at which experimental data were 
collected (60s for the first three experiments and to 120 s for the fourth) and space intervals for which 
convergence of the numerical solutions was achieved. Specific space intervals used in the NI simu-
lations were,dx = L/14 for the first three experiments listed in Table 5.1, anddx =L/7for the fourth. 
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Fig. 5.3 	Rating Curve at Exit of Straight Rectangular Channel of TUM Experiments PG1015.200, 
PG1030.200, PG1060.200 and PG1120.200. 
-- 
Observed and simulated flows and water stages at the channel's upstream and downstream sta- 
tions are contrasted in Figs. 5.4 to 5.7. Except for the simulation results of experiment PGl015.200, 
the simulations of the other three cases compare fairly well with the experimental observations, as 
depicted in the figures. Results show that simulations based on theD W model are, in general, closer 
to the experimental observations, followed by simulations with the VFM and NI model. Simula- 
tions with the VFM appear to be as close to the results obtained with the DW model as the results 
from the NI model are. This is clearly shown by the peak magnitudes and peaking times of down- 
stream discharge and upstream stage hydrographs shown in Table 5.2, as well as by the relative er- 
rors with respect to observations presented in Table 5.3. 
Simulations of experiment PG1015.200 show that, around the peak, the outflow hydrographs 
simulated with the three models are below the experimental observations. Results from NI routing, 
in particular, seem to deviate more from the experimental data than those from DW and VFM rout-
ing. These differences are also observed on the stage hydrograph at the channel's exit. The peak and 
general shape of the stage hydrograph at the channel's entrance, on the other hand, appears to be 
better simulated with the VFM, followed by DW and NI models. 
Although the agreement between simulations and experimental observations for the other three 
experiments seems better than that observed for the first, a similar tendency is observed. Simula-
tions of experiment PG1030.200 also show that the NI model underestimates the peaks of the out- 
flow and exit stage hydrographs, whereas for the entrance stage hydrograph similar agreement 
seems to be achieved with both the DW and NI models and the VFM. 
Table 5.2 Observed and Simulated Peak and Peaking Times of Outflow and Entrance Stage 
Hydrographs of TUM Experiments. 
Qdp tQdp  Wup twup Qdp tQdp Wup twup 
m3/s min m min m3/s min m min 
Experiment PG1015.200 Experiment PG1030.200 
Exp 0.158 15.47 0.388 14.47 0.171 24.51 0.408 25.58 
DW 0.155 15.21 0.384 15.66 0.171 24.36 0.407 24.39 
NZ 0.152 15.89 0.386 14.70 0.169 24.66 0.408 23.73 
VFM 0.154 16.21 0.388 14.99 0.171 24.88 0.409 23.84 
Experiment PG1060.200 Experiment PG1120.200 
p p  

Exp 0.183 38.40 0.425 38.99 0.190 73-75.2 0.433 72.00 
DW 0.183 39.03 0.424 39.47 0.193 72.77 0.436 72.65 
NZ 0.182 39.24 0.424 37.98 0.192 72.77 0.436 71.83 
VFM 0.183 39.26 0.425 38.10 0.193 73.12 0.437 72.18 
Qdp=Peak of outflow hydrograph; tqdp=Peaking time of outflow hydrograph; 

WUp=Peakof upstream stage hydrograph; tQdp=Peaking time of upstream stage hydrograph. 

- -- 
- -- - -- 
Table 5.3 	Relative Errors of Simulations with DW, NI, and VFM models with Respect to Observations of 
TUM Experiments. 
Experiment PG 1015.200 
DW 0.10 -0.45 -1.95 -1.69 0.01 0.99 0.29 0.45 -1.03 8.23 0.01 0.99 0.20 0.32 

NI 0.11 -0.47 -3.89 2.72 0.02 0.99 0.28 0.51 -0.39 1.58 0.01 0.99 0.17 0.28 

VFM 0.10 -0.45 -2.48 4.78 0.02 0.99 0.30 0.46 -0.02 3.64 0.01 0.99 0.15 0.22 

Experiment PG 1030.200 
DW 0.40 -0.44 -0.26 -0.62 0.01 1-00 -0.03 -0.01 -0.27 -4.65 0.00 1.00 0.02 0.05 

NI 0.47 -0.50 -1.20 0.61 0.01 1.00 -0.09 -0.02 -0.06 -7.24 0.00 1.00 -0.02 -0.02 

VFM 0.40 -0.43 -0.08 1.54 0.01 1.00 0.01 0.04 0.34 -6.77 0.00 1.00 -0.03 -0.07 

Experiment PG 1060.200 
DW 0.10 0.60 0.10 1.65 0.01 1.00 0.34 0.53 -0.16 1.24 0.01 1.00 0.17 0.24 

NI 0.10 0.59 -0.47 2.19 0.01 1.00 0.23 0.41 -0.16 -2.59 0.00 1.00 0.09 0.12 

VFM 0.09 0.60 0.10 2.24 0.01 1.00 0.25 0.38 0.10 -2.28 0.00 1.00 0.06 0.06 

Experiment PG 1120.200 
EQ; =Relative mass conservation error of outflow hydrograph with respect to observed inflow hydrograph; 

E Q ~ ,= Relative mass conservation error of outflow hydrograph with respect to observed outflow hydrograph; 

E Q ~ ~=Relative peak error of outflow hydrograph; &tqdp = Relative peaking time error of outflow hydrograph; 

E Q ~ ~ , ~ 
=Root mean square error of outflow hydrograph; eflQd =Model tit efiiciency for outflow hydrograph; 
E t l ~ d=Relative error of first time moment with respect to starting time of outflow hydrograph; 
ECJQ~=Relative error of second time moment with respect to starting time of outtlow hydrograph; 
Similarly, &wup, &twup, & w ~ ~ ~ ,  represent the relative peak, relative peaking time, and root mean effwup, ET~W",E C J W ~ ~ ,  
square errors, and the model fit efficiency and first and second time relative errors of the upstream stage hydrograph. 
The hydrographs in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7, show that the simulation quality of the three models is 
comparable. Only small differences around the peak exist between the results of the NI and DW 
models, while there is no noticeable difference between results of the DW model and the VFM. Ex-
cept for the differences around the peak of the outflow hydrograph between the simulations and the 
observations, the physical observations reasonably validate the simulation ability of the three mod- 
els. This is particularly true for experiments PG 1030.200, PG 1060.200, and PG 1120.200. 
It is noteworthy to observe that the larger AQ/ . t , the more the simulation results disagree with 
the observations around the peak of the hydrographs, suggesting, as expected, that the larger the ac- 
celeration terms are, the less accurate becomes the NI model. Furthermore, while in some portions 
of the flow hydrographs the VFMoverestimates the discharge with respect to the DW model, in oth- 
ers it underestimates them. These simulation inaccuracies can be explained by the fact that the VFM 
accounts for convective acceleration only partially, but it does not account for the local acceleration, 
and so this effect is most likely due to the relative value and sign of these terms at each particular time 
during the routing. 
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Fig. 5.6 Simulations with DW NI, and VFMModels of TUM Experiment PG1060.200. 
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Fig. 5.7 Simulations with DW, NI, and VFM Models of TUM Experiment PG1120.200. 
5.3 Verification with Experiments of Colorado State University 
Yevjevich and Barnes (1 970) conducted an experimental study of unsteady open-channel flow 
between 1965 and 1970 at the Colorado State University Experimental Station (CSU). Experiments 
were carried out in an outdoor facility in which a 3-foot diameter 822-foot long pipeline was used as 
the experimental conduit. The pipeline was supported on inclined rails that allowed for setting a 
constant slope in the range between 0 and 4 percent. Flow into the conduit was introduced through 
an adjustable inlet structure specially designed to promote even flow distribution. Inflow hydro- 
graphs were generated by a mechanically operated 26-in diameter ball valve at the inlet of the con- 
duit. Flow variation over time was achieved by operating the valve at a constant speed between the 
prescribed initial (base) and maximum flows. The inflow into the conduit was measured with sharp- 
edged circular orifice plates especially designed for the range of flow rates considered in the study. 
Pressure transducers were utilized to measure pressure differentials through the orifices, as well as 
water levels at different stations along the conduit. Schematics of the experimental conduit and of 
the facility and data recording system are shown in Figs. 5.8 and 5.9, respectively. A detailed de- 
scription of the experimental setup, instrumentation and calibration, experimental conditions, and 
experimental errors is presented in vol. 11of Yevjevich and Barnes (1970). 
Inflow hydrographs and measured depth hydrographs at different locations of each experiment 
were not reported numerically but graphically. Since the size of the reported graphs is rather small 
and they are somewhat distorted in the report, only results of two such experiments (Run 9-4 and 
Run 1-13) are used here for the purpose of verification of VFM with experimental observations. 
Furthermore, computation of the parameters for evaluating the relative errors described in Section 
5.1 is not possible for these experimental data due to the lack of numerical records. Thus, the com- 
parison of simulations with observed data from this source is more qualitative than quantitative. 
The stage hydrographs of selected CSU experiments were collected at two stations located 
50.00, and 426.56 ft from the conduit's entrance, respectively. The initial and boundary conditions 
of these two experiments are summarized in Table 5.4. Manning's coefficient was determined based 
on backwater flow computation for the base flow and channel slope of each experiment. The n value 
was selected as that for which the computed and observed profiles were matched. 
Table 5.4 Experimental Data from Colorado State University. 
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Fig. 5.8 Schematic of CSU Experimental Conduit Cfrom vol. 11of Yevjevich and Barnes, 1970). 
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Fig. 5.9 Schematic of CSU Facility and Data Recording System @om vol. II of Yevjevich and Barnes, 1970). 
Routing of Runs 9-4 and 1 -13is simulated with the DW,NI, and VFMmodels. To simulate the 
depth hydrographs at the locations where the experimental observations were collected, all the corn- 
putations were carried out using Ax = W50. Simulations with the DW model were performed with 
At = I s to comply with the Courant criterion throughout the routing, and to achieve asymptotic 
numerical results. To perform a fair comparison of the NI  and VFMmodels with the DWmodel, the 
simulations with theNI and VFMmodels were carried out with At =2.5 s, which also is a time inter- 
val small enough to ensure that the results are independent of the size of the computational grid. 
Stage hydrographs at two locations along the channel simulated with the DW, NI, and VFM 
models for Runs 9-4 and 1-13 are contrasted with the experimental observations in Figs. 5.10 and 
5.1 1. Results show that at the most upstream station the stages around the peaking time of the hydro- 
graph are overestimated by the VFM. In particular, for the conditions of Run 9-4 stages are overesti- 
mated by about 10 %, whereas for those of Run 1 -13 they are overestimated by up to 15%. The re- 
sults in Fig. 5.10 shows that the simulations of Run 9-4 with the three models are essentially within 
the experimental error estimated by Yevjevich and Barnes. Conversely, those in Fig. 5.11 show that 
whereas some depths simulated with the VFM are above the experimental error, some depths simu- 
lated with the NI  and DW models are below this error. 
The stage hydrographs simulated with the three models at the intermediate station for both Runs 
are either within or slightly out of the range of the experimental error. As shown in the figures, only 
part of the receding limb of the hydrographs from V%M slightly exceeds the experimental error. 
Differences in the simulated peaking times also are noticeable; theDW model predicts that the peak- 
ing time occurs about 15and 20 seconds earlier than what is obtained with the N I  and VFMmodels, 
respectively. Regarding the magnitude of the peak, for Run 1- 1 3 theD Wmodel and the VFMpredict 
practically the same values, both within the experimental error, but about 10 % larger than the ob- 
served peak, while the NI  model underestimates it by about 10 %. For Run 9-4, D W routing overes- 
timates the peak magnitude by about 10%, NI routing underestimates it by about 10 %, whereas the 
VFM routing estimate is practically equal to the observed peak. 
Instantaneous longitudinal profiles at six different times during the routing of Runs 9-4and 1-13 
are shown in Figs. 5.12 and 5.13. Routing of Run 9-4 with the three models show a better agreement 
with the observations than those of Run 1 -13. In particular, the D W model reproduces better the 
observed profiles. Differences between DW profiles and NI  and VFMprofiles are of the same order 
of magnitude as the experimental error. Simulations of Run 1 -13 with the three models, on the other 
hand, disagree more with the experimental observations than those of Run 9-4, which is particularly 
noticeable on the instantaneous profile at t = 100 s. Overall, however, VFM simulations of both 
Runs compare well with the experimental observations. Moreover, results show that the accuracy of 
the VFM is comparable to that of the NI  model. It is worth noting that the experimental error shown 
in the figures is just a rough estimate based on the discussion in Yevjevich and Barnes (1970). 
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Fig. 5.10 Simulations with D w NI, and VFM Modles of CSU Run 9-4. 
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Fig. 5.11Simulations with DK  NI, and VFM Models of CSU Run 1-13. 
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Fig. 5.12 Instantaneous Surface Profiles Simulated with DW, NI, and VFM Models for CSU Run 9-4. 
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Fig. 5.13 Instantaneous Surface Profiles Simulated with DW, NI, and VFM Models for CSU Run 1-13. 
5.4 Verification with Experiments of Wallingford Hydraulics Research Station 
The facility used by Ackers and Harrison (1964) at the Wallingford Hydraulic Station to con- 
duct their experimental study of unsteady, open-channel flow is sketched in Fig. 5.14. It consisted of 
a 300-ft length pipeline of 3-in. nominal diameter with a free overfall at its exit, supported by an 
adjustable scaffold tubing, which allowed for changing the pipe's slope between 0.0 and 0.02. Seg- 
ments of steel pipe 50-ft long were alternated with 10-ft-long segments of transparent pipe. 
Flow was fed into the pipeline from a constant-head tank through a pipe run that included a gate 
valve, a 2.5-in. bore propeller-type flow meter, and a control valve of the butterfly type. A by-pass 
pipe with a valve was used to feed the pipeline with a constant flow, thus allowing the addition of 
different discharges as base flow to the experimental hydrographs. The inflow variation was 
achieved by automatically opening and closing the butterfly valve with a cam rotating at a constant 
rate. Inflows were measured with a flow meter and graphically recorded. 
Different inflow hydrographs were obtained by using different cams under a range of available 
speeds and clutch-brake arrangements. The necessary accuracy of flow control through the experi- 
mental program was achieved using three butterfly valves of different sizes. A total of five multi- 
probe depth meters were installed along the pipeline to record stage hydrographs, one in each of the 
10-ft segments of transparent pipe, located from the pipe entrance at distances of 7.5, 67.5, 127.5, 
i 
PLAN 
Fig. 5.14 Schematic of HRS Experimental Setup (from Ackers and Harrison, 1964). 
187.5, and 247.5 feet, respectively. The measured stage hydrographs were transmitted to, and re- 
corded by a multiple-pen recorder. 
A detailed description of the facility, calibrations, and experimental program and procedure can 
be found in Ackers and Harrison (1964). In their paper, they only report the stage hydrographs of one 
experimental run. They do not report the values of the experimental data, but a plot showing the 
experimental results scaled up according to the Froude criterion, using a geometric scale the ratio of 
1:3.78. Apparently the intention of this plot was to compare results from solving the DW with the 
method of characteristics with the scaled-up experimental data. The channel properties and bound- 
ary conditions for this special case are shown in Table 5.5. Since the original experimental data was 
not available, the experimentally observed hydrographs scaled up as reported by Ackers and Harri- 
son are used here for the verification object of this chapter. 
The experiment in Ackers and Harrison (1964) scaled-up as described in Table 5.5 is routed 
here with theDW, NI, and VFMmodels usingdx =28.4 ft. This size of space interval is chosen so as 
to be able to compare the numerical results with the scaled-up values of the experimental observa- 
tions at the corresponding stations along the channel reported by Ackers and Harrison. On the other 
hand, a time interval of 3 seconds is adopted in the DW routing to comply with the Courant criterion 
of numerical stability for Ax = 28.4 ft and the scaled-up experimentalconditions in Table 5.5. Al-
though the Courant criterion only needs to be observed to insure stability of the second order charac- 
teristic scheme used here for the DW routing, routing with the NI and VFMmodels also was carried 
out with a time interval of 3 seconds. This was done to ensure a fair comparison between the numeri- 
cal results of the three different simulation models. 
Table 5.5 Data of HRS Experiment Reported by Ackers and Harrison (1964). 
('1 All values are scaled up from the actual experimental run of Akers and Harrison with a Froude scale of 3.78. 
Estimated with the scaled full capacity of the channel. 
As mentioned above, Ackers and Harrison (1 964) measured stage hydrographs at five locations 
along the channel. However, the hydrographs measured at the two most downstream stations are 
rather incomplete and thus not very useful for the purpose of validation. The simulated stage hydro- 
graphs for the other three stations along the channel are contrasted with the reported scaled experi- 
mental observations in Fig. 5.15. Results show that the peak values of the stage hydrograph at 
x=28.7 ft are underestimated by the DWandN .models, whereas they are overestimated by the VFM 
models. The absolute value of such differences, however, is clearly of the same order in the three 
cases. The dispersion shown by the observed hydrograph is clearly larger than that predicted by any 
of the simulation models, which is especially noticeable on the receding portion of the hydrograph. 
As shown in Fig. 5.15, the stage hydrograph at x=255.7 ft from the entrance seems to be equally 
well simulated by both the DW and VFM models. This is especially noticeable around the peak, 
which is clearly underestimated by the NI model. In addition, although the simulated results from 
the VFMmodel seem to follow the experimental values before and after the peak slightly better than 
those simulated with the DW and NI models, the dispersion observed in the three simulated hydro- 
graphs is not significantly different. Relative comparison of the simulated hydrographs clearly 
shows that the hydrograph simulated with the NI model exhibits more dispersion and damping with 
respect to that simulated with the DW model than the hydrograph simulated with the VFM. 
Similarly, the general shape and peak magnitude of the stage hydrograph observed at x=483 ft is 
better reproduced by the DW and VFMmodels than by the NI model. This is again more notorious 
around the peak where the NI model overpredicts damping. It is especially noticeable how the three 
models predict that the arrival of the flood wave to this station occurs earlier than what was observed 
experimentally; this is clearly shown by the deviations of the simulated values with respect to the 
observed ones on the rising limb of the hydrograph. 
Even though a quantitative evaluation of the simulation capability of the VFM cannot be rigor- 
ously done with respect to the experimental observations, the discussion above clearly suggests that 
the experimental observations reasonably verify that the simulation capability of the VFM is some- 
where between that of theD W and NI models. Noticeably, according to the comparisons, the accura- 
cy of the VFM to simulate the magnitude and occurrence of the peak is qualitatively similar to that of 
the DW model. Furthermore, the damping and dispersion observed in the hydrographs simulated 
with the VFM is less than that simulated with the NImodel, as well as more consistent with the ex- 
perimental observations. 
Time, [minl 
Fig. 5.15 Simulations with DW, NI, and VFM Models of HRS Experiment. 
6. EVALUATION OF  VARIED FLOW METHOD WITH NONINERTIA AND 
DYNAMIC WAVES 
This chapter aims at evaluating the simulation accuracy and numerical robustness of the new 
method, varied flow method (VFM), for unsteady, open-channel flow proposed in this thesis. In 
rigorous evaluation of a simulation method, results from the method should be compared with re- 
sults obtained with analytical solutions. An alternative way, although not quite rigorous, consists of 
comparing the simulation solutions with experimental observations. The first kind of evaluation 
cannot be performed on the VFM--nor on any of the existing simulation methods-because no ana- 
lytical solutions to the full dynamic-wave equations are yet known. Comparison of VFM solutions 
with experimental observations, on the other hand, would require of a large number of accurate ex- 
periments. Although some experimental studies of unsteady, open-channel flow have been reported 
in the literature, as discussed in Chapter 5 ,only a limited set of initial and boundary conditions were 
covered in these studies and the experimental uncertainty was not well documented. Because of 
these restrictions, use of the reported experimental results provides only limited evaluation such as 
the one presented in Chapter 5. Since neither of the two approaches described above can be satisfac- 
torily applied for the evaluation of the VFM, the method was approximately evaluated by comparing 
it with the noninertia ( N omodel, using as reference a full-dynamic-wave simulation ( D mmodel. 
In many real unsteady flow situations the local and convective accelerations counteract in such 
a way that neglecting the corresponding terms in the momentum equation-noninertia wave-instead 
of only the local acceleration term-quasi-steady dynamic wave, a better approximation to the dy- 
namics of the physical wave can be achieved (Yen, 1986 and 1996). The level of approximation of 
the VFM with respect to the full dynamic wave is somewhere between that of the quasi-steady and 
noninertia models. Because of this, the simulation capabilities of the VFM are here approximately 
evaluated by comparing simulation results based on its application with those obtained using the NI 
model. Moreover, simulations with both the VFM and NI models are contrasted with "true solu- 
tions" obtained with the DW model. 
Ponce et al. (1978) proposed a criterion for the applicability of kinematic and noninertia (diffu- 
sion) waves to open-channel flow. The criterion they proposed is based on the analytical solution of 
the Saint-Venant equations in a linearized form as presented by Lighthill and Whitham (1955). TO 
develop their criterion they used sinusoidal perturbations to the mean flow with wave length and 
period, L and T, respectively. According to them a practical applicability criterion for noninertia 
waves is given by the ratio of the dimensionless wave period and the reference Froude number, i.e., 
tIFo = T So(g/Y,?,)2 30, where t= dimensionless wave period, F,  =reference flow Froude number, 
T = wave period, So = channel-bed slope, g = gravitational acceleration, and Y, = normal depth. 
A set of nine different cases of flood routing through single channels of rectangular and circular 
cross sections is considered here for studying the accuracy and robustness of the VFM. Each case is 
defined by prescribing selected initial and boundary conditions that represent flow situations outside 
the range of applicability of the noninertia wave based on the Ponce et al. criterion. All cases have 
tlF, < 3, i.e., representing flow situations in which the flow is better represented by the full dynamic 
wave model. 
A brief evaluation of the numerical robustness of the VFM is also included in this chapter. The 
evaluation mainly focuses on the method's accuracy with respect to the DW model as a function of 
both space and time discretization. To this end, simulations of a set of six cases of unsteady flow 
through a rectangular channel using different time and space intervals were considered. Further- 
more, these cases also were simulated with the NI model to compare its robustness with that of the 
VFM. 
For simplicity without loosing generality, in the evaluation of the VFMpresented in this chapter 
only scenarios of flood routing through single prismatic channels are considered. The VFM method, 
however, is equally applicable for routing through nonprismatic channels. The application of the 
VFM to a natural stream for which the channel is nonprismatic is illustrated with an application ex- 
ample in Appendix B. 
6.1 Accuracy of Varied Flow Method 
I n  this section the accuracy of the VFM is compared with that of the NI model using the DW 
model as a reference. VFM simulations are carried out with the procedure described in Chapter 4, 
whereas the second-order characteristic numerical scheme studied by Sevuk and Yen (1973) is ap- 
plied to the DW simulations and the nonlinear noninertia (diffusion) model proposed by Akan and 
Yen (1981) is adopted for the NI simulations. 
The second-order formulation of the method of characteristics studied by Sevuk and Yen (1973) 
basically consists of solving the characteristic equations in finite difference using a specified-time- 
interval scheme on a fixed rectangular grid and carrying out a second-order integration along the 
characteristics. Details of this numerical scheme can be found elsewhere, e.g., Lister (1960), Seviik 
( 1  973), and Lai (1 986). Seviik and Yen studied the accuracy of different numerical schemes to solve 
the dynamic wave equation including the second-order characteristic scheme, concluding that the 
latter is the most satisfactory when considering convergence based on flood volume conservation. In 
their study they considered two cases of flood routing through a circular channel. 
The nonlinear noninertia model of Akan and Yen essentially consists of solving the noninertia 
approximation to the unsteady flow dynamic equation using an implicit four-point finite difference 
scheme. Akan and Yen studied the accuracy of their model by graphically comparing simulation 
results from its application with results based on the dynamic and kinematic wave models. They con- 
sidered four cases of flood routing through a rectangular channel corresponding to four different 
downstream boundary conditions with significant backwater effect for the same upstream boundary 
condition. The respective initial conditions were defined as the backwater profile for the base flow 
and corresponding downstream boundary conditions. 
A total of nine cases of flood routing through channels of rectangular and circular cross-section- 
al shapes are considered here to evaluate the accuracy of the VFM. Simulations of each considered 
case were computed using small time intervals O(30s). The size of the space intervals used, on the 
other hand, were those for which the numerical results become approximately asymptotic, i.e., those 
for which the accuracy of the results became insensitive to any further refinement of the space inter- 
val on the computational grid. Results of this evaluation are presented below. 
6.1.1 Routing Through Rectangular Channel 
A rectangular channel with the same properties as the one used by Akan and Yen (1977)is con- 
sidered here. The channel is 700 ft long, 5 ft wide, has a streamwise slope of 0.001 and Manning 
roughness coefficient equal to 0.026. A set of six different cases was considered in this comparison. 
The downstream boundary conditions of three of the cases are identical to those considered by Akan 
and Yen to evaluate their nonlinear noninertia model, namely, normal flow, weir type, and rating 
curve. The other three downstream boundary conditions considered here are stage hydrograph, 
constant stage, and free overfall. In all these cases the upstream boundary condition is a symmetric 
Table 6.1 	Downstream Boundary Conditions for Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel Used 
for Comparison of VFM with DW and NI Models. 
Table 6.2 Size of Ax for Flood Routing Simulations through Rectangular Channel 
with DW, NI, and VFM Models. 
inflow hydrograph of triangular shape with base flow, peak discharge, and duration of 10 cfs, 110 
cfs, and 40 min, respectively. The mathematical expressions of the downstream boundary condi- 
tions of these six different cases are listed in Table 6.1. In order to preserve accuracy, theDW simula- 
tions are done for a very small time interval (At=2 s), while the space interval for each of the cases 
is selected so as satisfy the Courant criterion all throughout the routing. In the VFM andNI simula-
tions, on the other hand, a time interval of 30 seconds is used, whereas the size of the space interval is 
that for which simulation results become asymptotic. The space intervals used for each of the six 
cases are listed in Table 6.2. 
Results from theDW, NI, and VFM models for these six cases are shown in Figs 6.1 to 6.6. The 
corresponding inflow and outflow hydrographs as well as stage hydrographs at the entrance and exit 
of the channel are plotted in the figures. The corresponding peaks and peaking times are listed in 
Table 6.3. 
Relative errors, root mean square errors, and effectiveness parameters of the simulation results 
from the VFM and NI  models with respect to results from the DW model as defined in Appendix C 
are listed in Table 6.4. As shown by the relative volume errors of outflow with respect to inflow 
listed in the second column of the table, continuity is satisfied in both the VFMandNI simulations of 
the six cases. The relative peak errors of the outflow are less than f1.5 %. As illustrated by Figs 
6.1-6.6, the peak values are overestimated by the VFM and underestimated by the NI model. 
Table 6.4 shows that the relative peak error of the stage hydrographs predicted by the NI  model at 
the channel's entrance is up to 2.8 % (case 6), whereas that predicted by VFM is less than 0.5 %. 
The relative error of the peaking time for both outflow and entrance-stage hydrographs is less 
than + 1 % in all six cases. The root mean square errors and the relative errors of the first and second 
moment with respect to the starting time of the hydrograph were less than f1% for most cases, ex- 
cept for case 6, for which the relative error of the second moment with respect to the starting time is 
about 2.5 %. The efficiency parameter, on the other hand, is practically equal to 1 in all six cases for 
both entrance-stage and outflow hydrographs. 
Table 6.3 	 Peaks and Peaking Times of Outflow and Upstream Stage Hydrographs for Flood 
Routing through Rectangular Channel Simulated with DW,NZ, and VFM Models. 
Model At Q d p  t ~ d ~ wu P twup 
sec cfs min ft min 
DW 2 97.60 26.44 7.86 26.25 
VFM 30 97.68 26.56 7.87 26.14 
DW 2 105.35 25.11 6.17 24.45 
VFM 30 105.46 25.26 6.18 24.50 
DW 2 105.61 25.03 6.07 24.38 
VFM 30 106.12 25.15 6.08 24.45 
Case 4 
NI 30 103.84 20.89 6.09 20.40 
VFM 30 105.05 21.00 6.18 20.49 
Case 5 
NI 30 105.03 25.04 5.96 24.32 
VFM 30 106.31 25.08 6.09 24.44 
Case 6 
Table 6.4 	 Relative Errors of VFM and NI Simulations with Respect to DW Simulations for Flood 

Routing through Rectangular Channel. 

Case 3 

Case 5 

12 -0.00 0.47 -0.25 0.37 0.02 1.00 -0.17 -0.24 -1.61 -0.11 0.01 1.00 0.38 0.62 
3 -0.00 0.47 0.97 0.54 0.02 1.00 -0.15 -0.26 0.46 0.41 0.01 1.00 0.14 0.14 
Case 6 

3 0.01 	 1.24 0.79 0.57 0.01 1.00 0.06 0.27 0.30 0.22 0.00 1.00 -0.12 -0.19 
For each case, the first and second lines correspond to NI and VFM, respectively. 
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Fig. 6.1 	 Comparison of VFM, NI, and DW Models for Simulation of Flood Routing through 
Rectangular Channel, Case 1, Normal Flow Exit. 
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Fig. 6.3 	 Comparison of VFM,NI, andD W  Models for Simulation of Flood Routing through 
Rectangular Channel, Case 3, Rating Curve Exit. 
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Fig. 6.4 	 Comparison of VFM,NI, and DW Models for Simulation of Flood Routing through 
Rectangular Channel, Case 4, Given Stage Hydrograph at Exit. 
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Fig. 6.5 Comparison of VFM, NI, and DW Models for Simulation of Flood Routing through 
Rectangular Channel, Case 5, Constant Stage at Exit. 
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Fig. 6.6 	 Comparison of VFM,NI,  and DW Models for Simulation of Flood Routing through 
Rectangular Channel, Case 6, Free Fall Exit. 
6.1.2 Routing Through Circular Channel 
To test the effect of channel cross section on the VFM and NI models, three different cases of 
flood routing through a circular channel are considered in this comparison. Two of the cases corre- 
spond to flood routing through a circular channel 8,000 ft long, with diameter of 6 ft, longitudinal 
slope of 0.0006, and Manning's roughness coefficient of 0.015. In these two cases, normal flow is 
specified as the downstream boundary condition, whereas the upstream boundary condition is pre- 
scribed as an inflow hydrograph of sinusoidal shape defined as 
in which Q is discharge; Qb is base flow; and Qf and Tare the amplitude and duration of the flood 
wave, respectively. A base flow of 20 cfs is prescribed for the two cases, and the amplitude and dura- 
tion are 60 cfs and 20 min, and 30 cfs and 40 min, respectively. In the third case a flow through a 
circular channel 1,000 ft long, with a diameter of 2.5 ft, longitudinal slope of 0.0012 and Manning's 
roughness of 0.0144 is considered. The upstream boundary condition of this case consisted of an 
inflow hydrograph of nearly triangular shape with base and peak flows of 3 and 15 cfs, respectively, 
whereas the downstream boundary condition is specified as a free overfall. The boundary conditions 
of the three cases are listed in Table 6.5. 
Simulations with the DW model of the first two cases are carried out using a space interval equal 
to one tenth the channel length, which requires a time interval of 30 s to comply with the Courant 
condition. The same time interval is used in the NI and VFM simulations, and it was found that the 
size of the space intervals necessary for the results to reach asymptotic values are one fortieth and 
one tenth the channel length, respectively. Simulation with the DW model of the third case are car- 
ried out for a time interval of 6 s, which requires a space interval of L/12to satisfy the Courant condi- 
tion. Simulations of this case with NI and VFMmodels are performed using a time interval of 30 s, 
which require space intervals of Ll96 and L112, respectively, to reach asymptotic results. The space 
and time intervals used in the simulations with each of the three models are summarized in Table 6.6. 
Table 6.5 	Downstream Boundary Conditions for Flood Routing through Circular Channels Used 
for Comparison of VFM with DW and NI Models. 
Normal Flow: Sf= So 
Quasi-triangular hydrograph 
C3 	 Free Overfall: Yd= Y,Qb = 3 cfs, Qp = 315 cfs, Duration = 1200 s. 
Table 6.6 Space and Time Intervals Used in Flood Routing through Circular Channel with VFM,DW, 
and NI Models. 
Table 6.7 	 Peaks and Peaking Times of Oufflow and Upstream Stage Hydrographs for Flood 
Routing through Circular Channel of Cases Cl, C2, and C3 Simulated with D W, NI, 
and VFM Models. 
Model At Qdp t ~ d ~ w u ~  t w u p  
sec cfs min ft min 
DW 30 37.56 38.79 3.01 22.48 
NI 30 36.14 38.92 3.03 22.89 
VFM 30 37.45 39.35 3.04 22.5 1 
Case C3 
DW 6 12.81 1 1.02 3.21 8.89 
VFM 30 13.07 1 1.26 3.26 8.83 
Simulations of cases C1and C2 fromDW, NI, and VFM models are shown in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8, 
respectively. Flow and stage hydrographs at the entrance of the channel and at a station located two 
tenths of the length from its exit are plotted in the figures. These figures show that both the stage and 
flow hydrographs close to the channel's exit simulated by the VFM are closer to the ones simulated 
by the D W model than those simulated by the NI model. The stage hydrographs at the channel en- 
trance simulated by the NI and VFMmodels, on the other hand, are both above the one obtained with 
the DW model, with the results from the NI model being closer to those from the DW model. These 
differences are apparently more noticeable on the simulations of case C1, in which the inflow pre- 
scribed by the upstream boundary condition changes at a rate about four times greater than in the 
inflow hydrograph of case C2. 
Simulated flow and stage hydrographs at the entrance and exit of the channel for the conditions 
of case C3 are plotted in Fig. 6.9. Results show that the peaks of both outflow and entrance-stage 
hydrographs simulated with the VFM are slightly above those predicted by theDW model, while the 
peaks simulated with the NI model appear to be closer. However, for most of the rising limb of the 
-- 
outflow hydrograph, simulations with the VFM are closer to those of theDW model than the simula- 
tions with the N I  model. Simulated peak values and peaking times of the hydrographs for the three 
cases considered are summarized in Table 6.7.The values of the relative errors defined in Section 5.1 
of the NIand VFMsimulations with respect to theD W simulations are summarized in Table 6.8. It is 
apparent from this summary that in all cases the error in mass conservation is virtually nonexistent 
and the largest relative errors occur for the peak values. In particular, the magnitude of the largest 
relative error of the peak discharge of the VFM with respect to that of the DW model occurred for 
case C2 and was about 2 %, whereas that of theNImode1 with respect to theDW model occurred for 
case C1 and was about 8 %. Except for the magnitudes of the relative peaking time error, which are 
less than about 4 %, the magnitude of all of the other relative errors are consistently less than 1 %. 
Given the nature of the initial and boundary conditions represented by the three cases.of flood 
routing through circular channels considered here and based on the relative errors of the correspond- 
ing simulation results from the VFM and NI models with respect to the DW model, it can be stated 
that the accuracy of the VFM is in general equal to or better than that of the NI model. Moreover, 
since finer computational grids are necessary to achieve asymptotic simulation results with the DW 
and N I  model than is needed in the VFM simulations, it can be stated that the VFM has less discreti- 
zation restrictions than both the DW and NI models. 
Table 6.8 	 Relative Errors of NI and VFM Simulationswith Respect to DW Simulations for Flood 
Routing through Circular Channel of Cases C1, C2, and C3. 
Case C1 
NI -0.02 0.82 -8.06 4.35 0.20 1.00 -0.54 -0.46 1.31 3.08 0.02 1.00 -0.25 -0.38 

VFM 0.09 0.70 -2.13 3.60 0.08 1.00 -0.50 -0.58 2.44 0.82 0.01 1.00 -0.28 -0.35 

Case C2 
NI 0.15 0.27 -3.78 0.34 0.11 1.00 -0.14 -0.01 0.71 1.81 0.01 1.00 -0.06 -0.14 
VFM 0.23 0.19 -0.31 1.44 0.04 1.00 -0.11 -0.14 0.95 0.14 0.01 1.00 -0.10 -0.14 
Case C3 
NI 0.32 3.07 -0.03 0.98 0.05 1.00 -1.77 -1.75 -0.15 -0.45 0.00 1.00 -0.00 0.04 
VFM 0.21 3.18 2.03 2.15 0.05 1.00 -0.80 -0.55 1.79 -0.62 0.01 1.00 -0.32 -0.51 
--- 
- - - - - -  
At=30 s 
DW Ax=L/10 
NI Ax=L/4O 
VFM Ax=L/10 
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Time, t [min] 
Fig. 6.7 Comparison of VFM, NI, and DW Models for Simulation of Flood Routing through 
Circular Channel, Case C1. 
--- 
- - - - - -  
A t = 3 0  s 
DW A x = L / 1 0  
NI A x = L / 4 0  
VFM A x = L / 1 0  
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Time, t [min] 
Fig. 6.8 Comparison of VFM, NI, and DW  Models for Simulation of Flood Routing through 
Circular Channel, Case C2. 
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Fig. 6.9 	 Comparison of VFM,NI, and DW Models for Simulation of Flood Routing through 
Circular Channel, Case C3. 
6.2 Numerical Robustness of V . 
Robustness is a term used to describe a method or algorithm. An algorithm is said to be robust if 
its performance degrades slowly as the conditions of the problem deviate from the model underlying 
the algorithm (Rice etal., 1979, p.6). Thus, robustness is a very important aspect to consider in eval- 
uating a new hydraulic method for flood routing such as the one proposed in this thesis. The robust- 
ness of an algorithm can be indirectly evaluated by studying its accuracy under different conditions. 
The accuracy of a given method is essentially a measure of the degree of approximation of the solu- 
tion achieved through its application with respect to the true solution. Rigorously, true solutions 
should, in general, be obtained analytically. As discussed in the introduction of this chapter, howev- 
er, analytic solutions to the full dynamic wave equations of unsteady, open-channel flow are not yet 
available and thus robustness can only be approximately evaluated based on alternative "true" solu- 
tions. The "true" solutions used here to evaluate the VFM are numerical solutions of theDW equa- 
tions obtained with the method of second-order characteristics. 
Solutions of unsteady, open-channel flow problems are dependant upon the chosen initial and 
boundary conditions and thus, the accuracy of a method with respect to "true" solutions must be eval- 
uated for cases representing several conditions. On the other hand, since solutions are obtained nu- 
merically, in many cases based on finite difference schemes, numerical solutions are in principle de- 
pendent upon the discretization of the numerical grid. 
In practice, the preference for one method of flood routing over another depends upon several 
aspects, some of them directly related to its robustness. It is apparent that the numerical robustness of 
a method for unsteady-flow routing is an important factor a user would consider when choosing 
among several methods. The preferred method would probably be the one with the fewest discreti- 
zation restrictions to preserve accuracy over a wide range of boundary and simulation conditions. 
The underlying reason is that the higher the computational resolution requirements of a method, i-e., 
size of space-time grid, the more expensive and cumbersome will be the preparation of data, the sim- 
ulations, and the analysis of results. 
The resolution requirements of the numerical grid necessary for flood routing simulation, how- 
ever, are also restricted by physical constraints. From aphysics perspective the size of the time inter- 
val is limited by the initial and boundary conditions. Thus, the size of the computational time inter- 
val must be less than the travel time of the flow through the computational space interval and also less 
than the minimum time interval necessary to properly describe the boundary conditions-usually giv- 
en by the time resolution at which the boundary conditions can be specified in practical applications. 
Regarding the space interval, its size is limited by the length of the channel, and, in the case of natural 
channels, by the resolution at which the cross-sectional data are available, changes of channel prop- 
erties, and lateral inflow. The size of the space interval also depends upon the size of the time inter- 
val; although implicit finite difference schemes are claimed to be unconditionally stable for un- 
steady flow routing, one should bear in mind that such a claim is based on a stability analysis 
performed on the linearized form of the governing equations, and, thus, it is not necessarily true for 
the equations in their nonlinear form. Therefore, observance of the Courant condition throughout 
numerical simulations is considered a good practice (Lai, 1986). 
It is well known that the noninertia wave model is a fairly good approximation to the full dynam- 
ic wave model of unsteady, open-channel flow. Theoretically, on the other hand, the level of approx- 
imation of the VFM is comparable to that of the NI model. Evaluating the robustness of the VFM 
can be very illustrative, but contrasting its robustness with that of the NI  model has more practical 
implications, especially to support the second hypothesis that motivated this dissertation, i-e., the 
VFM is numerically more robust than theNImode1, or equivalently, that the accuracy of the VFM is 
less sensitive to numerical discretization than that of the NI  model. 
In this section the robustness of the VFM is evaluated by studying the method's relative accura- 
cy with respect to the DW model as a function of discretization of the computational grid in both 
space and time. Here the numerical robustness of the VFM is evaluated for the six different cases of 
flood routing through a rectangular channel described in subsection 6.1.1. Flood routing simula- 
tions of these six cases are performed using time-space computational grids with different resolu- 
tion. Time intervals of 0.5,1,2 ;5, and 10 minutes are combined with space intervals between L and 
L/N feet (Lis the length of the channel and N is the number of space intervals necessary to achieve 
asymptotic results for a time interval of 0.5 minute). The value of N depends on the initial and 
boundary conditions of each case, as well as on the simulation model. 
6.2.1 Robustness with Respect to Space Discretization 
The numerical robustness of the VFMwith respect to space discretization is studied for two time 
intervals, one relatively small (30 s) and the other equal to the smallest time interval needed to prop- 
erly describe the boundary conditions of each case (600 s for cases 1,2,3,5, and 6, and 300 s for case 
4). The computational grids are defined combining these time intervals with space intervals of sizes 
between the total length of the channel L and a fraction of it equal to U m (with m being dependent on 
the initial and boundary conditions of each case). For the conditions of the six cases considered, the 
NI  model requires a finer space discretization to achieve asymptotic simulation results than the 
VFM; thus, the values of m are chosen as those needed by the NI model to achieve asymptotic re- 
sults. The set of time and space intervals for the six cases are listed in Table 6.9. 
The discharge and stage hydrographs simulated with the WM and-Nl models for the initial and 
boundary conditions of the six cases listed in Table 6.9 are shown in Figs. 6.10-6.15. Each plot on 
these figures shows results obtained with different computational grids. Only simulations obtained 
with computational grids defined by combining one of the two time intervals listed in the third col- 
umn of Table 6.9 with space intervals equal to L,W3, or Urn (with m equal to 6,12, and 24, depend-
ing on each case as shown in Table 6.9) are plotted in the figures. Also shown in the figures are 
Table 6.9 Space Discretization for Evaluating Robustness of VFM and NI Models for Small and Large 
Time Intervals. 
Case Downstream At [sl Ax [ft] 
Boundary Condition 
1 Normal Flow 30,600 L ,U2, U3, and U6 
2 Weir-Type 30,600 L , U2, U3, U6, and U12 
3 Rating Curve 30,600 L , U2, U3, U6, U12, and U24 
4 Stage Hydrograph 30,300 L , U2,U3,U6,and UI2 
5 Constant Stage 30,600 L, U2, U3, U6, and U12 
6 Free Overfall 30,600 L, U2, U3, U6, U12, and U24 
the discharge and stage hydrographs simulated with DW routing, which are used as "true" solutions 
in the evaluation of the VFM. These DW hydrographs are computed using a different computational 
grid for each case. The time interval in all grids is set equal to either 1 or 2 seconds, while the sizes of 
the space intervals were those listed in Table 6.2. The resolution of the resulting grids is as fine as 
necessary to achieve asymptotic simulation results with DW routing. The hydrographs plotted in 
Figs. 6.10-6.15 show that, in general, VFMsimulations are less sensitive to the size of the computa- 
tional grid than those of NI routing, and that NI routing is less accurate at predicting the peak and 
peaking time of the hydrographs than the VFM. This is particularly noticeable in the hydrographs 
simulated for all cases with coarse computational grids (large time and space intervals). The plots 
also show that the relative accuracy of both NI and VFM models with respect to the DW model, 
achieved with a given computational grid, depends upon both the initial condition and the type of 
downstream boundary condition of each particular case. 
Peak and peaking time of outflow and entrance-stage hydrographs from simulations with the 
VFM and NI models of the six cases, computed with small and large time intervals and different 
space intervals are summarized in Tables 6.10-6.15. Relative errors of peaks, peaking times, and 
overall fitting of the hydrographs computed with the VFM and NI models with respect to the DW 
model are summarized in Tables D.1-D.24 in Appendix D. This summary shows that the relative 
mass conservation errors are rather small for all cases and space intervals (almost zero f o r k  =30 s, 
and no more than about 1 % for large At's), whereas the peak and peaking time of the outflow and 
entrance-stage hydrographs exhibit the largest relative errors. The relative errors of peak and peak- 
ing time of the outflow and entrance-stage hydrographs as a function of the size of space interval 
(expressed as a fraction of channel length) for each of the six cases obtained by using the small time 
interval (30 s) are graphically summarized in Figs. 6.16 and 6.17; whereas corresponding errors ob-
tained when using the large time interval (600 s) are summarized in Figs. 6.18 and 6.19. 
All these figures clearly show that, in general, the relative errors decrease as the size of the space 
interval decreases. However, both the rate at which they decrease with respect to the space-interval 
size and the value of the asymptotic relative error depend upon the initial and boundary conditions, as 
well as upon the simulation model. Fig. 6.16 illustrates that the relative error with respect to DW of 
the peak outflow simulated with the VFM using At = 30 s and the largest space interval (Ax =L) is 
within k 2 % in all cases except case 5 (constant exit stage), for which it is about 4 %; whereas that of 
the NI model for cases 1 through 5 can be two to three times larger (for the conditions of case 6-free 
overfall as downstream boundary condition and the considered size range of time intervals, the NI  
model fails to converge fordx <W6).Moreover, Fig. 6.16 also shows that while for the conditions 
of all six cases, a space interval of about Ax =W3 may suffice to approximately achieve asymptotic 
results with the VFM, a space interval no smaller than Ax =W6and for some cases as large as U24, 
is required to achieve asymptotic results with the N I  model. 
Plots illustrating the effect of the size of the space interval on the relative error of the peak out- 
flow for simulations with a large time interval (300 or 600 seconds, depending on the case) are pre- 
sented in Fig. 6.18. These plots show that the dependency of the relative accuracy of both the VFM 
and NI models with respect to the D Wmodel upon the space-interval size is similar to that suggested 
by the simulations performed with a time interval of 30 s discussed previously. 
The relative error of the peak entrance stage as a function of the size of the space interval is 
graphically summarized in Figs. 6.17 and 6.19 for simulations with small and large time intervals, 
respectively. Plots in Fig. 6.17 show that, for a small time interval, the accuracy of the VFM to simu- 
late the peak of the entrance stage hydrograph is almost independent of the size of the space interval 
(the relative error with respect to the DW model is about 1 %). The accuracy of the NI model under 
similar conditions, however, is not only dependent upon the size of the space interval, but also upon 
the initial and boundary conditions. Except for the conditions of case 1 (uniform flow at the exit), the 
relative error with respect to theD Wmodel can be as large as 90 % fordx =L, and 25 % forAx =W2 
for cases 3 and 5 (rating curve and constant stage downstream boundary conditions, respectively), 
and as large as 25 % for Ax =L, and 5 % for Ax =W2 for cases 2 and 4 (weir-type and stage hydro- 
graph downstream boundary conditions, respectively). Plots in Fig. 6.19 show that, for a large time 
interval, the dependency upon the space-interval size of the relative peak error for the entrance-stage 
hydrograph of NI and VFM models with respect to the DW model, follows a similar pattern as that 
observed when a small time interval is used. Plots in Figs. 6.17 and 6.19 indicate that, for the NI  
model to achieve the same relative accuracy with respect to the DW model at estimating the peak of 
the entrance-stage hydrograph than those of the VFMwith the same time interval, theNI simulations 
should be performed with space intervals about six times smaller than those needed for the VFM. 
The comparison of the relative accuracy of the N I  and VFM models with respect to the DW 
model discussed in this section clearly suggests that the VFM is numerically more robust with re- 
spect to space discretization than the NI model, i.e., the dependency of the relative accuracy of the 
latter on Ax is greater than that of the former. Moreover, the results show that, regardless of the grid 
size, the VFM is relatively more accurate with respect to the DW model than is the N I  model. 
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Fig. 6.10 Numerical Robustness of VFM and NI with Respect to Space Discretization for Flood Routing 
through Rectangular Channel with Small and Large Time Intervals (Case 1, Normal Flow Exit). 
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Fig. 6.11 Numerical Robustness of VFM and NI with Respect to Space Discretization for Flood Routing 
through Rectangular Channel with Small and Large Time Intervals (Case 2, Weir Exit). 
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Fig. 6.12 Numerical Robustness of VFM and NI with Respect to Space Discretization for Flood Routing 
through Rectangular Channel with Small and Large Time Intervals (Case 3, Rating Curve Exit). 
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Fig. 6.13 Numerical Robustness of VFM and NI with Respect to Space Discretization for Flood Routing 
through Rectangular Channel with Small and Large Time Intervals (Case 4, Given Stage 
Hydrograph at Exit). 
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Fig. 6.14 Numerical Robustness of VFM and NI with Respect to Space Discretization Flood Routing 
through Rectangular Channel with Small and Large Time Intervals (Case 5, Constant Stage at Exit). 
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Fig. 6.15 Numerical Robustness of VFM and NI with Respect to Space Discretization for Flood Routing 
through Rectangular Channel with Small and Large Time Intervals (Case 6, Free Fall Exit). 
Table 6.10 Peak and Peaking Time of Outflow and Entrance-Stage Hydrographs from VFM 
and NI Simulations of Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel as Function of 
AxiL for Boundary Conditions of Case 1, Normal Flow Exit. 
Qdp tQdp Wup twup Q ~ P  t ~ d Wup~ twup 
cfs min ft min cfs min ft min 
VFM At = 30 s NI 
VFM At = 600 s Nl 
Table 6.11 Peak and Peaking Time of Outflow and Entrance-Stage Hydrographs from VFM 
and NI Simulations of Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel as Function of 
AxlL for Boundary Conditions of Case 2, Weir Exit. 
A f i  Qdp t ~ d ~ twup Qdp t ~ d Wup twupWup ~ 
cfs min ft min cfs min ft min 
VFM At = 600 s NI 
- --- - - -- 
Table 6.12 Peak and Peaking Time of Outflow and Entrance-Stage Hydrographs from VFM 
and NI Simulations of Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel as Function of 
Ax/L for Boundary Conditions of Case 3, Rating Curve Exit. 
Qdp Wup twup Wup t ~ u pt ~ d p  Qdp t ~ d ~ 
cfs min ft min cfs min ft rnin 
VFM At = 30 s NI 
VFM At = 600 s NI 
Table 6.13 Peak and Peaking Time of Outflow and Entrance-Stage Hydrographs from VFM 
and NI Simulations of Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel as Function of 
A x 5  for Boundary Conditions of Case 4, Given Stage Hydrograph a t  Exit. 
A f i  Qdp t ~ d ~Wup twup Qdp t ~ d ~Wup twup 
cfs min ft min cfs rnin ft rnin 
VFM At = 30 s NI 
-- 
-- 
Table 6.14 Peak and Peaking Time of Outflow and Entrance-Stage Hydrographs from VFM 
and NI Simulations of Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel as Function of 
Ax/L for Boundary Conditions of Case 5, Constant Stage a t  Exit. 
cfs min ft min cfs min ft min 
VFM At = 30 s NI 
VFM At = 600 s NI 
Table 6.15 Peak and Peaking Time of Outflow and Entrance-Stage Hydrographs from VFM 
and NI Simulations of Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel as Function of 
Ax& for Boundary Conditions of Case 6, Free Fall Exit. 
A f i  Qdp t ~ d ~ twup t d Wup twupwup Q ~ P  ~ ~ 
cfs min ft min cfs min ft min 
VFM At = 30 s NI 
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Fig. 6.16 Relative Error of Peak Discharge at Channel Exit as Function of Space Discretization 
for Simulations of VFM and NI with Respect to DW for At = 30 s. 
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Fig. 6.18 Relative Error of Peak Discharge at Channel Exit as Function of Space Discretization 
for Simulations of VFM and NI with Respect to DW forAt =600 s (Cases 1,2,3,5,6), and 
At = 300 s (Case 4). 
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Fig. 6.19 Relative Error of Peak Stage at Channel Entrance as Function of Space Discretization 
for Simulations of VFM andNI with Respect to DW forAt = 600 s (Cases 1,2,3,5,6),and 
At = 300 s (Case 4). 
6.2.2 Robustness with Respect to Time Discretization 
The robustness of the VFM and NI models with respect to time discretization has been studied 
by simulating flood flow through a rectangular channel using computational grids of different time 
resolutions. These simulations are performed for the six different cases of initial and boundary con- 
ditions described in Section 6.2. For each case and each time resolution computations are performed 
with two sizes of space intervals, one relatively small and the other equal to the channel length. The 
smaller space interval is set equal to that for which NI simulations of the case reached asymptotic 
results for a time interval of 30 s. A set of four or five time intervals between 30 s and the largest time 
interval allowed to properly describe the boundary condition of each case, 600 s for cases 1,2,3,5,  
and 6, and 300 s for case 4, are used to test the effect of time resolution of the computational grid. The 
computational grids used for simulations are listed in the third and fourth columns of Table 6.16. As 
described in the preceding section, asymptotic results of DW simulations obtained by using com- 
putational grids with time intervals of 1 or 2 seconds and space intervals for each case listed in Table 
6.2 are used as "true" solutions to evaluate the relative accuracy of both the NI and VFM model. 
The discharge and stage hydrographs simulated with the VFM and NI models using the com- 
putational grids listed in Table 6.16 are shown in Figs. 6.20-6.25 for the boundary conditions of each 
of the cases described above. Since the discharge and stage hydrographs for the smallest (30s) and 
largest (600 s) time intervals are shown in Figs. 6.10-6.15, only those simulated with the intermedi- 
ate time intervals of 60, 120, and 300 seconds are plotted in Figs. 6.20-6.25. Also shown in the 
figures are the "true" hydrographs simulated with the DW model. 
Figures 6.20-6.25 show that the VFM simulations are consistently less sensitive to the size of 
the computational grid than the NI simulations, and that the NImodel is relatively less accurate with 
respect to theD Wmodel for estimating the peak and peaking time of the hydrographs than the VFM. 
It is also clear in most of the plots that, virtually regardless of the size of the computational grid, the 
hydrographs simulated with the VFM follow the hydrographs simulated with the DW model closer 
than those simulated with the NI model. This is more apparent on the portions of the hydrographs 
where the flow changes quickly over time, i.e., close to the peaks, and at the beginning and end of the 
rising and receding limbs of the hydrographs, most noticeable with coarse computational grids, par- 
ticularly in the entrance-stage hydrographs. Similar to what can be observed in the hydrographs 
plotted in Figs. 6.10-6.15, Figs. 6.20-6.25 show also that the relative accuracy of both the NI and 
VFM models with respect to the DW model, achieved with a given computational grid, depends 
upon both the initial condition and type of downstream boundary condition. 
The peak and peaking time of outflow and entrance-stage hydrographs of the six cases for VFM 
and NI simulations with computational grids with small and large space intervals and the considered 
set of time intervals are summarized in Tables 6.41-6.46. The values of the corresponding relative 
Table 6.16 Time Discretization for Evaluating Robustness of VFM and NI Models for Small and Large 
Space Intervals. 
Case Downstream Ax [ft] At [sl 
Boundary Condition 
1 Normal Flow L, U6  30,60, 120, 300, and 600 
2 Weir-Type L, U12 30, 60, 120, 300, and 600 
3 Rating Curve L, U24 30, 60, 120, and 300 
4 Stage Hydrograph L, U12 30, 60, 120, 300, and 600 
5 Constant Stage L, U12 30, 60, 120,300, and 600 
G Free Overfall L, U24 30, 60, 120, 300, and 600 
errors of peak, peaking time and overall fitting defined in Section 5.2 for the hydrographs computed 
with the VFM and NI models compared with the DW solution are summarized in Tables D.25-D48 
in Appendix D. This summary also shows that the relative mass conservation error is rather small for 
all cases and computational grids (practically zero for simulations with computational grids that 
have time intervals of 30 seconds, and only about 1 % for other time intervals). The peak and peak- 
ing time of the outflow and entrance-stage hydrographs exhibit the largest relative errors, their varia- 
tions with the size of the time interval are shown in Figs. 6.26-6.29. 
Figures 6.26 and 6.28 show that the relative error of both the VFM and NI models with respect 
to theD Wmodel increases as the size of the time interval increases at a similar rate; the relative error 
of VFM is consistently smaller than that of the NI model. Figure 6.26 shows that the relative peak 
error of the outflow hydrographs from VFM is in general no more than r 2.5 %, and consistently 
smaller than the error of the outflow hydrographs simulated with the NI model; whereas Fig. 6.28 
shows that the relative error of the VFM is within t 3.5 % for all cases, while the error of the NI 
model is between -1 and-5 % for Cases 1,2,4, and 6, and between -8 and-13 % for Cases 3 and 5. 
Figures 6.27 and 6.29 show that the relative error of the peak entrance stage for the NI and VFM 
models for both small and large space intervals are only weakly dependent upon the size of the time 
interval for all cases except Case 1. The relative error of the VFM is clearly smaller than that of the 
NI model. 
Figures 6.26 to 6.29 clearly show that the VFM is relatively more accurate with respect to the 
DWmodel than the NI model. Furthermore, the plots presented in this and preceding sections dem- 
onstrate that the accuracy of the VFM is clearly less sensitive to the size of the space and time inter- 
vals defining the computational grid than the NI model, or equivalently that the VFM is numerically 
more robust than the NI model. 
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Table 6.17 Peak and Peaking Time of Outflow and Entrance-Stage Hydrographs from VFM 
and NI Simulations of Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel as Function 
of At for Boundary Conditions of Case 1,Normal Flow Exit. 
[min] cfs min ft min cfs min ft min 
VI;M LlAx = 1 NI 
Table 6.18 Peak and Peaking Time of Outflow and Entrance-Stage Hydrographs from VFM 
and NI Simulations of Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel as Function 
of At for Boundary Conditions of Case 2, Weir Exit. 
At Qdp tqdp Wup twup Q ~ P  t ~ d Wup twup ~ 
[inin] cfs min ft min cfs min ft min 
VFM LlAx = 1 NI 
VFM LlAx = 12 NI 
Table 6.19 Peak and Peaking Time of Outflow and Entrance-Stage Hydrographs from VFM 
and NI Simulations of Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel as Function 
of At for Boundary Conditions of Case 3, Rating Curve Exit. 
At Qdp tQdp Wup tw u p  Q ~ P  f ~ d Wup~ twup 
[min] cfs min ft min cfs min ft min 
VFM Llhx = 1 NI 
Table 6.20 Peak and Peaking Time of Outflow and Entrance-Stage Hydrographs from VFM 
and NI Simulations of Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel as Function 
of At for Boundary Conditions of Case 4, Given Stage Hydrograph a t  Exit. 
t w u p  Wup 
[min] cfs min ft min cfs min ft min 
A t  Qdp tQdp  Wup Q ~ P  t ~ d ~ twup 
VFM L/Ax = 1 NI 
VFM L/Ax = 12 NI 
Table 6.21 Peak and Peaking Time of Outflow and Entrance-Stage Hydrographs from VFM 
and NI Simulations of Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel as Function 
of At for Boundary Conditions of Case 5, Constant Stage a t  Exit. 
At Qdp tQdp  Wup twup Q ~ P  t ~ d ~ twupW"P 
[min] cfs min ft min cfs min f t  min 
VFM LlAx = 1 NI 
VFM LlAx = 12 NI 
Table 6.22 Peak and Peaking Time of Outflow and Entrance-Stage Hydrographs from VFM 
and NI Simulations of Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel as Function 
of At for Boundary Conditions of Case 6, Free Fall Exit. 
At Qdp t ~ d p  Wup twup Q ~ P  t ~ d ~ twupWup 
[min] cfs min ft min c fs min ft min 
VFM LlAx = 6 NI 
VFM LIAx = 24 NI 
7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM 
7.1 General Conclusions 
This thesis research demonstrates that HPG9s are applicable for unsteady-flow routing, thus 
allowing for the development of a new varied flow hydraulic routing method (VFM). In this meth- 
od, HPG's are used as an approximation to the momentum equation and coupled with the continuity 
equation for flow routing for specified boundary conditions. The VFM is at a level between the full 
dynamic-wave (DW)and noninertia (NI)models. The method is suitable to simulate unsteady flow 
when the effect of local acceleration is small, and there are no rapid changes of the cross section or 
flow depth with flow separation vortices, so that the flow can be approximately treated as stepwise 
steady with time while gradually varied with space. In traditional methods of hydraulic flood rout- 
ing, the differential equations of continuity and momentum (or an approximation) are numerically 
solved in a coupled manner. The approach followed in the VFM is distinct in that the approximation 
to the momentum equation, represented by the HPG, is obtained first, and later numerically coupled 
with the equation of continuity to simulate the flow. 
In this study the ability of the VFM to model the physical process of unsteady flow has been 
validated with experimental observations from three different sources reported in the literature 
(Treske, 1 980; Yevjevich and Barnes, 1970; and Ackers and Harrison, 1964). This validation basi- 
cally consists of contrasting VFM simulations with several observed experiments. In addition, the 
ability of the I/FMto model the physical process is contrasted numerically with that of the NI and 
DW models. 
The results presented in Chapters 5 and 6 show that, in general, the VFM is less accurate than 
theDWmode1 to simulate the physical process, but at least as accurate as the NI model, while numer- 
ically much simpler and more robust than both. The following general conclusions can be drawn 
from this research 
(a)HPG9scan be used to approximate the equation of conservation of momentum for the pur- 

pose of unsteady-flow routing, particularly for flow conditions in which the flow can be 

treated as stepwise steady. 

(b)Use of the HPG eliminates the repetitive backwater computations required in stepwise- 
steady flood routing. 
( c )Use of this approach resulted in a new hydraulic method for unsteady flow routing (VFM) 
introduced in this thesis. 
(d)In this new method, the HPG is computed first based on the inherent properties of the chan- 
nel, and later numerically coupled with the equation of conservation of mass to perform 
the routing. 
(e )TheNPG of a channel reach only needs to be computed once, but can be used as many times 

as desired together with the equation of continuity for simulation of unsteady flow under 

different initial and boundary conditions, provided that the channel cross sections are time 

invariant. When channel properties change, a new HPG should be developed. 

(f) VFM simulations compare as well as or better than NI simulations with experimental ob- 

servations. 

(g) For a given resolution of the computational grid, the VFM is relatively more accurate than 

the NI model with respect to "true7' solutions based on the DW model. 

(h)The VFM is numerically more robust i.e., its accuracy is less dependent upon the size of 

the computational grid, than the NI and DW models. 

(i) Since in the VFM the flow is treated as stepwise steady and most engineers are familiar with 

backwater profiles and the principle of conservation of mass, this new method is easier to 

understand and offers fewer numerical complications than any of the existing hydraulic 

methods for unsteady flow routing that rely on the numerical solution of the Saint-Venant 

equations or any of its approximations. 

For simplicity without loosing generality, in the evaluation of the VFM presented in chapter 6 
only scenarios of flood routing through single prismatic channels are considered. The VFMmethod, 
however, is equally applicable for routing through both prismatic and nonprismatic channels. This is 
illustrated in Appendix B with an application example of the VFM to flood routing through a natural 
stream for which the channel is nonprismatic. To this end, flood routing through a portion of the 
Boneyard Creek on the north campus of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC)for 
its May- 1995channel conditions is simulated with the VFM. The results from these simulations not 
only demonstrate the applicability of the method for routing through natural channels, but also are 
consistent with the discussion on the numerical robustness of the VFM presented in Chapter 6. 
7.2 Recommendations for Future Research 
The research on the applicability of the HPG for simulation of unsteady, open-channel flow 
presented in this thesis focuses on the problem of flood routing through single channels with rectan- 
gular and circular cross sections in the subcritical flow regime for typical cases of initial and bound- 
ary conditions. Nevertheless, although the limited results of VFM routing in a natural channel pre- 
sented in Appendix B support the conclusions presented in Chapter 6 about the robustness of the 
method with respect to time discretization, more research is needed to assess whether the the accura- 
cy and numerical robustness of the newly introduced method also hold for routing in natural chan- 
nels with flood plains. This issue was not addressed in this study mainly because of the difficulty 
in estimating friction losses in channels with flood plains. 
In the procedure used in the VFM for the numerical coupling of the HPG with the continuity 
equation, use is made of a four-point finite difference scheme. According to the evaluation of nu- 
merical robustness of the VFM presented in Chapter 6, only a few space intervals are needed by 
VFM to approximately achieve asymptotic accuracy. Nevertheless, it would be worth studying 
whether explicit finite difference schemes can be used to discretize the equation of continuity, and 
if so what the penalty would be in terms of numerical robustness with respect to that of the VFM. 
Research is also needed to make the application of HPG's simpler and consequently more 
appealing to practicing engineers. An issue worth studying consists of finding an efficient and sirn- 
ple approach to represent HPC's as algebraic equations so that the HPG can be replaced by a set of 
equations in computations. Another issue that needs to be addressed is that regarding the develop- 
ment of simple nondimensional HPG9s. Some characteristic parameters of the flow through a chan- 
nel reach such as those used by Yen (1994) for channel reaches of circular cross section can be 
introduced to nondimensionalize the reach's NPG.However, although this kind of nondimensional 
HPG can be used for problems of open-channel flow through other channel reaches with the same 
characteristic parameters, or to channel reaches with similar parameters as an approximation, the 
geometric appearance of this HPG is no different from that of the dimensional one. It would be 
worth studying whether, by introducing scaling quantities or parameters based on both the channel 
geometry and flow characteristics, the set of HPC9son an HPG would collapse onto a single nondi- 
mensional HPC. Use of nondimensional HPG's would make the application of W Mmore efficient 
and expeditious. 
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APPENDIX A. MATNEMATICA CODE OF VFM FOR FLOOD ROUTING 

THROUGH RECTANGULAR CHANNEL 
(* <<vfmBNrSh.math 
(* This Program Routes unsteady flow through a single channel 
(* using the Varied Flow Method (VFM) 
(* the program as is written is for a rectangular channel 
(* and for BC's Qu(t) and Yd(t). 
(* Written by Juan A. Gonzalez-Castro 
(* last version: July-31 -1997 
(*To run the program type the following line on the Math-FrontEnd 
(* <<vfmBNrSh.math 
(* The following files have to be present in the same directory. 
(* The channel geometry and constants according to Unit System 
(* are read from the file: YenAkanChann 
(* The IC's, name of file containing BC's {Qu(t) & Yd(t)), 
(* Weighting factors for the Box-FD Scheme, size and number of 
(* computational time and space intervals, and other routing 
(* routing parameters are read from the file: vfmBNrSh.Rout 
(* n - Manning's resistance coefficient 
(* S - Channel's bed slope 
(* b - Channel's width 
(* g - Gravitational accelaration 
(* Kn - Unit's system coefficient, 1 for SI, 1.486 EU if using 
(* Chow's tables equal to (g) * 112 if Yen's tables are used 
(* Functional definition of hydraulic properties 
Ah[y-] := b y; 
Wp[y-] := b + 2y;  
R~[Y- I:= Ah[yl/Wp[yl; 

Tw[y-] := b; 

Hd[y-1 := y; 

(* Expressions for computing Critical and Normal flow depths, upstream 
(* and downstream water stages, and discharges 

Sf[y-,Dq-] := (n DqlKn) A 2 Wp[y] * (4./3.)/Ah[y] A (10.13.); 

Fc[y-,Dq-I := (Dq/Ah [yl) A 2./(g*Hd [yl); 

Ycri [Dq-,y-1 := Dql(g)A (1 12) - Ah [y] Hd [y] A (1 12); 
Ycr[Dq-] := ((Dqlb) A 2/g) A (1 ./3.); 
Yc[Dq-] := ycritical = y I.FindRoot[Ycri [Dq,y] ==0, 
{~,Eva~uate[ycr[Dqll)I [ [ I  11; 
Wdc[Dq-] := Yc[Dq] +Dexi; 
Wuc[Dq-] := Yc[Dq] +Dent; 
Qcri[y-] := Sqrt[g*Hd[y]]*Ah[y]; 
Ynor[Dq-,y-] := Sf[y,Dq] - S ; 
Yn[Dq-] := If[S > 0, 
ynormal = y I.FindRoot[Ynor[Dq,y] == 0, 
{y,Evaluate[Ycr [Dq]] , I  .IEvaluate [Ycr[Dq]] ), 
AccuracyGoal -> 12, Maxlterations ->30] [ [ I  I], 
ynormal = Infinity]; 
Wdn [Dq-] := Yn [Dq] +Dexi; 
Wun[Dq-] := Yn[Dq] +Dent; 
Qnorm [y-] := Kn*Ah[y]*Rh[y] A (2/3)*Sqrt[S]/n; 
(* Functional definition of BW computation from dws to ups *) 
(* the arguments are: *) 
(* yd = y(Lch) - downstream water depth 
(* Dq - discharge 
(* Lch - length of the channel reach 
(* The computation is based on the solution of the GVF dynamic equation 
Mathematica decides for the computaional space interval in an adaptive 
fashion, that is to say, NDSolve reduces the step size until it tracks 
solutions accurately. The default value of maximum number of steps is 
MaxSteps -> 500. For more details consult The Mathematica Book, 
by Stephen Wolfram (1 998) 
BWu [yd-,Dq-,Lch ] := 
~ ~ ~ o l v e [ { y ' [ x I ==(s-sf [y[x] , ~ q l ) / ( l  -Fc[y[x] ,Dql), 
y[Lch]==yd), y, {x,O.O,Lch)] ; 
(* This expression computes the upstream depth for a given yd(Lch), 
Dq, Dx, and other paramaters as defined above 
Yus[yd-,Dq-,Lch-] := y[O.O] I.BWu[yd,Dq,Lch] [ [ I ] ] ;  
Yuscri[Dq-,Lch-] := y[O.O] 1. BWu[1.0001 Yc[Dq],Dq,Lch] [ [ I ] ] ;  
(* This expression computes the upstream water stage for given water stage 
at the exit of the reach (WDs=WS(Lch)), discharge (Dq), and Lch *) 
Wus[WDs-,Dq-,Lch-] := Yus[WDs- Dexi,Dq,Lch] + Dent; 
(* reading channel data 
(* n, S, b, g, Kn, Lchan, Channel Bed Elev at Ent, and Exit Stations 
(* (Dent, Dexi), Kn 
<<YenAkanChann 
(* reading of computational paramaters and name of file containing BCs 
(* PSI, tETHA, Chi, Om, Number of time intervals (Ndt), time interval 
(* (dt), space interval (dX), Name of file containing BCYs (inpfile) 
(* Number of space and time intervals 
(* Definition of BW computation for a reach of length dX 
Yu [Yd-,Dq-] := Yus[Yd,Dq,dX]; 
AYu[Yd-,Dq-] := Ah[Yu[Yd,Dq]]; 
(* Definition of Arrays 
Clear[Yl ,All; 
(* Q1, Y1 and A1 are vectors containing the discharge, depth & hyd 
(* area for the flow at time t, wheras Q is the vector of discharges 
(* at time t+dT. The subindex corresponds to stations over space. 
Array[QI ,Floor[Ndx+ I ] ] ;  
Array[YI ,Floor[Ndx+ I ] ] ;  
Array[AI ,Floor[Ndx+l I ]  ; 
Array[Q ,Floor[Ndx+l]]; 
(* Qu and Yd vectors in time containing entrance and exit BCs, respectively. *) 
Array[Qu ,Floor[Ndt] 1; 
Array [Yd,Floor[Ndt] ] ; 
(* Definition of vector of reachwise average discharge over space at time t+dT 
Qav = {"(Q[I] +Q[2])/2"); 
Do[ Qav = Append[Qav,"(Q["<>ToString[j+I] <>"]+Q["c> 
ToString[j]c >"])/2"], {j,2,Ndx)]; 
Qav; 
*) 
(* Functional definition of recursive reachwise BW computation 
(* The arguments are depth at channel's exit (Yd), and 
(* computational station (i) at which the depth is computed. 
(* The depth Y[i] is computed by using reachwise GVF starting 
*)(* with a depth at the exit that satisfies de BCds and using 
*)(* the average of Q[i] and Q[i+1] as the discharge flowing 
*) 
(* through each computational space interval, i.e. 
*) 
(* Y[i] = Yu[... Yu[Yu[Yd,(Q[Ndx+l]+Q[Ndx] )/2,dX], 
*) 
(* (Q[Ndx-21 +Q[Ndx- l])/2,dX ] ,..., *) 
(* (Q[i+l] +Q[i] )/2,dX] *) 
Yi [Yd -,i-] := Fold [Yu jYdJ Reverse[ToExpression [Take[Qav, {N [i] ,Ndx)]]]] ; 
(* Reading of Boundary Conditions 
BCdat = ReadList[inpfile, Number, RecordLists -> True]; 
Do[Qu[k] = BCdat[[k,Z]]; Yd [k] = BCdat[[k,3]], {k,l ,Ndt)]; 
(* Data for computing IC's 
Qu[O] = Qbase; Yd[O] = Ydini; 
(* Functional definition of the FD Continuity Equations 
(* Equations are stored as a list (Eqs) 
(* Definitions of Eqs. for the first and last computatinal space intervals * 
(* Subindex k refers to current time when used as argument in mMx[], whereas *) 
(* subindex j refers to space interval when used in eCON[j], and to x station *) 
(* when used as subindex in the A1 ,Y1 ,Ql, and Q arreys *) 
If[Ndx > 1, 
(* ***More than 1 space interval 
(* First space interval 
mM1 [k ] := pSl/dTA1[2] + (I-pSl)/dTAl [ I ]  + 

~ E ~ H A / ~ XQu[k] - (1 -tETHA)/dX (Q1[2]-Qu[k-I]); 

eCON[I][k-,Q2-] := pSl/dTAh[Yi[Yd[k],2]] + 

(1-pSl)/dT Ah [Yu [Yi [Yd [k] ,2], (Qu [k] +Q2)/2]] + 

tETHA/dX Q2 - mM1 [k]; 

(* Last space interval *) 
mMN[k-] := pSl/dT (Ah[Yd[k]] - A1 [Ndx+l]) - (I -pSl)/dT A1 [Ndx] + 
(1 -tETHA)/dX (Q1 [Ndx+l] -Q1 [Ndx]); 
(* in the following eq. QNdx & QNdxl stand for Q[Ndx] & Q[Ndx+l], respectively *) 
*(* ***Only one space interval 
mMl[k ] := pSl/dTAl[2] + (I-pSl)/dTAl[l] + 
~ E ~ H A / ~ XQu[k] - ( I  -tETHA)/dX (Q1[2]-Qu[k-I]); 
eCON[l] [k ,Qdn ] := pSl/dT Ahr/d[k]] + (1-pSl)/dTAYu[Yd[k],(Qu[k] +Qdn)M] + 
t ~ ~ ; ~ / d f Q d n- mM1 [k]]; 
(* Definiton of Eqs. for internal space intervals 
*) 
If[Ndx > 2, 
Do[ mMu-] := pSl/dTAl[j+l] + (I-pSl)/dTAI[j] -
(1 -tETHA)/dX (Q1 [ j+I ]  -Q1 [j]); 
(* in the following equation Qj stands for Q[j] and Qjl stands for Q[j+l]  
eCONb] [j-,k-,Qj-,Qjl-] := pSl/dT Ah[Yi[Yd[k] ,j+I]] + 

(1-pSl)/dT Ah [Yi [Yd [k] ,j]] + 

tETHA/dX (Qjl -Qj) - mM[j], 

{j,ZNdx- 1 111; 
(* Computation of initial conditions assuming subcritical GVF for 
(* exit depth and base flow as defined in variables Ydini and Qbase 
lprof = BWu[Ydini,Qbase,Lchan]; 
Do[ Yl  [i] = y[(i- l)*dX] /. Iprof[[l]]; 

A1 [i] = Ah[YI [i]]; 

Q l  [i] = Qbase, {i,l ,Ndx+l)]; 

(* Module to solve the system of Nonlinear Algebraic Equations *1 
find = "FindRoot["; 
accu = "AccuracyGoal -> 7 ]"; 
qSOL[k-] := Module[{i), 
* (* Definition of list containing arguments regarding initial guesses 
* (* for independent variables (vector Q) 
If[Ndx > 1, 
InVal = "{Q[2],{N[QI [2]], N[ I  .05 Q1[2]])), "; 
Do[ InVal = InVal<>"{Q["< >ToString[i+I]c>"],{N[Ql ["<>ToString[i+I]< >"]], 
N[1.05 QI["< > ToString[i+l] <>"]I)), ",{i,2,Ndx)], 

InVal = "{ Q[2],{N[QI [2]], N[ I .05 Q1[2]]) ), "I; 

(* Equations are stored as a list (Eqs) in String form 
If[Ndx > 1, 
(* More than one space interval 
Eqs = "{eCON[l] ["<>ToString[k]<>",Q[2]] ==on; 
Eqs = Eqs< >" ,eCON[2] [2,"< >ToString[k] <>",Q[2],Q[3]] ==on; 
Do[ Eqs = Eqs< >" ,eCON["< >ToString[j] <>"I["< >ToString[j] c > 
","<>ToString[k] <>",Q["< >ToString[j]< >"],Q["c > 
ToStringU+l] <>"]I ==On, {j,3,Ndx)]; 
Eqs = Eqs<>"),", 
(* Only one space interval 
Eqs = "eCON[l] ["<>ToString[k] <>",Q[2]] ==0, "I; 
(* Solution of NL Algebraic Equations 
(* Solution is carried out by converting the set of strings 
(* that contains all the arguments for FindRoot[] *) 
(* Print[find< >Eqs< >InVal< >accu]; 
roots = ToExpression[find<>Eqs< >InVal< >accu]; 
If[ Ndx > 1, 
roots = {Q[2] /. roots); 
Do[ roots = Append[roots, Q[i+ I ]  /. roots], {i,Z,Ndx) 1, 
roots = {Q[2] /. roots)]; 
roots]; 
(* Determination of Channel bed elevations at intermediate stations 
DBed = (Dent- Dexi)/Ndx; 
Do [Bed[i] = Dent - (i-l)DBed, {i,l,Ndx+l)]; 
(* Module to do the routing 
Rout[Ndt-] := Module[ {k), 
(* Computation of initial conditions assuming GVF 
(* for exit depth Ydini and Qbase 
Iprof = BWu[Ydini,Qbase,Lchan]; 
Do[ Y l  [i] = y[(i- 1 )*dX] I.Iprof [ [ I ] ] ;  
Print[PaddedForm[Yl [i] +Bed[i] ,{8,3)]] ; 
A1 [i] = Ah [Yl [il l ; 
Q l  [i] = Qbase, {i,l ,Ndx+l)]; 
Print[" t WSEu Qu WSE[2] Q[2] WSEd Qd "1; 
Print [ PaddedForm[ 0,{5,2)], PaddedForm[Yl [ I ]  +Bed[l] , { I  2,9)], 
PaddedForm[Q1[1],{12,9)], PaddedForm[Y1[2] +Bed[2],{12,9)], 
PaddedForm[Q1[2],{12,9)],PaddedForm[Y1 [Ndx+l] +Bed[Ndx+l],{l2,9)], 
PaddedForm[Ql [Ndx+ 1 ],{ I  2,9)] 1; 
(* routing loop *) 
For[k=l, k<= Ndt, k += 1, 
qSolNow = qSOL[k]; 
Print [ PaddedForm[ k*dT/60.,{5,2)], PaddedForm[Y[l] +Bed [I ] ,{ I  2,9)], 
PaddedForm[Qu[k],{l2,9)], PaddedForm[Y [2] +Bed[2] , { I  2,911, 
PaddedForm[Q[2] , { I  2,9)],PaddedForm[Yd[k] +Bed[Ndx+ 1],{12,9)], 
PaddedForm[Q[Ndx+ 1],{12,9)] 1; 
* (* Transfering of Y,A, & Q nodal values for current time k to Y1 ,Al,  & Q1 

(* which correspond to time k-1 for the next time step *) 

Do[ Yl  [i] = If[i <= Ndx,Y[i],Yd[k]]; 

A1 [i] = Ah [Yl [i]] ; 

Q l  [i] = Q[i], 

{i,l ,Ndx+l )I1I ;  
APPENDIX B. 	APPLICATION EXAMPLE; FLOOD ROUTING WITH VFM ON 
BONEYARD CREEK 
B.1 Introduction 
The objective of this appendix is to illustrate the application of the proposed flood routing meth- 
od to a natural stream for which the channel is nonprismatic. To this end, flood routing through a 
portion of the Boneyard Creek located on the north campus of the University of Illinois at Urbana- 
Champaign (UIUC)for its May-1995 channel conditions is performed with the VFM. This portion 
of the creek, located between Kings Highway andLincoln Avenue, is part of the Boneyard stretch, of 
which Yen and Gonzglez (1995) studied the channel capacity. One upstream boundary condition 
and two types of downstream boundary conditions are considered in this application. The upstream 
boundary condition is based on the flow record collected by the U. S. Geological Survey (USGS) at 
the Boneyard gaging station, approximately 100 ft upstream of Kings Highway. Two types of down- 
stream boundary conditions are considered, a normal-flow-type rating curve, and a rather demand- 
ing and unlikely hypothetical condition of a free overfall. The next sections briefly describe the 
Boneyard Creek basin, the channel characteristics of the creek, the HPG's of the reaches into which 
it is subdivided for the simulations, and the boundary conditions considered. A discussion of the 
simulation results is presented in the last section. 
B.2 Description of Boneyard Creek 
The Boneyard Creek drains an area of about 3.28 square miles of the city of Champaign when it 
reaches the Boneyard gaging station. The 19 17-foot-long stretch of the creek between the down- 
stream side of the Kings Highway bridge and the upstream side of the Lincoln Avenue bridge, from 
stations 90+22 to 71+05, is considered in this application. Detailed geometric information of the 
individual cross sections for the channel conditions of May 1995 is given in Yen and Gonziilez 
(1995). A plan view and the longitudinal profile of the channel bed (trajectory of the lowest point in 
the cross section) of the stretch of the Boneyard Creek on the UIUC north campus are shown in Figs. 
B. 1 and B.2. Along this stretch five bridges, one footbridge, two utility ducts, and one building cross 
over the creek. The location of these bridges and other structures along this segment of the creek are 
shown in Fig. B 1. 
B.3 Hydraulic Performance Graphs of Studied Reaches 
In their study on the channel capacity of the Boneyard Creek Yen and Gonziilez (1995) subdi- 
vided the stretch of the Boneyard between Kings Highway and Lincoln Avenue into a system of 10 
reaches. In subdividing the creek into reaches they ensured that throughout each reach the geometric 
properties of the channel (cross section, bed slope, and surface roughness) did not vary much, the 
direct lateral inflow along the reach was insignificant, and the channel reach was either open- or 
closed-top type. The locations of the bridges and other structures considered for dividing the 
Boneyard Creek into reaches, the length of the reaches, and thier Manning's roughness coefficient 
are given in Table B.1. Among the 10 reaches listed in Table B.1, six are open-channel type, and four, 
including three street bridges and the reach flowing under the Loomis Physics Laboratory, are 
closed-top type. The set of HPG's for the 10 channel reaches considered in this application were 
reported in Yen and Gonzglez (1995), but are reproduced here for completeness in Figs. B.3to B.12. 
These HPG's were constructed in discharge increments of either 100 of 200 cfs, within the stage 
range of non-flooding, open-channel flow conditions in the respective reach, by using the method 
described in Chapter 3. The backwater profiles necessary to establish the HPG's were computed 
with the standard step method. Many of the channel cross sections have no simple regular shapes; 
therefore, some reaches could not be treated as prismatic. For these reaches the backwater profiles 
were computed with the Army Corps of Engineers7 HEC2 computer program (Hydrologic Engi- 
neering Center, 1991). For the reaches that are approximately prismatic, Yen and Gonzglez (1995) 
computed the water surface profiles with a computer program especially written for their study. 
Table I3.1 Conditionof Channel Reaches of Boneyard Creek between Lincoln Avenue and Kings Highway. 
Sheet piling and natural bottom with 
cobbles on the bottom 
Stone lined sides, some cobbles on the 
R=Open-top reach. B=Bridge. C=culvert. 
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B.4 Boundary Conditions 
The Boneyard gaging station is about 100 ft upstream from the segment of the creek considered 
in this application. Since there is no significant lateral inflow between the gaging station and the 
studied Boneyard stretch, the inflow hydrograph used to define the upstream boundary condition for 
this application example was that observed at the Boneyard station on May 24, 1996. This hydro- 
graph, as many of the hydrographs observed at the Boneyard station, had a base flow of less than 30 
cfs. However, the smallest discharge in the set of HPG's available for the simulations is only 200 cfs. 
For simplicity, the upstream boundary condition used in the VFM simulations presented here is a 
modified hydrograph obtained by overlapping a flow of 200 cfs onto the hydrograph observed on 
May 24, 1996. The resulting hydrograph has a duration of about 70 minutes, a base flow of 200 cfs, 
and a peak discharge of 507 cfs, which is equal to the peak discharge of the observed flow hydro- 
graph. 
As described in Yen and Gonziilez (1 995), the lateral inflow from major sewers along the Bone- 
yard stretch flowing through the UIUC campus needs to be considered for the purpose of channel 
capacity assessment. In this application example of the VFM, however, for the sake of simplicity 
but without loosing generality, the lateral inflow along the studied segment of the Boneyard was 
assumed negligible. 
Two different types of downstream boundary conditions were considered in the simulations, a 
normal-flow-type rating curve and a free overfall. The motivation for including a free overfall as 
713 
one of the possible downstream boundary conditions stems from the fact that currently there is a 3-ft 
drop structure at the end of the stretch of the Boneyard being considered, where, for low flows, the 
flow becomes critical. The second type of downstream boundary condition is included because for 
high flows the backwater effect from the portion of the Boneyard downstream of Lincoln Avenue 
does not allow for critical flow to occur at the drop structure; thus it seems reasonable to consider that 
downstream boundary is treated as if the downstream segment of the creek were hydraulically long. 
Thus, two different scenarios, obtained by combining the set of boundary conditions just described 
above, were simulated with the VFM. 
B.5 VFM Simulations and Discussion 
Flood routing with the VFM was carried out following the algorithm described in Chapter 4, 
i.e., the HE ' S  of the individual reaches shown in Figs. B.3 to B.12 were coupled with the set of 
finite-difference algebraic equations that approximate mass conservation in the reaches-which for 
this particular illustration example have the general form given by Eqs. 4.5 to 4.10-and the speci- 
fied boundary conditions to simulate the routing. The Mathematica code of the VFM for routing 
through nonprismatic channel systems is documented in Appendix E. The data files necessary for 
the simulations presented in this application example are also presented and documented in Appen- 
dix E. According to physical considerations based on the travel time through the reaches, for the size 
of the space intervals defined by the length of the reaches and the prescribed boundary conditions, 
the computational time interval should be no less than about 15 seconds. Conversely, according to 
the Courant criterion of numerical stability, the time interval should be less than 5 seconds. The flow 
data from the USGS records, however, only has a resolution of 5 minutes; therefore, interpolation is 
used in the simulations to estimate the in-betweenvalues. The two scenarios obtained with the flow 
hydrograph of May 1996 and the two types of downstream boundary condition were simulated using 
a time interval of 5seconds. The results of these simulations, plotted in Fig. B.13,show that in both 
scenarios the peak flow at Kings Highway only experiences a reduction of about 1percent as the flow 
moves along the creek towards the Lincoln Avenue Bridge. Fig. B.13a shows that, at all locations 
along the channel, only small differences exist between the flow hydrographs simulated for the two 
scenarios as a result of the type of downstream boundary condition. These differences, as expected, 
are more noticeable at the downstream exit due to the inherent differences of the downstream bound- 
ary condition, but decrease toward the upstream end of the studied creek segment. The differences 
between the simulated stage hydrographs for the two scenarios, on the other hand, although particu- 
larly larger at the downstream end of the system, also decrease in the upstream direction, that is to 
say, the farther upstream from the channel exit, the smaller the differences (see Fig. B.13b). 
A study of the effect of the size of the time interval on the VFMsimulations for the two scenarios 
of this practical application is not within the scope of this illustration. However, this effect was part- 
ly evaluated here by routing the two scenarios with computational time intervals greater than 5 
seconds. Simulation results obtained by using 15,60, and, 180 seconds are plotted in Figs. B. 14 and 
B.15. These results show that, for a time interval of up to 180 seconds, the accuracy of the VFMfor 
flood routing of the two considered scenarios is practically independent of the size of the computa- 
tional time interval. 
The practical application presented in this appendix is only intended to illustrate that the new 
flood routing method proposed in this thesis is applicable to both prismatic and natural channels. 
The VFMsimulations presented here are not compared with DWandNI simulations because a com- 
parison of this nature is presented in Chapters 5 and 6. These results not only demonstrate the appli- 
cability of the method for flood routing through natural channels, but also are consistent with the 
discussion on the numerical robustness of the VFM presented in Chapter 6. 
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Fig. 	B.13 VFM Routing of May-1996 Flow Hydrograph through UIUC Segment of Boneyard Creek 
with Normal Flow and Free Overfall as Downstream Boundary Conditions and At =5 see. 
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Segment of Boneyard Creek with Free Overflow as Downstream Boundary Condition. 
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APPENDIX C. EVALUATION CRITERIA 
The simulation capability of the VFMand NI Model is partly evaluated based on their ability to 
reproduce initial conditions and to satisfy mass conservation throughout computations. In addition, 
the simulation quality of the VFM is contrasted with the NI and DW models or experimental ob- 
servations. The relative accuracy of estimation of the maximum magnitude and occurrence time of 
the discharge and water depth, as well as the overall fitting of the discharge and depth hydrographs 
will be evaluated by using the following parameters proposed by Yen (1982) and Nash and Stucliffe 
(1 970), namely: 
a)  Mass consewatiorz error: 
where V, which denotes the volume of the hydrograph over its duration is, 
in which t, is the starting time of the hydrograph, and t ,  < t 5 t ,  ;were t ,  is the 
ending time of the hydrograph, and the subindexes i and o refer to the inflow and out- 
flow hy drographs, respectively. 
b) Relative mass conse wation error: 
in which Yo and Yo,, are the volumes of the simulated and reference outflow hydro- 
graphs, respectively. 
c)Relative peak error: 
in which Cp and Cprare peak values of either flow depth or discharge hydrographs 
based on simulated and reference peak values, respectively. 
d)Relative peaking time error: This parameter will be used as a measure of relative 
error of the occurrence of the peak and is evaluated as 
where tpand tp,are the times of occurrence of the peak value of either depth or dis- 
charge based on simulated and reference peak value, respectively. 
e)  Root mean square error: Used as a measure of the overall fitting of either the dis- 
charge or depth hydrographs, this parameter is evaluated as 
in which t, is the starting time of the hydrograph, and t, < t 5 t,  ;with t, the ending 
time of the hydrograph, respectively, and Cand C, stand for the simulated and refer- 
ence water depth or discharge, respectively; whereas the average of C, from the be- 
ginning of the hydrograph to a specified time t is 
f)Relative error offrst time moment with respect to starting time: This is another 
auxiliary measure of the overall fitting of a simulated hydrograph with respect to a 
reference. It is evaluated as 
in which z, is the first moment of the hydrograph with respect to its starting time, i-e., 
where again t, and t, are the beginning and ending times of the hydrograph, respec- 
tively, and C and C, stand for either the simualted water depth or discharge hydro- 
graphs and depth or discharge used as reference, respectively; whereas 'dCis the in- 
tegration of Cover the duration of the hydrograph. 
g )  Relative error of second time moment with respect to starting time: This parame- 
ter is somewhat useful to estimate the dispersion error of a simulated hydrograph 
with respect to a reference one. It is evaluated as 
where a,, the second moment of the simulated stage or discharge hydrograph with 

respect to its starting time, is defined as 

At  
is) 2 Cdt = 11 c i(t.  (C.11) 
v c  
here again, the subindex r denotes reference conditions. 
h) CoefJicient of modelfit efficiency: This coefficient, proposed by Nash and Stu-
cliffe (1970), is analogous to the fraction of variance explained statistic commonly 
used in regression stochastic analysis, gives an indication of the agreement between 
the simulated and reference hydrograph shapes. It can be evaluated as 
(C.12) 
j 
where r again denotes the reference conditions. 
APPENDIX D. RELATIVE ERRORS OF V M  AND NI MODELS WITH RESPECT TO 
DW MODEL AS FUNCTION OF GRID SIZE FOR SIX CASES OF 
FLOOD ROUTING THROUGH RECTANGULAR CHANNEL 
Table D.l 	 Relative Errors of VFM with Respect to DW Model as Function of Space Discretization for 
Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with At = 30 s, for Boundary Condition of 
Case 1, Normal Flow Exit. 
Table D.2 	 Relative Errors of NI Model with Respect to DW Model as Function of Space Discretization for 
Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with At = 30 s, for Boundary Conditions of 
Case 1, Normal Flow Exit. 
Table D.3 	 Relative Errors of VFM with Respect to DW Model as Function of Space Discretization for 
Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with At = 600 s, for Boundary Condition of 
Case 1, Normal Flow Exit. 
Table D.4 	 Relative Errors of NI Model with Respect to DW Model as Function of Space Discretization for 
Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with At = 600 s, for Boundary Conditions of 
Case 1, Normal Flow Exit. 
Table D.5 	 Relative Errors of VFM with Respect to DW Model as Function of Space Discretization for 
Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with At = 30 s, for Boundary Condition of 
Case 2, Weir Exit. 
Table D.6 	 Relative Errors of NI Model with Respect to DW Model as Function of Space Discretization 
for Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with At = 30 s, for Boundary Condition of 
Case 2, Weir Exit. 
Table D.7 	 Relative Errors of VFM with Respect to D W  Model as Function of Space Discretization for 
Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with At = 600 s, for Boundary Condition of 
Case 2, Weir Exit. 
Table D.8 	 Relative Errors of NI Model with Respect to D W  Model as Function of Space Discretization 
for Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with At = 600 s, for Boundary Condition of 
Case 2: Weir Exit. 
Table D.9 	 Relative Errors of VFM with Respect to DW Model as Function of Space Discretization for 
Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with At = 30 s, for Boundary Condition of 
Case 3, Rating Curve Exit. 
L/Ax EVi 	 EVor & a d p  E t ~ d p  E ~ d r m s  e f f ~ d  E ~ I Q ~  E ~ u p  E twup  E w u m  e&up E ~ I W U  &owup 
% % % % % % % % 	 % % 
Table D.10 Relative Errors of NI Model with Respect to DW Model as Function of Space Discretization 
for Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with At = 30 s, for Boundary Condition of 
Case 3, Rating Curve Exit. 
LJAx i EVor E ~ d p  E t ~ d p  E ~ d n n s  e f f ~ d  E ~ I Q ~& O Q ~  E W U ~  E t ~ u p  Ewvms e&up 8 x 1 ~ ~&owup 
% % % % % % % % % % 
Table D.11 	 Relative Errors of VFM with Respect to DW Model as Function of Space Discretization for 
Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with At = 600 s, for Boundary Condition of 
Case 3, Rating Curve Exit. 
LlAx EVi War E ~ d p  E t ~ d p  E ~ d r m s  e f f ~ d  ETIQCI EOqd Ewup  E t ~ u p  E W U ~ S  efiup E ~ I W U  & O W U ~  
% % % % % % % % 	 % % 
Table D.12 	 Relative Errors of NI Model with Respect to DW Model as Function of Space Discretization 
for Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with At = 600 s, for Boundary Condition of 
Case 3, Rating Curve Exit. 
L/Ax E v i  Ever E ~ d p  E t ~ d p  E ~ d r m s  e f f ~ d  E r l ~ d  EOQd &wup  E twup  E~urms  e f i u p  ETlwu &(%up 
% % % % % % % % 	 % % 
Table D.13 	 Relative Errors of VFM with Respect to DW Model as Function of Space Discretization for 
Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with At =30 s, for Boundary Condition of 
Case 4, Given Stage Hydrograph at Exit. 
E v i  Ever 	 E ~ d p  E t ~ d p  EQdnns e f S ~ d  E t l ~ d  E o ~ d  E W U ~  E t w u p  & ~ u r m s  e&up EZlwu &owup  
% % % % % % . %  % 	 % % 
Table D.14 Relative Errors of NI Model with Respect to DW Model as Function of Space Discretization 
for Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with At = 30 s, for Boundary Condition of 
Case 4, Given Stage Hydrograph at Exit. 
E v i  E ~ d p  E t ~ d p  EQdrtns e f f ~ d  E t l ~ d  E o ~ d  E w u p  E t ~ u p  Ewurms effwup E ~ I W L I  &owup  
% % % % % % % % % % 
Table D.15 	 Relative Errors of VFM with Respect to DW Model as Function of Space Discretization for 
Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with At =300 s, for Boundary Condition of 
Case 4, Given Stage Hydrograph at Exit. 
IJAx EVi Ever EQdp EtQdp E ~ d l m s  e f ~ d  EZlQd EoQd E ~ u p  E t ~ u p  Ewurms effWup EZIWU &owup  
Table D.16 	 Relative Errors of NI Model with Respect to DW Model as Function of Space Discretization 
for Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with At = 300 s, for Boundary Condition of 
Case 4, Given Stage Hydrograph at Exit. 
LIAx E y i  E ~ o r  E ~ d p  E t ~ d p  E~dsrns e f f ~ d  ETlQd E o ~ d  Ewup  E t ~ u p  Ewurms effwup E z l ~ u  &%'up 
% % % 9% % % % % 	 % % 
Table D.17 	 Relative Errors of VFM with Respect to DW Model as Function of Space Discretization for 
Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with At = 30 s, for Boundary Condition of 
Case 5, Constant Stage at Exit. 
UAx i War EQCIP E h d p  E ~ d m  e f f ~ d  & E ~ I Q ~E O Q ~  E w u p  E t ~ u p  E ~ u n n s  e f i u p  E ~ I W U  & o w u p  
9% % % % % % % % 	 % % 
Table D.18 Relative Errors of NI Model with Respect to DW Model as Function of Space Discretization 
for Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with At = 30 s, for Boundary Condition of 
Case 5, Constant Stage at  Exit. 
L A  i o r E Q ~ ~E t ~ d p  E ~ d m s  e f f ~ d  E t l Q d  E O Q ~  E w u p  E t w u p  Ewunns e&up E t l ~ u  & o w u p  
% 9% % % % % % % % % 
Table D.19 	 Relative Errors of VFM with Respect to DW Model as Function of Space Discretization for 
Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with At = 600 s, for Boundary Condition of 
Case 5, Constant Stage at  Exit. 
LlAx & ~ i  E ~ o r  &Qdp E t ~ d p  EQdrrns e f l ~ d  EtlQd E G Q ~  E w u p  & t w u p  Ewurms eflwup E ~ I W U  & o w u p  
% % % %- % % % % 	 % % 
Table D.20 Relative Errors of NI Model with Respect to DW Model as Function of Space Discretization 
for Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with At = 600 s, for Boundary Condition of 
Case 5, Constant Stage at  Exit. 
LIAx Ivi E ~ o r  EQdp EQdlrns efJhd & Z l ~ d  E o ~ d  & w u p  & t w u p  E W U ~ S  effwup E t l w u  & o w u pE t ~ d ~  
% 70 % % % % % % 	 % % 
Table D.21 	 Relative Errors of VFMwith Respect to D W  Model as Function of Space Discretization for 
Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with At = 30 s, for Boundary Condition of 
Case 6, Free Fall Exit. 
Table D.22 	 Relative Errors of NI Model with Respect to D W  Model as Function of Space Discretization 
for Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with At = 30 s, for Boundary Condition of 
Case 6, Free Fall Exit. 
Table D.23 	 Relative Errors of VFMwith Respect to DW Model as Function of Space Discretization for 
Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with At = 600 s, for Boundary Condition of 
Case 6, Free Fall Exit. 
Table D.24 	 Relative Errors of NI Model with Respect to D W  Model as Function of Space Discretization 
for Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with At = 600 s, for Boundary Condition of 
Case 6, Free Fall Exit. 
LfAx EVi E ~ o r  E ~ d p  E Q d p  E~drms  e f f ~ d  ETIQCI E o ~ d  E ~ u p  E t ~ u p  e ~ u rms  effwup E ~ I W U  &owup 
% % % % % % % % 	 % % 
Table D.25 Relative Errors of VFM with Respect to DW Model as Function of Time Discretization for 
Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with L/Ax=l Boundary Condition of 
Case 1,Normal Flow Exit. 
At EVi EVor EQdp &tQdp E~drms  e f f ~ d  E z l Q d  EOQd E w u p  E t ~ u p  E W U ~ S  e&up E ~ I W U  ELTW,* 
[min] % % % % % % % % % % 
Table D.26 	 Relative Errors of NI Model with Respect to DW Model as Function of Time Discretization 
for Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with L/Ax=l Boundary Condition of 
Case 1,Normal Flow Exit. 
Table D.27 	 Relative Errors of VFM with Respect to DW Model as Function of Time Discretization for 
Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with L/Ax=6 Boundary Condition of 
Case 1,Normal Flow Exit. 
At & ~ i  Ever EQdp E t ~ d p  EQdrrns efSQd EZlQd EOQd E W U ~  E t ~ u p  Ewums effwup EZlwu &Owup 
[min] % % % % % % % % 	 % % 
Table D.28 	 Relative Errors of NI Model with Respect to DW Model as Function of Time Discretization 

for Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with L/Ax=6 Boundary Condition of 

Case 1,Normal Flow Exit. 

At & ~ i  EVor E ~ d p  EtQdp E~drrns e . Q d  Ex lQd  EOQd E w u p  E twup  Ewums effwup 8 x 1 ~ ~&owup 
[min] % % % % % % % % 	 % % 
Table D.29 	 Relative Errors of VFM with Respect to DW Model as Function of Time Discretization for 
Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with LlAx=l Boundary Condition of 
Case 2, Weir Exit. 
At E v i  & ~ o r  &Qdp & t q d p  EQdlrns e f l ~ d  E r l ~ d  & o ~ d  & ~ u p  &twup  & ~ u r n  effwup ETlwu & o w ~ ~  
[min] % % % % 	 % 9 6 0 %  % % 
Table D.30 Relative Errors of NI Model with Respect to DW Model as Function of Time Discretization 
for Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with LlAx=l Boundary Condition of 
Case 2, Weir Exit. 
At E v i  E ~ o r  E ~ d p  E t ~ d p  EQdrrns e f f ~ d  E t l ~ d  E o ~ d  & w u p  E t w u p  EWurms effwup ETlwu & o w u p  
[min] % % % % % % % % % % 
Table D.31 	 Relative Errors of VFM with Respect to DW Model as Function of Time Discretization for 
Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with LlAx=12 Boundary Condition of 
Case 2, Weir Exit. 
At i &Vor EQdp EtQdp E~drms  e f f ~ d  ETlQd &OQd & w u p  &fwup  effwup &TIWU & o w u pE W U ~ ~ S  
[min] % 74-1 % % % % % % 	 % % 
Table D.32 	 Relative Errors of NI Model with Respect to D W  Model as Function of Time Discretization 
for Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with LlAx=12 Boundary Condition of 
Case 2, Weir Exit. 
At EVi EVO, EQdp  & t ~ d p  E ~ d r m s  e f J ~ d  ET1~c.i  E O Q ~  & w u p  E twup  &W-S e f i up  E ~ I W U  & o w u p  
[min] % % % % % % % % 	 % % 
Table D.33 	 Relative Errors of VFM with Respect to DW Model as Function of Time Discretization for 
Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with L/Ax=3 Boundary Condition of 
Case 3, Rating Curve Exit. 
At i EVor EQdp E t ~ d p  EQdrms e f f ~ d  ETlQd EOQd E w u p  E t ~ u p  Ewurms efwup ETIWU &owup  
[min] % % % % % % % % 	 % % 
Table D.34 	 Relative Errors of NI Model with Respect to DW Model as Function of Time Discretization 
for Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with L/Ax=3 Boundary Condition of 
Case 3, Rating Curve Exit. 
At EVi EVor EQdp EtQdp E~d lms  e f f~d  EZlQd EOQd E ~ u p  E t ~ u p  Ewurrns e ? u p  ETIWU &owup  
[min] % 9% % % % % % % 	 % % 
Table D.35 	 Relative Errors of VFM with Respect to DW Model as Function of Time Discretization for 

Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with L/Ax=24 Boundary Condition of 

Case 3, Rating Curve Exit. 

At &Vi E ~ d p  EtQdp EQdrms e f f~d  E t l ~ d  E o ~ d  E w u p  E t ~ u p  Ewurrns effwup ETlwu &owup  
[min] % % % % % % % % 	 % % 
Table D.36 	 Relative Errors of NI Model with Respect to DW Model as Function of Time Discretization 

for Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with L/Ax=24 Boundary Condition of 

Case 3, Rating Curve Exit. 

At EVi E ~ o r  E Q ~ P  E t ~ d p  E~drms e f f ~ d  E Z I Q ~  E ( J Q ~  E w u p  E twup  EWU- effwup ETIW" & o w u p  
[min] % % % % % % % % 	 % % 
Table D.37 	 Relative Errors of VFM with Respect to DW Model as Function of Time Discretization for 
Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with L/Ax=l Boundary Condition of 
Case 4, Given Stage Hydrograph at Exit. 
At EVi EVor &Qdp EtQdp E~drrns e f f ~ d  E t l ~ d  E(JQd E w u p  E t ~ u p  Ewurms e&up E ~ I W U  &(Jwup 
[min] % % % % 7% 96 % % 	 % % 
Table D.38 	 Relative Errors of NI Model with Respect to DW Model as Function of Time Discretization 
for Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with LlAx=l Boundary Condition of 
Case 4, Given Stage Hydrograph at Exit. 
At 'b'i &Qdp EtQdp dims e f f ~ d  & % l ~ dEOQd E W U ~  &twup  Ewnrrns e f f ~ u p  E t l ~ u  &(Jwup 
[min] % % % % % % % % 	 % % 
Table D.39 	 Relative Errors of VFM with Respect to D W  Model as Function of Time Discretization for 
Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with LlAx=l2 Boundary Condition of 
Case 4, Given Stage Hydrograph at Exit. 
At EVi EVor EQdp EtQdp I ~ d n n s  g#Qd E x l ~ d  e o ~ d  Ewup EMa E ~ u r m s  e f i u p  EZlwu &Owup 
[min] % % % % % % % % 	 % % 
Table D.40 	 Relative Errors of NI Model with Respect to D W  Model as Function of Time Discretization 

for Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with Llhx=l2 Boundary Condition of 

Case 4, Given Stage Hydrograph at Exit. 

At EVi EVor EQdp EtQdp E~drms e f f ~ d  E x l ~ d  E(JQd E ~ u p  E t ~ u p  E ~ u r m s  e f f ~ u p  E ~ I W U  &Owup 
[min] % % % % 9% % % % 	 % % 
Table D.41 	 Relative Errors of VFM with Respect to DW Model as Function of Time Discretization for 
Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with L/Ax=l Boundary Condition of 
Case 5, Constant Stage at Exit. 
At i & ~ o r  & a d p  & t a d p  & ~ d m  e f f ~ d  & % l a d  & G a d  & ~ u p  & ~ u r n  ~ & U P  & ( J ~ u pE t ~ u p  E ~ ~ w u  
[min] % % % % % % % % 	 % % 
Table D.42 Relative Errors of NI Model with Respect to DW Model as Function of Time Discretization 
for Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with L/Ax=l Boundary Condition of 
Case 5, Constant Stage at Exit. 
At W i  EVor & a d p  & t a d p  E~drms  e f f ~ d  & % l ~ d  E G Q ~  & ~ u p  E twup  & ~ u r n s  effwup E ~ I W U  & W u p  
[min] % % % % % % % % % % 
Table D.43 	 Relative Errors of VFM with Respect to DW Model as Function of Time Discretization for 
Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with L/Ax=12 Boundary Condition of 
Case 5, Constant Stage at  Exit. 
At & v i  Ever & a d p  & t a d p  E~drms  e f f ~ d  & % l a d  EOQd & ~ u p  &twup  &Wtlrms effwup E t l ~ u  &owup  
[min] % % 7% % % % % % 	 % % 
Table D.44 	 Relative Errors of NI Model with Respect to DW Model as Function of Time Discretization 
for Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with L/Ax=12 Boundary Condition of 
Case 5, Constant Stage at  Exit. 
At E v ~  &Vor E Q ~ ~  E~drms  e f f ~ d  & % I Q ~  E O Q ~  E w u p  E t ~ u p  C ~ u r m s  effwupE t ~ d p  E ~ I W U  & W u p  
[min] % 7% % % % % % % 	 % % 
ble D.45 Relative Errors of VFM with Respect to DW Model as Function of Time Discretization for 
Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with L/Ax=l Boundary Condition of 
Case 6, Free Fall Exit. 
At EVi EVor E ~ d p  E t ~ d p  E~drms e f f ~ d  E ~ I Q ~  Ewup  E t ~ u p  E ~ u m s  e$Fwup E ~ I W U  &Owup 
[min] % 9% % % % % % % % % 
Table D.46 	 Relative Errors of NI Model with Respect to DW Model as Function of Time Discretization 
for Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with L/dx=l Boundary Condition of 
Case 6, Free Fall Exit. 
At EVi EVor E ~ d p  E t ~ d p  E~drms e f f~d  EalQd E o ~ d  Ewup  E t ~ u p  E ~ u m s  e&up E ~ I W U  &Owup 
[min] % % % % % % % % 	 % % 
Table D.47 	 Relative Errors of VFM with Respect to DW Model as Function of Time Discretization for 
Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with L/Ax=24 Boundary Condition of 
Case 6, Free Fall Exit. 
At & ~ i  EV0r E ~ d p  E t ~ d p  E~drms e f l ~ d  ETlQd EOQd & w u p  &twup  E W U ~ S  effwup E t l ~ u  EOWII~  
[min] % % % % % % % % 	 % % 
Table D.48 	 Relative Errors of NI Model with Respect to DW Model as Function of Time Discretization 

for Flood Routing through Rectangular Channel with Llhx=24 Boundary Condition of 

Case 6, Free Fall Exit. 

At EVi EVor E ~ d p  E t ~ d p  E~drms e f l ~ d  E G Q ~  Ewup Etwup EWU- eflwupE ~ I Q ~  	 E ~ I W U  &owup  
[min] % 70 % % % % % % 	 % % 
E.1. Code Description 
The Mathematics code of the VFMfor flood routing through nonprismatic channel systems as 
well as the files needed for the simulations of the application example in Appendix B are presented 
here. The code is based on the algorithm described in Chapter 4, i.e., the HPG's of the individual 
reaches are coupled with the set of finite-difference algebraic equations that approximate mass con- 
servation in the reaches and the specified boundary conditions to simulate the routing. The code is 
written for routing through a channel system which channel reaches can have any cross section. The 
input data needed to run this code are described below. 
a) HPG 3 of the individual channel reaches defined in a discrete manner. These input 
data are read from independent files-one per reach. Data are used in the code to gen- 
erate interpolating functions on a rectangular 2D grid on (WSEd, Q). Thus, the 
WSEu values of each grid point are necessary. The grid on (WSEd,Q) needs not to be 
equally spaced, but it needs to be within a rectangular region (this requirement isdue 
to the manner the interpolating functions representing the HPG3 are handled in the 
code). So the statement used in the HPG files for generating the respective interpo- 
lating functions have the following structure: 
where i indicates the channel reach from upstream to downstream, and m and n are 
the total number of discharges Q7s and water surface elevations WSEd7s used to de- 
fine the WSEd-Q grid, respectively. 
b) Cross sectional data, which can be given either as a formula Ah[y] =f (y), such as in 
the case of regular cross sections, or as a set of discrete values depth-hydraulicareas 
(y, Ah(y)). If the second form is chosen, these values are used to generate interpolat- 
ing functions, which are then used in the computations. In general the elevation of 
the channel banks varies from reach to reach. Here, to account for the reach-wise 
variation of the bank elevation and cross sections, we define the hydraulic area 
changes of the at the entrance and exit of each channel reach. Thus, functions ahu[i] 
and ahd[i] in the code represent the hydraulic areas of the upstream and downstream 
areas of the channel reach i, with 1< i < Ndx. A file is needed where the formulas 
au(y) =f(y), ad(y) =g(y) are defined or where sets of discrete data (y,au(y)), (y,ad(y)) 
are read from independent files and used to define the hydraulic areas at the reach's 
ends using interpolating functions. 
c) Upstream and downstream boundary conditions specified as an inflow hydrograph 
Qu(t) and a rating curve Yd(t)=Yd(Qd(t)), respectively. A file is needed with the up- 
stream boundary condition, usually as set of discrete values (t,Q(t)). Likewise, a file 
is needed with discrete values describing the downstream boundary condition 
(Yd,Qd). These two sets of data are represent in the code through interpolation func- 
tions for a more efficient use during routing. 
d) Weighting factors 8 (space) and II, (time) for the box-FD Scheme, number of com- 
putational time and space intervals, size of computational intervals (i.e., length of 
individual reaches), bed elevations at the reaches ends and other routing parameters 
are defined. 
e) Name of output file, names of the files containing the data described in (a) to (c). 
These information is given in a file that is automatically read by the VFMprogram. 
E.2. Steps for Executing VFM 
To execute the VFMprogram all the necessary input data files must be present in the same direc- 
tory where the VFM program is. The steps to execute VFM are: 
1) Start a Mathematica session, 
2) On the front end set the path of the working directory using SetDirectory. 
3) Read the VFM Mathernatica code by typing: <<vfmWCBNr-NR.math 
on the front end. 
4) On the front end type the command Rout[Ndt], 
the argument Ndt is the number of time intervals for the routing. 
5) 	The output will be written to a file which name is given as part of the input data. 
The output consists of the stage and flow hydrographs at the ends of all the channel 
reaches considered. 
E.3. Data Files Used for VFM Simulations of Example in Appendix B 
The names of the data files necessary for the simulations of the illustration example presented in 
Appendix B are listed below. 
a) TheHPG data of the individual reaches of Boneyard segment considered in the exam- 
ple are read from files 
HPG-R5-InterData, HPG-WlnterData, HPGR4-InterData, 

HPG-BlnterData, HPG-RSlnterData, HPGCI -InterData, 

HPG-R2b-l nterData, HPG-R2a-I nterData, HPG-B2-I nterData, & 
HPGRI -1nterData. 
b) 	 The functions defining the hydraulic areas of individual reaches ahu[l][y], 
ahd[l][y]...,ahu[Ndx] [y], ahd[Ndx] [y] are either read or defined using discrete val- 
ues read from a file as specified in file: BYCHyd-AreaUpsDws.dat. Functions are 
assigned in the following order R5,B4, R4, B3, R3, C1, R2b7R2a,B2 81R1 (see list- 
ing of file BYCHyd-AreaUpsDws.dat for more details on the format). 
c) The upstream and downstream boundary conditions are read from two separate files 
by commands in file VFM-BoneNR-data.math. In this file the names of the data 
files must be specified and assigned to variables bcups and bcdwse, respectively, as 
shown in first page of listing of file VFM-BoneNR-data.math. The boundary con- 
ditions for the VFM simulations in aplication example presented in appenix B are 
read from files BYC-BCus-USGS-Uno.dat and BYCRlQCds.dat, respectively. 
d) The input data described in (d) and (e) in section E.l is also read from file 
VFM-BoneNR-data.math. 
Files containing the VFM code as well as the data files used for the simulations presented in 
Appendix B are listed in the following pages. 
E.3.1 Listing of file vfmBYCBNr-NR.math 
(* <<vfmBYCBNr-NR.math *) 
(* This Program Routs unsteady flow through a channel system using the 
Varied Flow Method (VFM). The program as is written for 
a) a channel system which channel reaches with any cross section as long 
as the HPGs of the individual channel reaches are given in a discrete 
manner and the cross sectional areas Ah = f (y) can be given either as 
a relation (prismatic channels) or a series of points (Ah,y) points. 
b) The upstream and downstream boundary conditions are specified 

as an inflow hydrograph Qu(t) and rating curve Yd(t)=Yd(Qd(t)), 

respectively. 

This is an New version of VFM in which a variant of the Secant Method 
is used to solve the System of NL algebraic Equations obtained from 
discretizing the equation of continuity with the four-point FD scheme *) 
(* Written by Juan A. Gonzalez-Castro *) 
(* first version : Oct-27-1999 *) 
(*To run the program type the following line on the Math-FrontEnd 
<<vfmBYCBNr-NR.math * 
(*The name of the files containing the Ah=f[y]'s, the HPG's and 
the BC's {Qu(t)), Yd (t) =Yd (Qd (t)), Weighting factors for the 
Box-FD Scheme, size and number of computational time and space 
intervals, and other parameters are read from the file: 
VFM-BoneNR-data. math *) 
(* To do the routing type Rout[Ndt], where Ndt is the number of is the 
number of time intervals *) 
<<VFM-BoneNR-data.math 
(* Qu and Yd vectors in time containing entrance and exit BCs, respectively. *) 
Qu = Table[O, {i,Ndt+ 1)I; 
(*Yd = Table[O, {i,Ndt)]; *) 
(* Redefining Ups Boundary Condition as a vector using the 
interpolating function generated in file VFM-BoneTestNR.math 
Do[Qu[[k]] = qU[(k-1)*dT/GO], {k,l ,Ndt+ 1)]; 
(* Computation of initial conditions assuming subcritical GVF for *) 
(* exit depth and base flow as defined by BCds *) 
(* Use is made of the reaches HPG's to determine the initial profile *) 
Do[ Q l  [[i]] = Qbase, {i,l ,Ndx+l)]; 

Yl [[Ndx+ II ]  = yD[Q1 [[Ndx+ I]]]; 

Yl [[Ndx]] = 
HPG[Ndx] [YI [[Ndx+ I ] ]  +bed [[Ndx+ I]], (Q1 [[Ndx+ I ] ]  +Q1 [[Ndx]])/2] - bed[[Ndx]]; 
Ad1 [[Ndx]] = ahd [Ndx] [YI [[Ndx+ I]]]  
Aul [[Ndx]] = ahu [Ndx] [YI [[Ndx]]] ; 
Do[Yl[[i]] = HPG[i][YI[[i+1]]+bed[[i+I]],(QI[[i+I]]+Ql[[i]])/2]-bed[[j]]; 
Ad1 [[ill = ahd[j] [Yl [[j+ I]]]; 
Aul [[ill = ahutiI[\ll [DIII, {j, Ndx-I ,I,-I )] ; 
(* Functional definition of the FD Continuity Equations *) 

(* Declaring Arrays *) 

(* Qi, Yi, Aui, & Adi are the vectors for discharge, flow depth and hydraulic area 

over space at time t+dt for the current iteration in the solution process. *) 

Qi = Table [0, {i,Ndx+ I)I; 

delQi = Table [0, {i,Ndx+ 1)I; 

Yi = Table [0, {i,Ndx+ I)] ; 

Aui = Table [0, {i,Ndx)]; 

Adi = Table [0, {i,Ndx)]; 

(*Qinew is the vector of new estimates od discharges 
Qinew = Qi; 
(*jacob is the Jacobian Matrix; 
mM is the independent term for the current iteration 
contEq is a vector containing the eqs of continuity for each space 
interval dQ is a vector containing the corrections of Q for the next 
iteration as obtained with Newtons Method fun is a vector containing 
the evaluation of contEq for the new iteration *) 
jacob = Table [0, {i,Ndx), {j, Ndx)] ; 

mM = Table [0, {i,Ndx)]; 

contEq = Table [0, {i,Ndx)]; 

dQ = Table [0, {i,Ndx+l )I; 

fun = Table [0, {i,Ndx)]; 

(* Definition of Nonlinear Equations 
(*The portion of the equations containing the areas 
for the current iteration is treated as if it were 
part of the independent term 
(*First Interval *) 
contEql [qd-,conj J := tETHA/dX[[l]] qd + conj; 
(* Intermediate and Last intervals *) 
contEqR[qu-, qd-, conj-,j J := tETHA/dX[[j]] (qd - qu) + conj; 
(* Elements of the Jacobian Matrix 
Partial Derivatives of the Eqs wrt the Qs 
i.e., elements of the Jacobian 
(* Partial derivative wrt Qj *) 
(* qu -Qj; qd -Qj+I ; delQd -dQj 
au-Aj; ad-Aj+I; yd-yj+l *) 
(* Partial derivative wrt Qj+ I *) 
(* all values below are those of the current iteration *) 
(*delQd and delQu are increments used for numerically 
evaluate the partial derivatives *) 
(* qu -Qj; qd -Qj+I; qdd -Qj+2; ydd -yj+2 
au-Aj; ad-Aj+I; delQd-dQj+l *) 
dercontEqwrtQjp1[delQd-,qu-,qd-,qdd-,ydd-,au-,ad-,jJ := 
(I-pSl)/dT (ahu[j] [Yuu] [Yu[j+I] [ydd, (qd+deIQd+qdd)/2],(qu+qd+delQd)/Z]] -
au)/delQd + 
pSl/dT (ahd [j] [Yu[j+ I ]  [ydd, (qd+delQd+qdd)/2]] - ad)/delQd + tETHA/dX[[j]] ; 
(* Partial derivative wrt QNdx, i.e.,j = Ndx *) 

(*for Eq of reach Ndx-1 *) 

(* for the partial derivative with respect to QNdx-I *) 

(*expression for Qj defined above can be applied *) 

(* qu -QNdx-I; qd -QNdx; qdd -QNdx+l; 

au -ANdx-I ; ad -ANdx; delQd -dQNdx; *) 
(* Particular case of BCds : Yd=f(Qd) *) 
(* Partial derivative wrt QNdx, and QNd+l *) 
(* for Eq of reach Ndx *) 
dercontEqwrtQNdxL[delQu-,qu-,qd-,au J := 
( I  -pSl)/dT (ahu [Ndx] [Yu [Ndx] [yD [qd], (qu +delQu +qd)/2]] -au)/delQu -

tETHA/dX[[Ndx]]; 

dercontEqwrtQNdxP1 [delQd-,qu-,qd -,au-,ad-] := 
( I  -pSl)/dT (ahu[Ndx] [Yu[Ndx] [yD[qd +delQd], (qu+qd +delQd)/Z]] - au)/delQd + 
pSl/dT (ahd [Ndx] [yD[qd +delQd]] - ad)/delQd + tETHA/dX[[Ndx]]; 
(* -end of definitions for evaluation of elements of the Jacobian Matrix - *) 
(* Loop for integration over time *) 
(* Routing is executed in the following module - *) 
Rout[NdttJ := Module[ (Ndt), 
For[k=2, k < =  Ndtt+l, k++, 
(* Print [ PaddedForm [ k,(5,2)]]; *) 
(*Very initial guess for a particular time interval k+ I *) 
Qi = Q1; 
Qi[ [ I l l  = Qu[[kll; 
(* Evaluation of independent terms of funi(Qi) *) 
(*Computation of Y and A for the current iteration (i) *) 
Yi[[Ndx+l]] = yD[Qi[[Ndx+l]]]; 
Yi[[Ndx]] = Yu [Ndx] r/i[[Ndx+ I ] ] ,  (Qi [[Ndx+ 1 I ]  +Qi [[Ndx]])/2] ; 

Adi[[Ndx]] = ahd [Ndx] [Yi [[Ndx+ 1I]]; 

Aui [[Ndx]] = ahu[Ndx] r/i[[Ndx]]]; 

Do[ Yi[[ill = Yu~lr/i[[j+~ll,(Qi[[i+lll+Qi[[jll)/2]; 

Adi [[j]] = ahd[j] [Yi[[j+1I] ]; 

Auit[ill = ahu[jl
[\li[[illl, 

{I, Ndx-I ,2,-I }I; 

W[111 = Yu[~1[~[[211,(Qi[[211+Qu[[k11)/21; 

Adi[[l l l  = ahdl-1Il'li[[2111; 

Aui[[lll = ahu[ll [y[[l I l l ;  

(* Computation of independent terms of the equations 
The portion of the equations containing the areas 
for the current iteration is treated as if it were 

part of the independent term 
*) 

mM [[ I  I ]  = - pS l/dT Ad 1 [[I I ]  - (I  -pSl)/dT Au 1 [[ I  I ]  -
tETHA/dX[[I I ]  QU [[k]] + ( I  -tETHA)/dX[[I ]I (Q1 [ [~] ] -Qu [[k-1 I]) + 
pSl/dT Adi [ [ I  I ]  + ( I  -pSl)/dT Aui [[I I] ; 
If[ Ndx > 1, 

Do[mM[[i]] = - pSl/dT Ad 1 [[j]] - (1 -pSl)/dT Aul [[ill+ 

(1 -tETHA)/dX[[i]] (Ql[[i+l ] ] -Q l  [[j]]) + 

pSl/dT Adi [[j]] + ( I  -pSl)/dT Aui [Dl] , 

{i¶2, Ndx, 1 Ill; 

(* Evaluation of the funi(Qi) *) 
fun [[I]] = contEql [Qi [[2]], mM[[I]]]; 
If[ Ndx > 1, 
Do [ fun[[i]] = contEqR[Qi[[i]], Qi[[i+ I ] ] ,  mM[[i]],i], {i,Z,Ndx)]]; 
(* Evaluation of the Jacobian Matrix *) 
(*First the values of delQ are defined as delQ = eps * Qi 
*) 
eps = 0.000001; 
Do[ If[ Qi[']] == 0, 

delQi[[i]] = eps, 

delQi [Dl] = eps*Qi [[ill], {j, 1 ,Ndx+ I)]; 

jacob[[l , I ] ]  = dercontEqwrtQjp1 [del- 
~~[[2l17~~[[kll,Qi[[2l1,Qi[[3l1,~[[~]],~~i[[l]],Adi[[1]],1]; 

Do [ jacob [[j,j-1 I ]  = dercontEqwrtQj [delQi [[j]] ,Qi[[ill ,Qi[[j+1 I ]  ,Yi[[j+I]],Aui[[j]] ,I]; 
jacob[[ j,j]] = dercontEqwrtQjp1 [del- 
~i[[i+~]],~i[[i]l7~i[[j+~]],Qi[[i+2]],~[[j+2]],Aui[[j]],Adi[Ij]],j], 

{j,2, Ndx-2)I ; 
jacob[[Ndx-1 ,Ndx-211 = dercontEqwrtQj [del- 
Qi [[Ndx-1 l ]  ,Qi [[Ndx-1 I ]  ,Qi [[Ndx]] ,M[[Ndx]] ,Aui [[Ndx-l l ] ,  Ndx-l l ;  
jacob [[Ndx-1 ,Ndx-1 I ]  = dercontEqwrtQNdx[del-
Qi [[Ndx]] ,Qi [[Ndx-1 I ]  ,Qi [[Ndx]] ,Qi [[Ndx+ I ] ]  ,Aui [[Ndx-1 I ]  ,Adi [[Ndx-1 I]] ; 
jacob[[Ndx, Ndx-1 11 = dercontEqwrtQNdxL[del-
Qi[[Ndx]] ,Qi [[Ndx]] ,Qi [[Ndx+ 1 I ]  ,Aui [[Ndx]]] ; 
jacob[[Ndx, Ndx]] = dercontEqwrtQNdxP1 [del- 
Qi[[Ndx+ l]],Qi[[Ndx]],Qi [[Ndx+ l]],Aui[[Ndx]],Adi [[Ndx]]] ; 
If[ k == 2, 
(* Print[ "Ya pase"]; *) 
(* Printing of initial conditions *) 
Print [" t WSE[1,2,. . . , I  I ]  QU [1,2,...,111 "I; 
Print [ PaddedForm [ 0,{5,2}], PaddedForrn[Yl [[I]] +bed [[1]],{10,6)], 
PaddedForm [Qu[[k-I I], {IO,6)], PaddedForm PI[[2]] +bed [[2]], {I0,6)], 
PaddedForm [QI [[2]], {I0,611, PaddedForm [YI [[3]] +bed [[3]], {I0,611, 
PaddedForm[Q1[[3]],{10,6}],PaddedForm[Y1[[4]]+bed[[4]],{10,6)], 
PaddedForm [Ql[[4]], {I0,611, PaddedForm [YI [[5]] +bed [[5]], {I0,611, 
PaddedForm [Ql[[5]] ,{I0,6)], PaddedForm [YI [[6]] +bed [[6]], {I 0,6)], 
PaddedForm [QI [[6]] ,{IO,6}], PaddedForm [YI [[?]I +bed [[?]I, {I0,6)], 
PaddedForm[Q1[[7]],{10,6)],PaddedForm[YI[[8]] +bed[[8]],{10,6}], 
PaddedForm[Q1[[8]],{10,6}],PaddedForm~1[[9]]+bed[[9]],{10,6)], 
PaddedForm [QI [[9]] ,{I0,611, PaddedForm [YI [[I 011 +bed [[I  011, {I0,6)], 
PaddedForm [QI [ [ I  011, {I0,6)], PaddedForm [YI [[Floor[Ndx] +I ] ]  + 
bed [[Floor[Ndx] +1 I], {I0,611, PaddedForrn [QI [[Floor[Ndx] +I ] ] ,{I0,6)]]; 
(* Write [stmp,' t WSE[I ,2 ,...,1 I ]  Qu [I,2,...,1 I ]  ¶'I; *) 
Write [stmp, PaddedForm [ 0, (5,211, PaddedForm [YI [[I I ]  +bed [[I  I], {I 0,6)], 
PaddedForm[Qu[[k-1]],{10,6}],PaddedForm[Y1[[2]] +bed[[2]],{10,6)], 
PaddedForm[Q1[[2]],{10,6~],PaddedForm[Y1[[3]]+bed[[3]],{10,6)], 
PaddedForm [QI [[3]], {I0,6}], PaddedForm [YI [[4]] +bed [[4]], {I0,611, 
PaddedForm[Q1[4]],{10,6)],PaddedForm[Y1[[5]] +bed[[5]],{10,6)], 
PaddedForm [QI [[5]] ,{I  0,611, PaddedForm [YI [[6]] +bed [[6]], {I0,611, 
PaddedForm[Q1[[6]],{10,6}],PaddedForm [YI [[7]] +bed[[7]],{10,6)], 
PaddedForm [QI [[7]] ,{I  0,611, PaddedForm [YI [[8]] +bed [[8]], {I0,611, 
PaddedForm [QI [[8]] ,{I 0,6)], PaddedForm [Yl[[9]] +bed [[g]], (I0,6)], 
PaddedForm [QI [[9]] ,{I  0,6}], PaddedForm [Yl [[I 0]] +bed [[I  011, {I0,611, 
PaddedForm [Ql [[I 011, {I0,611, PaddedForm[Yl [[Floor[Ndx] +1 I ]  + 
bed[[Floor[Ndx]+I]],{I0,611, PaddedForm [Ql [[Floor[Ndx] +I]] ,{I0,6)]]]; 
(* Iteration Loop for solution at time t + dt *) 
Flag = 0; 
cuenta = 0; 
While[ Flag = = 0, 
Label [nextiteration] ; 
cuenta = cuenta +1; 
(* Print ["iter ",cuenta]; *) 
(* Solution for delta Qs; dQ *) 
(* Since the first equation is only a function of Qi[2], solving the resulting system 
is rather straight forward because the first equation can be solved explicitly. 
So starting with the first equation the system can be solved just by simple 
forward substitution 

dQ[[l I ]  = 0; 

dQ[[2]] = - fun[[l]]/jacob[[l,l]]; 

If[ Ndx > 1, 

Do [ dQ[b+I ] ]  = - (fun[[j]] + dQ[[j]] * jacob[[j,j-l]])/jacob[[i,j]], 

{j,2, Ndx)ll; 

(* Evaluation of Qi values for new iteration *) 
Qinew = Qi + 0.4 dQ; 
(* Checking Convergence *) 
(*EvaluationofdQ *) 
qTOL = 0.0000001; 

errQ = Map[Abs, Qinew -Qi]; 

Qi = Qinew; 

(* Evaluation of Yi, Aui, Adi, and mM[[I] for Qi = Qinew *) 
(* needed for evaluating funi (Qinew) *) 
Yi[[Ndx+ I ] ]  = yD[Qi[[Ndx+ I]]]; 
Yi[[Ndx]] = Yu[Ndx] [Yi[[Ndx+ I]],  (Qi [[Ndx+ 1I]+Qi[[Ndx]])/2] ; 

Adi[[Ndx]] = ahd [Ndx] [Y~I[[Ndx+ I]]]; 

Aui [[Ndx]] = ahu [Ndx] [Yi [[Ndx]]] ; 

Do[ q[[j]] = Yu[j][Yi[[i+l]],(Qi[[j+l]]+Qi[[i]])/2]; 

Adi[Dl ]  = ahd[j][Yi[[j+1I]]; 

Aui[Dll = ahu[il [Yi[[illl, 

{j, Ndx-I ,2,-I }I; 

(*Computation of independent terms *) 
mM[[I]] = - pSl/dT Ad1 [[II ]  - (I-pSl)/dT Aul [[I ]] -
tETHA/dX[[l]] QU [[k]] + (I -tETHA)/dX[[l I ]  (Q1 [[2]]-Qu [[k-1 I]) + 
pSl/dT Adi [[I I] + (I-pSl)/dT Aui [[I]]; 
If[ Ndx > 1, 

Do[mM [[j]] = - pSl/dT Ad 1 [[j]] - (1 -pSl)/dT Aul [[j]] + 

( I  -tETHA)/dX[[j]] (Ql [[j+1 ] ] 4 l  [[j]]) + 

pSl/dT Adi [Dl] + ( I  -pSl)/dT Aui [[ill, 

{j92,Ndx,1I l l ;  

(* Evaluation of funi(Qinew) *) 
fTOL = 0.00001; 
fun [[1 I ]  = contEql[Qi [[2]], mM[[I I]] ; 
If[ Ndx > 1, 

Do [ fun [[i]] = contEqR [Qi [[ill, Qi [[i +1I], mM [[i]] ,i] , {i,2, Ndx)] ; 

errfun = Map[Abs,fun]]; 

(* Re-evaluation of the Jacobian Matrix *) 

(* Re-evaluation of delQi for numerical estimation of the Jacobian *) 

Do[ If [ Qi [[j]] == 0, 

delQi[[j]] = eps, 

delQi [Dl] = eps*Qi [Dl]], (j, 1 ,Ndx+ 1 )] ; 

jacob[[l , I ] ]  = dercontEqwrtQjp1 [del- 
Qi[[211,Qu[[k11~Qi[[~11¶Qi[[311,~[[311,Aui[[~]],~di[[~]],1]; 
Do [ jacob[D,j-1]] = dercontEqwrtQj[delQi[[j]],Qi[[j]],Qi[[j+ l]],Yi[[j+ l]],Aui[[j]],j]; 
jacob[[ j,j]] = dercontEqwrtQjp1 [del- 
~i[[i+l]l7~i[[j]],~i[[j+l]],Qi[[j+2]],M[[j+2]],Aui[~]],Adi[[j]],j], 

{jJ2, Ndx-211; 
jacob[[Ndx-1 ,Ndx-211 = dercontEqwrMj [del- 
Qi [[Ndx-l l ]  ,Qi [[Ndx-l I ]  ,Qi [[Ndx]] ,Yi [[Ndx]],Aui [[Ndx-l l], Ndx-l ] ; 
jacob [[Ndx-1 ,Ndx-l I ]  = dercontEqwrtQNdx[del-
Qi [[Ndx]] ,Qi [[Ndx-1 I ]  ,Qi [[Ndx]] ,Qi [[Ndx+ l]],Aui [[Ndx-1 I] , ~ d i  [[Ndx-1 I]] ; 
jacob[[Ndx,Ndx-l I ]  = dercontEqwrtQNdxL[deI-
Qi[[Ndx]] ,Qi[[Ndx]] ,Qi [[Ndx+ 1 I],Aui[[Ndx]]]; 
jacob[[Ndx, Ndx]] = dercontEqwrtQNdxP1 [del- 
Qi [[Ndx+ l]],Qi [[Ndx]],Qi[[Ndx+ ll ]  ,Aui [[Ndx]] ,Adi [[Ndx]]] ; 
(*Checking convergence for Qi and funi(Qi) elements *) 
Do[ If [ errQ[[i]] > qTOL, Goto[nextiteration]], {i,2,Ndx)] ; 
Do[ If [ errfun[[i]] > fTOL, Goto[nextiteration]], {i,2,Ndx)] ; 
(* Print[errQ]; 

Print[errfun]; *) 

(*Solution for time t + dt was achieved 
*) 

Flag = I ] ;  
(* Solution fort = t+dt is transferred to be used as initial values *) 
(*for solving at t = t+2dt *) 
Q l  = Qi; 
Y1 = Yi; 
Aul = Aui; 
Ad1 = Adi; 
(* Printing output to front end and to a file *) 
(* Print [" t WSE[1,2,...,1 I ]  Qu [ I  ,2,...,1 I ]  '¶I; *) 
Print [ PaddedForm [ (k-I)*dT/60,{5,2)], 
PaddedForm[Yl [[I]] +bed[[1]],{1 0,6)],PaddedForm [Qu[[k]],{I 0,611, Padded- 
Form[YI [[Z]] +bed[[2]],{1 0,6)],PaddedForm[QI[[2]],{10,6)], 
PaddedForm [YI [[3]] +bed [[3]], {IO,6)], PaddedForm [QI [[3]], {I0,611, 
PaddedForm [YI [[4]] +bed [[4]], {I0,6)], PaddedForm [QI [[4]], {I0,611, 
PaddedForm [YI [[5]] +bed [[5]], {I0,611, PaddedForm [QI [[5]], {I0,611, 
PaddedForm[YI[[6]]+bed[[6]],{1 O,G)],PaddedForrn[Q1[[6]],{10,6)], 
PaddedForm[YI [[7]] +bed[[7]],{10,6)],PaddedForrn[Q1[[7]],{10,6)], 
PaddedForm pll[[8]] +bed [[8]], {I0,611, PaddedForm [QI [[8]], {I0,611, 
PaddedForm [YI [[9]] +bed [[g]], {I0,611 ,PaddedForm [QI [[g]], {I0,611, 
PaddedForm [YI [[I 011 +bed [ [ I  011, { I  0,6)], PaddedForm [QI [[ I  011, {I0,611, 
PaddedForm [YI [[Floor[Ndx] +1I ]  +bed [[Floor[Ndx] +1 I], {I0,6)] 
PaddedForm[Ql [[Floor[Ndx] +I]],{I0,6)]] ; 
(* Write[stmpjV t WSE[1,2,...,111 ~u [I ,2,...,1 I] "I; *) 
Write [stmp, PaddedForm [(k-1 )*dT/60, (5,211, 
Padded Form [YI [ [ I  ] I  +bed [[I I], {I0,611, PaddedForm [Qu [[k]] ,{I0,611, 
PaddedForm [YI [[2]] +bed [[2]], {I0,6)],PaddedForm [QI [[2]], {I0,611, 
Padded Form [YI [[3]] +bed [[3]], {I0,611, Padded Form [QI [[3]], {I0,611, 
PaddedForm [YI [[4]] +bed [[4]], {I0,611, PaddedForm [QI [[4]], {I0,611, 
PaddedForm[Y1[[5]]+bed[[5]],{10,6)],PaddedForm[QI[[5]],{10,6)], 
PaddedForm[Y1[[6]]+ bed[[6]],{10,6}],PaddedForm[Q1[[6]],{10,6)], 
PaddedForm[Y1[[7]] +bed[[7]], {I0,6)],PaddedForm[QI [[7]], {I0,6)], 
PaddedForm[YI[[8]]+bed[[8]],{10,6)],PaddedForm[Ql[[8]],{10,6)], 
PaddedForm[Y1[[9]]+bed[[9]],{10,6)],PaddedForm[Q1[[9]],{10,6)], 
PaddedForm [YI [[I 011 +bed [[I 011 ,{I0,611, PaddedForm [QI [[I011,{I0,611, 
PaddedForm[YI [[Floor[Ndx] +I ] ]+bed[[Floor[Ndx] +I ] ]  , { I  0,6)], 
PaddedForrn [QI [[Floor[Ndx] +I ] ],{I0,6)]]; 
] Close[stmp]; 1; 
E.3.2 Listing of file VFM-BoneNR4ata.math 
(* <<VFM-BoneNR-data.math *) 
(* This file is read by the file containing the Mathematica code of the VFM. 
which is file vfmBYCBNr-NR.math *) 
(* Name of output file *) 
outfile = "BYC-VFM-NR-R5toR1 -QNd-BCuSeis-Dt-1 80s.outn; 
stmp = OpenWrite[outfile, Pagewidth -> Infinity, FormatType -> OutputForm]; 
Ndx = 10; (* Ndx - number of space intervals *) 
Ndt = 32; (* Ndt - number of time intervals *) 
dT= 180.; (*dTinsec *) 
PSI = 0.5; (*Space weighting factor used in FD scheme *) 
tETHA = 0.5; (*Time weighting factor used in FD scheme *) 
(* Name of data files with boundary conditions *)(* In this example 
BCus - Inflow Hydrograph with Qbase = 200 cfs. Rest is based 
on flow hydrograph measured by USGS on 5/24/96. *) 
bcups = "BYC-BCus-USGS-Uno.datn 
(* BCds -Critical Flow at the exit of Reach 1 
(*Data is given in discrete values 
bcdws = "BYCR1 QCds.datn 
(* BCds-Normal Flow in Reach 1 
(* bcdws = "BYCR1QNds.dat" 
(* List of reaches' lengths and bed elevations at their ends 
from upstream to downstream *) 
dX = {I77,60,400,75,185,180,370,140,60,270); 
bed = {707.3,707.2,707.1,706.5,706.4,706.3,706.3,705.0,704.6,7043.4}; 
(*Reading file containing the definitions for hydraulic areas at the upstream and 
downstream ends of considered reaches from downstream to upstream *) 
(* Functions defining the hydraulic areas of individual reaches 
ahu[I ] [y] ,ahd [ I ]  [y] ..., ahu[Ndx] [y], ahd [Ndx] [y] are either read 
or defined from the file read below. *) 
(*The following statement reads the data of the hydraulic areas of 
the channel reaches from a file. For the particular case of the 
Boneyard segment considered here areas are read from file: 
BYCHyd-AreaUpsDws.dat 
in the following order R5,B4, R4,B3, R3,CI ,R2b, R2a, B2 & Rl. *) 
c<BYCHyd-AreaUpsDws.dat 
(* Reading of HPGs for the reaches. The HPGs are defined as Interpolating 
Surfaces using a 2D grid on (WSEd, Q). Thus, values of WSEu for each 
grid point are necessary. The grid on (WSEd,Q) needs not be equally 
spaced, but it needs to be within a rectangular region (this requirement 
is due to the manner Mathematica handles interpolating functions). So the 
statement used in the HPG files for generating the respective interpolating 
functions have the following structure: 
where i indicates the channel reach from upstream to downstream, and m and 
n are the total number Qs and WSEds considered on the WSEd-Q grid, 
respectively. In the files used in this example, that is, files HPG-R5-InterData 
to HPG-R1-InterData, the minimum WSEd value is specified as 
WSEdcritical(Qmini). Since data need to be defined on a rectangular WSEd-Q 
grid, any points for a given Q=q and water stage at the reach's exit below 
the water stage corresponding to critical condition for this Q, i.e., for all 
WSEd<WSEdcritical(q) and q, are defined as 
{WSEd, q, WSEu(WSEdcritical(q),q) *) 
(*The following array is used for invoking the functional representation 
of HPGs of the individual reaches *)
Array[HPG, 1 01; 
(*	The following statements, one per reach, generate the Mathematica-li ke 
objects representing the respective HPG's. They essentially execute the 
statements contained in the files. Read comments above and take a look 
at file 'HPG-R5-InterData for details on the file structure *) 
<<HPG-RS-InterData 
6 6HPG-B4-InterData 
6 6HPG-R4-InterData 
c cHPG-B3-InterData 
ccHPG-R3-InterData 
ccHPG-Cl-InterData 
6 <HPG-R2b-InterData 
6 <HPG-R2a-I nterData 
c<HPG-B2-InterData 
c<HPG-Rl-InterData 
(*Arrays Definition *) 
(*Q1, Y1 and A1 are vectors containing the discharge, depth & hydraulic *) 
(*area for the flow at time t, whereas Q is the vector of discharges * (*at time t+dT The subindex corresponds to stations over space. *) 
(* Clear[Q1 ,Y1 ,Aul ,Ad1 ,I; *) 
Q1 = Table[O,{i,Ndx+ 1 )]; 
(* Functional definitions of the upstream depths at the entrance 
of each of the channel reaches for (these depths are defined 
as a function of the downstream depths using the reaches' HPGs 
and the corresponding bed elevation *) 
Array[Yu, 101; 
Yu[lO][y-,q J := HPG[lO][y+bed[[ll]], q] - bed[[lO]]; 
Yu[gl[y-,q J := HPG[gl[~+bed[[IOll, ql -bed[[gll; 
Yu [~ I [Y- ,~J:= HPG[8l[~+bed[[gIl, ql  -bed[[811; 

YU [~ I [Y_ ,~  HPG[71 [y+bed[[811, bed[[7ll;
J := ql -

Yu[6l[~-,qJ:= H P G [ ~ I [ Y + ~ ~ ~ [ [ ~ I I , 
ql  -bed[[611; 
Yu[5l[~-,qJ := HPG[5l[y+bed[[6]1, ql  -bed[[5]1; 
Yu[~I[Y-,~J:= HPG[41[~+bed[[511, ql  -bed[[411; 
Yu[3l[~-,qJ := HPG[31[~+bed[[411, ql  - bed[[311; 
Yu[21[Y-,q-l := H P G [ ~ I [ Y + ~ ~ ~ [ [ ~ I I ,ql  -bed[[2ll; 

Yu[ll[~-,q-l := H P G [ ~ I [ Y + ~ ~ ~ [ [ ~ I I , 
ql-bed[[Il l; 
(* Reading of boundary conditions and generation of respective interpolating functions 
*) 
bcudat = ReadList[bcups, Number, RecordLists -> True]; 
(* Interpolation function for upstream boundary condition is qU[t] *) 
qUps = Interpolation[bcudat]; 

qU[tJ := qUps[t]; 

bcddat = Read List [bcdws, Nurn ber, Record Lists -> True]; 

(* Interpolation function for downstream boundary condition is yD[q], *) 
yd = Interpolation[bcddat]; 
yD[qJ := yd[q] - bed[[hldx+ I ] ] ;  
Qbase = qU[O]; 
E3.3 Listing of file BYC-BCw-USGS-Uno.dat 
In the application example presented in Appendix B these data correspond to an upstream 
boundary condition consisting of an inflow hydrograph. This hydrograph is based on flows mea- 
sured by the U.S. Geological Survey on May 24,1996 at the Boneyard Gaging Station, slightly 
modified by specifying a base flow of 200 cfs. It is worth noting that discrete values do not need to 
be specified at constant time intervals. 
0. 200. 
1. 200. 
1.5 200. 
2. 200. 
2.5 200. 
2.75 200. 
3. 200. 
4. 230.165 
5. 260.738 
6. 291.654 
7. 324.003 
8. 358.573 
9. 392.339 
10. 424.188 
11. 453.002 
12. 475.099 
13. 487.961 
14. 496.804 
15. 502.252 
16. 504.93 
17. 506.141 
18. 506.878 
19. 506.099 
20. 503.969 
21. 500.654 
22. 496.276 
23. 490.979 
24. 485.035 
25. 478.641 
26. 471.993 
27. 465.674 
28. 460.091 
29. 454.486 
30. 448.793 
31. 442.947 
32. 436.678 
33. 429.812 
34. 422.779 
35. 415.65 
36. 408.496 
37. 401.452 
38. 394.623 

E3.4 Listing of file BYCR1QCds.dat 
In the application example presented in Appendix B these data correspond to a downs-
tream boundary condition consisting of critical-flow type rating curve. This rating curve is essen- 
tially based on the C-curve of the H E for reach R1. 
E.3.5 Listing of file BYCRZQNds.dat 
In the application example presented in Appendix B these data correspond to a downs-
tream boundary condition consisting of normal-flow type rating curve. This rating curve is essen- 
tially based on the N-line of the H E for reach R1. 
E.3.6 Listing of file BYCHyd UpsDws.dat 
(* <<BYCHyd-AreaUpsDws.dat 
(* Functional relations of channel depth vs hydraulic area 
at stations defining the ends of each channel reach are 
defined using this code. Typical functional relations 
are used for prismatic cross sections, whereas interpolating 
functions determined with discrete depth-area values are 
used at stations with nonprimatic cross sections. 
Usually the channel bank elevation varies from reach 
to reach and the cross sections are generally prescribed 
as reach-wise cross section; therefore, here we use two 
functional definitions of Ah = Ah(y) for each channel reach, 
one for each of the reach ends. 
(* Discrete values (y,Ah) for non prismatic cross sections *) 
Array [ahu, Ndx] ; 

Array[ahd, Ndx]; 

(* Index of ahu and ahd goes from 1 to Ndx, and from upstream to downstream *) 

(* Functional definition of hydraulic Area for 'prismatic' reaches R5, B4, R4, B3, & R3 *) 

ahu[l] [y J := (13. + 0.8 y)y; 

ahd[l][yJ := ahu[l][y]; 

ahu[2][yJ := 15y; 

ahd[2][yJ := ahu[2][y]; 

ahu[3] [y-] := 18.8 y; 

ahd[3] [y J := ahu[3] [y]; 

ahu[4][yJ := 19y; 

ahd[4] [y J := ahu[4] [y]; 

ahu [5] [y J := 22 y; 

ahd [51 [y-I := ahu 151 [yl ; 

(* Functional definition of hydraulic area at upstream end of nonprismatic reaches. 
i.e., reaches C1, R2b, & R2a *) 
Do[ 
tabYElevAh = Read List[upsdatfiles[[l ,i-511, Number, RecordLists -> True]; 

tabYAh = Transpose[Drop [Transpose[tabYElevAh], {2,2)]] ; 

ahu [i] = Interpolation [tabYAh] , (i,6,8,1)] ; 

(* Functional definition of hydraulic area at downstream end of nonprismatic reaches. 
i.e., reaches C1, R2b, & R2a *) 
Do1 
tabYElevAh = Read List [dwsdatfiles [[I ,i-511, Number, Record Lists -> True]; 

tabYAh = Transpose[Drop [Transpose[tabYElevAh] ,{2,2)]] ; 

ahd [i] = Interpolation [tabYAh] , {i ,6,8,1 )I; 

(*Functional definition of hydraulic Area for prismatic reach 82 *) 

ahu[9][y_] := 17y; 

ahd[9] [y J := ahu[9] [y]; 

(* Functional definition of hydraulic area for nonprismatic reach R1 *) 
tabYElevAh = ReadList[upsdatfiles[[1,4]],Number, RecordLists -> True] ; 
tabYAh = Transpose[Drop [Transpose[tabYElevAh] ,{2,2}]] ; 
ahu[I01 = Interpolation[tabYAh]; 
tabYElevAh = ReadList [dwsdatFiles[[1,4]], Number, RecordLists -> True]; 
tabYAh = Transpose[Drop [Transpose[tabYElevAh] ,{2 ,2}]] ; 
ahd[I01 = Interpolation [tabYAh] ; 
E3.7 Listing of cross sectional data file xll4125.outB 
In the application example presented in Appendix B these data correspond to station 
x11-8125, which is the upstream end of reach C1. 

E.3.8 Listing of cross sectional data file x10-7945.outB 
In the application example presented in Appendix B these data correspond to station 
x1O-7945, downstream end of reach C1. 

E.3.9 Listing of cross sectional data file x9-7895.outB 
In the application example presented in Appendix B these data correspond to station 
x9-7895, upstream end of reach R2b. 

E.3.10 Listing of cross sectional data file xG7575.outB 
In the application example presented in Appendix B these data correspond to station 
x8-7575, downstream end of reach R2b and upstream end of reach R2a. 

E3.11 Listing of cross sectional data file x6-7435.outB 
in the application example presented in Appendix B these data correspond to station 
x6-7435, downstream end of reach R2a. 

E3.12 Listing of cross sectional data file xk7325.outB 
In the application example presented in Appendix B these data correspond to station 
x4-7325, upstream end of reach R1. 

E3.13 Listing of cross sectional d a h  file 
In the application example presented in Appendix B these data correspond to station 
x2-7155, downstream end of reach R1. 

E3.14 Listing of file HPGR5-InterData 
(* Next line generates an interpolating function from discrete values of the HPG 
*)(* Discretevalues of HPG for reach R5 in the application example in Appendix B 
*)HPG[I] = Interpolation[ 
{ 	 (709.069, 200., 71 0.1 151, (709.25, 200., 71 0.1241, (709.5, 200., 71 0.1 671, 
(709.75, ZOO., 710.2521, {710., 200., 710.3761, (710.1, ZOO., 710.4361, 
(710.25, 200., 710.5341, (710.5, 200., 710.7171, (710.75, 200., 710.9191, 
(710.931, 200., 71 1.0731, (71 1 ., 200., 71 1.1331, (71 1.25, 200., 71 1.3561, 
(71 1.5, 200., 71 1.5861, (71 1.65, 200., 71 1.7251, (71 1.75, 200., 71 1.821, 
(712., 200., 71 2.0581, (71 2.25, 200., 71 2.2981, (71 2.292, 200., 71 2.3391, 
(712.5, 200., 712.5411, (712.75, 200., 712.7841, (712.878, 200., 712.91}, 
(71 3., 200., 71 3.0291, (71 3.25, 200., 71 3.2751, (71 3.42, 200., 71 3. 
(713.5, 200., 713.5221, (713.75, 200., 713.7691, {714., 200., 714.0171, 
(714.25, 200, 714.2651, (714.5, 200., 714.5131, (714.75, 200., 714.7611, 
{715., 200., 715.011, (715.25, 200., 715.2591, (715.5, 200., 715.5081, 
(715.75, 200., 715.7571, {716., 200., 716.0061, (716.25, 200., 716.2561, 
(716.5, 200., 716.5051, (709.069, 400., 71 1.3771, (709.25, 400., 71 1.3771, 
(709.5, 400., 71 1.3771, (709.75, 400., 71 1.3771, (71 O., 400., 71 1.3771, 
(710.1, 400., 71 1.3771, (710.25, MO., 71 1.3831, (710.5, NO., 71 1.4161, 
(710.75, MO., 71 1.4841, (710.931, 400., 71 1.5551, (71 1 ., 4-00,, 71 1.5861, 
(71 1.25, 4-00.! 71 1.71 91, (71 1.5, 400., 71 1.8781, (71 1 65, 4-00., 71 1.9831, 
(71 1.75, 4-00., 712.0571, {712., NO., 712.2521, (712.25, WO., 712.4581, 
(712.292, N O . ,  712.4941, (712.5, NO., 712.6741, (712.75, NO., 712.8961, 
(712.878, 400., 71 3.0121, (71 3., 400., 713.1241, (71 3.25, NO., 71 3.3561, 
i713.42, NO., 71 3.51 51, (713.5, MO., 713.5911, (71 3.75, WO., 713.8291, 
(714., N O . ,  714.0691, (714.25, N O . ,  714.311, (714.5, NO., 714.5531, 
(71 4.75, 400., 71 4.7961, (71 5., 4-00., 715.0411, (71 5.25, MO. ,  71 5.2871, 
(715.5, 400., 715.5331, (715.75, 400., 715.7791, {716., NO., 716.0261, 
(716.25, 4-00., 716.2741, (716.5, 400., 716.5211, (709,069, 600., 712.361, 
(709.25, 600., 71 2.361, (709.5, 600., 71 2.361, (709.75, 600., 71 2.361, 
{710., 600., 712.361, (710.1, 600., 712.361, (710.25, 600., 712.361, 
(710.5, 600., 712.361, (710.75, 600., 712.361, (710.931, 600., 712.361, 
(71 1 ., 600., 712.3611, (71 1.25, 600., 712.3831, (71 1.5, 600., 712.4351, 
(71 1.65, 600., 712.4811, (71 1.75, 600., 712.5181, {712., 600., 712.6311, 
(712.25, 600., 712.7711, (712.292, 600., 712.7961, (712.5, 600., 712.9321, 
(712.75, 600., 713.1 1 11, (712.878, 600., 713.2081, (713, 600., 713.3041, 
(713.25, 600., 713.5073, (713.42, 600., 713.6511, (713.5, 600., 713.721, 
(71 3.75, 600., 71 3.9391, (71 4., 600., 71 4.1631, (71 4.25, 600., 71 4.3921, 
(714.5, 600., 714.6241, (714.75, 600., 714.8591, {715., 600., 715.0961, 
(715.25, 600., 715.3351, (715.5, 600., 715.5761, (715.75, 600., 715.8171, 
(71 6., 600., 71 6.061, (71 6.25, 600., 71 6.3041, (71 6.5, 600., 71 6.5491, 
(709.069, 800., 713.1931, (709.25, 800., 713.1931, (709.5, 800., 713.1931, 
(709.75, 800., 713.1931, {710., 800., 713.1931, (710.1, 800., 713.1931, 
(710.25, 800., 713.1931, (710.5, 800., 713.1931, (710.75, 800., 713.1931, 
(710.931, 800., 71 3.1 931, (71 1 ., BOO., 71 3.1931, (71 1.25, BOO., 713.1 931, 
(71 1.5, 800., 713.1931, (71 1.65, 800., 713.1931, (71 1.75, 800., 713.1951, 
{712., 800., 71 3.21 91, (712.25, 800., 71 3.2721, (712,292, 800., 71 3.2831, 
(712.5, 800., 713.3541, (712.75, 800., 713.4641, (712.878, 800., 713.531, 
{713., 800., 713.5991, (713.25, 800., 713.7541, (713.42, 800., 713.871, 
(713.5, 800., 713.9281, {713.75, 800., 714.1 151, {714., 800., 714.3131, 
(714.25, 800., 714.521, (714.5, 800., 714.7353, (714.75, 800., 714.955), 

{715., 800., 715.181, (715.25, 800., 715.4081, (715.5, 800., 715.641, 

(71 5.75, 800., 71 5.8751, (71 6., 800., 71 6.1 1 1 1, (71 6.25, 800., 71 6.351, 

(71 6.5, 800., 71 6.5891, (709.069, 1OOO.,71 3.9281, (709.25, IOOO.,71 3.9281, 
(709.5,IOOO.,713.9281, (709.75, IOOO.,713.9281, {710., IOOO.,713.9281, 
(710.1,IOOO.,713.928), (710.25, IOOO.,713.9281, (710.5, IOOO.,713.9281, 
(710.75,IOOO.,713.9281, (710.931, IOOO.,713.9281, (71 I . ,  IOOO.,713.9281, 
(71 1.25, 1 OOO.,71 3.9281, (71 1.5, 1 OOO.,71 3.9281, (71 1.65, 1 OOO.,71 3.9281, 
(711.75,IOOO.,713.9281, {712., IOOO.,713.9281, (712.25, IOOO.,713.928), 
(712.292,IOOO.,713.9281, (712.5, IOOO.,713.9371, (712.75, IOOO.,713.971), 
(71 2.878, 1 OOO.,71 4.1, (71 3., 1 OOO.,71 4.0341, (71 3.25, 1 OOO.,71 4.1241, 
(71 3.42, 1 OOO.,71 4.21, (71 3.5, 1 OOO.,71 4.241, (71 3.75, 1 OOO.,71 4.3781, 
{714.,IOOO.,714,5361,(714.25,IOOO.,714.711, (714.5, IOOO.,714.8971, 
(71 4.75, 1 OOO.,71 5.0941, (71 5., 1 OOO.,71 5.31, (71 5.25, 1 OOO.,71 5.51 31, 
(715.5,IOOO.,715.7311, (715.75, IOOO.,715.9551, {716., IOOO.,716.1821, 
(71 6.25, 1 OOO.,71 6.41 21, (71 6.5, 1 OOO.,71 6.6451, (709,069, 1200., 71 4.592), 
(709.25, 1200., 714.5921, (709.5, 1200., 714.5921, (709.75, 1200., 714.5921, 
{710., 1200., 714.5921, (710.1, 1200., 714.5921, (710.25, 1200., 714.5921, 
(71 0.5, 1200., 71 4.5921, (71 0.75, 1200., 71 4.5921, (71 0.931, 1200., 71 4.5921, 
(71I., 1200., 714.5921, (71 1.25, 1200., 714-5921, (71 1.5, 1200., 714.592), 
(71 1.65, 1200., 71 4.5921, (71 1.75, 1200., 71 4.5921, (71 2., 1200., 71 4.5921, 
(712.25, 1200., 714.5921, (712.292, 1200., 714.5921, (712.5, 1200., 714.5921, 
(71 2.75, 1200., 71 4.5921, (712.878, 1200., 71 4.5921, {713., 1200., 71 4.5951, 
(713.25, 1200., 714.6191, (713.42, 1200., 714.6511, (713.5, 1200., 714.671, 
(713.75, 1200., 714.7481, {714., 1200., 714.8521, (714.25, 1200., 714.9781, 
(714.5, 1200., 715.1251, (714.75, 1200., 715.2891, (715, 1200., 715-4671, 
(715.25, 1200., 715.6571, (715.5, 1200., 715.8561, (715.75, 1200., 716.0641, 
{716., 1200., 716.2771, (716.25, 1200., 716.4961, (716.5, 1200., 716.7191, 
(709.069,1 NO.,71 5.201 ), (709.25,1 400., 71 5.201 1, (709.5,1 NO.,71 5.201 }, 
(709.75,INO.,715.201), {710., 1400., 715.201), (710.1, 14-00,, 715.201), 
(710.25, 1400., 715.201), (710.5, MOO.,715.201), (710.75, 1400., 715.201}, 
(710.931,INO.,715.201), {711., 1400., 715.2011, (71 1.25, 1#0., 715.201), 
(71 1.5, 1 #O., 71 5.2011, (71 1.65, 1400., 71 5.201 ),(71 1.75, 1400., 71 5.201 ), 
(712.,1 MO.,71 5.201 1, (71 2.25, 1 NO.,71 5.201 ), (712.292, 1400., 71 5.201 ), 
(712.5, 1400., 715.201), (712.75, 1400., 715.201), (712.878, 1400., 715.2011, 
(71 3., 1 NO.,71 5.201 1,(71 3.25, 1400., 71 5.201 1, (71 3.42, 1 NO.,71 5.201 1, 
(713.5, 14-00., 715.2031, (713.75, 1400., 715.2221, {714., 1400., 715-2671, 
(714.25, 1400., 715.3391, (714.5, 1400., 715.4351, (714.75, 1400., 715.5551, 
{715., 1400., 715.695), (715.25, 1400., 715.8521, (715.5, 1400., 716.0241, 
(715.75, 1400., 716.208), {716., INO.,716.4031, (716.25, 1400., 716.6061, 
(71 6.5, 1 400., 71 6.81 5111; 
E.3.15 Listing of file HPG-BbInterData 
(* Next line generates an interpolating function from discrete values of the HPG *)(* Discrete values of HPG for reach 84 in the application example in Appendix B *)
HPG[2]= Interpolation[ 
{ (708.868, 200., 709.5491, (709., 200., 709.5571, (709.25, 200., 709.6231, 
(709.5,200., 709.751 1, (709.75,200., 709.9251, (709.906, 200., 71 0.0491, 

(71O.,ZOO.,71 0.1271, (71 0.25, 200., 71 0.3461, (71 0.5, 200., 71 0.5741, 

(71 0.75, 200., 71 0.8091, (71 0.777, 200., 71 0.8351, (71 1 ., 200., 71 1.0481, 

(71I .25,200., 71 1.2891, (71 1.5, 200., 71 1.5331, (71 1.554, 200., 71 1.5861, 

(71 1.75, 200., 71 1.7781, {712., 200., 712.0241, (712.25, 200., 712.2711, 

(71 2.269, 200., 71 2.2891, (71 2.5, 200., 71 2.51 81, (71 2.75, 200., 71 2.7661, 

(71 3., 200., 71 3.01 41, (71 3.25, 200., 71 3.2631, (71 3.5, 200., 71 3.51 1 1, 

(713.75,200., 713.761, (714, 200., 714.0091, (708.868, 4-00., 710.7751, 

{709.,NO.,71 0.7751, (709.25, NO.,71 0.775), (709.5, 4-00.? 71 0.7751, 

(709.75,4-00., 710.7791,
710.7751, (709.906, 4-00., 710.7751, (710., 4-00,, 
(710.25,MO.,710.8251, (710.5, 400., 710.9261, (710.75, 4-00,, 711.0711, 
(710.777, 400., 71 1.0891, (71 1 ., 4-00.,71 1.2481, (71 1.25, 4-00., 71 1.4461, 
(71 1.5, NO.,71 1.6591, (71 1.554, 400., 71 1.7061, (71 1.75, 4-00., 71 1.8811, 
(712.,NO.,712.11), (712.25, MO.,712.3431, (712.269, 4-00., 712.3611, 
(712.5,4-00., 712.581, (712.75, 400., 712.821, {713., 400., 713.0611, 
(713.25,NO.,713.3041, (713.5, 4-00.>713.5481, (713.75, 4-00,, 713.7931, 
(71 4., NO.,71 4.0391, (708.868, 600., 71 1 .792), {709., 600., 71 1 .792), 
(709.25,600.,71 1.7921, (709.5, 600., 71 1.7921, (709.75, 600., 71 1.792), 
(709.906, 600., 71 1.7921, (71 O.,600., 71 1.7921, (71 0.25, 600., 71 1.7921, 
(710.5, 600., 71 1.7921, (710.75, 600., 71 1.7921, (710.777, 600., 71 1.7921, 
(711., 600., 711.811), (711.25, 600., 711.8781, (711.5, 600., 711.991, 
(71 1.554, 600., 712.0191, (71 1.75, 600., 712.1381, (712., 600., 712.3141, 
(712.25, 600., 712.5081, (712.269, 600., 712.5231, (712.5, 600., 712.7161, 
(712.75, 600., 712.9331, {713., 600., 713.1571, (713.25, 600., 713.3871, 
(713.5, 600., 713.621, (713.75, 600., 713.8561, {714., 600., 714.0941, 
(708.868, 800., 71 2.6961, {709., 800., 71 2.6961, (709.25, 800., 71 2.6961, 
(709.5,BOO.,712.6961, (709.75, 800., 712.6961, (709.906, 800., 712.6961, 
(710., 800., 712.6961, (710.25, 800., 712.6961, (710.5, 800., 712.6961, 
(710.75, 800., 712.6961, (710.777, 800., 712.6961, (71 1., 800., 712.6961, 
(71 1.25, 800., 712.6961, (711.5, 800., 712.6961, (71 1.554, 800., 712.6961, 
(71 1.75, 800., 712.7091, (712., 800., 712.7651, (712.25, 800., 712.8641, 
(712,269,800., 712-8731, (712.5, 800., 712.998), (712.75, 800., 713.161, 
{713., 800., 713.3421, (713.25, 800., 713.541, (713.5, 800., 713.7491, 
(713.75, 800., 713.9661, (714., 800., 714.191, (708.868, IOOO.,713.5241, 
(709.,1 OOO.,71 3.524), (709.25, 1OOO.,71 3.5241, (709.5, 1OOO.,71 3.5241, 
(709.75,IOOO.,713.5241, (709.906, IOOO.,713.5241, {710., IOOO.,713.5241, 
(710.25,IOOO.,713.5241, (710.5, IOOO.,713.524), (710.75, IOOO.,713.5241, 
(710.777,IOOO.,713.5241, (71 1 ., IOOO.,713.5241, (71 1.25, IOOO.,713.5241, 
(71 1.5, 1 OOO.,71 3.5241, (71 1.554, 1 OOO.,71 3.5241, (71 1.75, 1 OOO.,71 3.5241, 
(712.,1 OOO.,71 3.5241, (712.25, 1OOO.,71 3.5241, (71 2.269, 1 OOO.,71 3.5241, 
(712.5, 1000., 713.5411, (712.75, IOOO.,713.5991, {713., IOOO.,713.6961, 
(713.25,IOOO.,713.8261, (713.5, IOOO.,713.9821, (713.75, IOOO.,714.1591, 
(71 4., 1OOO.,71 4.351 )] ; 
E.3.16 Listing of file HPGWkInterData 
(* Next line generates an interpolating function from discrete values of the HPG *)(* Discretevalues of HPG for reach R4 in the application example in Appendix B *)
HPG[3] = Interpolation[ 
{ 	 (708,021, 200., 709.5871, (708.2, 200., 709.5891, (708.4, 200., 709.601 1, 
(708.6, 200., 709.6241, (708.8, 200., 709.6641, (708.91 4, 200., 709.6951, 
(709., 200., 709.7221, (709.2, 200., 709.81, (709.4, 200., 709.8981, 
(709.6, 200., 71 0.01 31, (709.663, 200., 71 0.0531, (709.8, 200., 71 0.1 4-51, 
{710., 200., 710.2891, (710.2, 200., 710.444), (710.332, ZOO., 710.551), 
(710.4, 200., 710.6081, (710.6, 200., 710.7781, (710.8, 200., 710.9541, 
(71 0.946, 200., 71 1.0851, (71 1 ., 200., 71 1.1341, (71 1.2, 200., 71 1.31 71, 
(71 1.4, 200., 71 1.5031, (71 1.521, 200., 71 1.6171, (71 1.6,200., 71 1.6911, 
(71 1.8, 200., 71 1.8811, (712., 200., 712.0731, (712.2, 200., 712.2651, 
(712.4, 200., 712-4591, (712.6, 200., 712.6531, (712.8, 200., 712-8481, 
(71 3., 200., 71 3.0441, (71 3.2, 200., 71 3.241 1, (71 3.4, 200., 71 3.4371, 
(713.6, 200., 713.6341, (713.8, 200., 713.8321, {714., 200., 714.0291, 
(71 4.2, 200., 71 4.2271, (71 4.4, 200., 71 4.4251, (71 4.6, 200., 71 4.6241, 
(714.8, 200., 714.8221, (708.021, 400., 710.8641, (708.2, NO., 710.8641, 
(708.4, 4-00., 71 0.8641, (708.6, N O . ,  71 0.8641, (708.8, MO., 71 0.8641, 
(708.914, 4-00., 710.8641, {709., NO., 710.8653, (709.2, 4-00., 710.8731, 
(709.4, 4-00,, 71 0.891, (709.6, 4-00., 71 0.91 91, (709.663, 4-00,, 71 0.931 1, 
(709.8, 4-00., 710.962), (710., N O . ,  71 1.021, (710.2, NO., 71 1.0931, 
(710.332, 4-00,, 711.151, (710.4, NO., 711.1821, (710.6, 4-00., 711.2851, 
(71 0.8, 400., 71 1.41, (71 0.946, MO., 71 1.4931, (71 1 ., 400., 71 1.5281, 
(71 1.2, 4-00., 71 1.6661, (71 1.4, MO., 71 1.813), (71 1.521, NO., 71 1.9051, 
(71 1.6, 4-00., 71 1.9671, (71 1.8, NO., 712.1271, {712., MO., 712.2931, 
(712.2, 400., 712.4641, (712.4, 4-00., 712-6381, (712.6, NO., 712.8161, 
(712.8, NO., 712-9971, {713., 4-00., 713.179), (713.2, 400., 713.364), 
(713.4, 400., 713.5511, (713.6, 400., 713.7391, (713.8, N O . ,  713.9281, 
(714, WO., 714.1191, (714.2, 4-00., 714.311, (714.4, 400., 714.5021, 
(714.6, 4-00., 714.6951, (714.8, MO., 714.8891, (708,021, 600., 711.911, 
(708.2, 600., 71 1.911, (708.4, 600., 71 1.911, (708.6, 600., 71 1.91 ), 
(708.8, 600., 71 1.911, (708.914, 600., 71 1.911, {709., 600., 711.911, 
(709.2, 600., 71 1.911, (709.4, 600., 71 1.911, (709.6, 600., 71 1.911, 
(709.663, 600., 71 1.911, (709.8, 600., 71 1.91 I), (710., 600., 71 1.9211, 
(71 0.2, 600., 71 1.941 1, (71 0.332, 600., 71 1.9591, (71 0.4, 600., 71 1 371 ), 
(710.6, 600., 712.0141, (710.8, 600., 712.071, (710.946, 600., 712.1191, 
(71 1 ., 600., 712.1391, (71 1.2, 600., 712.2211, (71 1.4, 600., 712.3151, 
(71 1.521, 600., 71 2.3781, (71 1.6, 600., 71 2.422), (71 1.8, 600., 71 2.5391, 
{712., 600., 712.6661, (712.2, 600., 712.801), (712.4, 600., 712.9441, 
(712.6, GOO., 713.0941, (712.8, 600., 713.251, {713., 600., 713.41 I), 
(713.2, 600., 713.5761, (713.4, 600., 713.7461, (713.6, 600., 713.9181, 
(713.8, 600., 714.0941, (714, 600., 714.2721, C714.2, 600., 714.4521, 
(714.4, 600., 714.6341, (714.6, 600., 714,8181, (714.8, 600., 715.003), 
(708.021, 800., 712.8311, (708.2, 800., 712.8311, (708.4, 800., 712.8311, 
(708.6, 800., 712.8311, (708.8, 800., 712,8311, (708.914, 800., 712.8311, 
{709., 800., 712.8311, (709.2, 800., 712.8311, (709.4, 800., 712.8311, 
(709.6, 800., 712.8311, (709.663, BOO., 712.8311, (709.8, 800., 712.8311, 
(710., 800., 712.8311, (710.2, 800., 712.8311, (710.332, 800., 712.8311, 
(710.4, 800., 712.8311, (710.6, 800., 712.8381, (710.8, 800., 712.8541, 
(710.946, 800., 712.8711, (71 I., 800., 712.8791, (71 1.2, 800., 712.9151, 

(71 1.4, 800., 71 2.9631, (71 1.521, 800., 71 2.9981, (71 1.6, 800., 71 3.0231, 

(711.8, 800., 713.0941, (712., 800., 713.1771, (712.2, 800., 713.271), 

(71 2.4, 800., 71 3.3751, (712.6, 800., 71 3.491, (712.8, 800., 71 3.61 31, 

(713, 800., 713.7441, (713.2, 800., 713.8821, (713.4, 800., 714.0271, 

(713.6, 800., 714-1781, (713.8, 800., 714.333), {714., 800., 714.4931, 

(714.2, 800., 714.6571, (714.4, 800., 714.8251, (714.6, 800., 714.9951, 

(714.8, 800., 715.1691, (708.021, IOOO.,713.6721, (708.2, IOOO.,713.6721, 

(708.4,IOOO.,713.6721, (708.6, IOOO.,713.6721, (708.8, IOOO.,713.6721, 

(708.914,IOOO.,713.6721, {709., IOOO.,713.6721, (709.2, IOOO.,713.6721, 

(709.4,IOOO.,713.6721, (709.6, IOOO.,713.6721, (709.663, IOOO.,713.6721, 

i709.8,1 OOO.,713.6721, (71 O.,IOOO.,71 3.6721, (71 0.2, 1OOO.,713.672), 

(710.332,IOOO.,713.6721, (710.4, IOOO.,713.6721, (710.6, IOOO.,713.6721, 

(710.8,IOOO.,713.6721, (710.946, IOOO.,713.6721, (71 I., IOOO.,713.6721, 

(711.2,IOOO.,713.6781, (711.4, IOOO.,713.6921, (711.521, IOOO.,713.7051, 

(71 1.6, IOOO.,713.7161, (71 1.8, IOOO.,713.751, {712., IOOO.,713.7941, 

(712.2,IOOO.,713.8491, (712.4, IOOO.,713.9151, (712.6, IOOO.,713.9921, 

(712.8,IOOO.,714.0791, {713., IOOO.,714.1761, (713.2, IOOO.,714.2821, 

(713.4,IOOO.,714.3971, (713.6, IOOO.,714.521, (713.8, IOOO.,714.6511, 

{714.,IOOO.,714.7881, (714.2, IOOO.,714.9311, (714.4, IOOO.,715-0791, 

(71 4.6, 1OOO.,71 5.2321, (71 4.8, 1OOO.,71 5.3891, (708.021, 1200., 71 4.4541, 

(708.2, 1200., 71 4.4541, (708.4, 1200., 71 4.4541, (708.6, 1200., 71 4.4541, 

(708.8,1 ZOO., 71 4.4543, (708.91 4, 1200., 71 4.4541, {709., 1200., 71 4.4541, 

(709.2, 1200., 71 4.4541, (709.4, 1200., 71 4.4541, (709.6, 1200., 71 4.4541, 

(709.663, 1200., 71 4.4541, (709.8, 1200., 71 4.4541, (71 O.,1200., 71 4.4541, 

(710.2, 1200., 714.4541, (710.332, IZOO., 714.4541, (710.4, 1200., 714.4541, 

(710.6, 1200., 714.4541, (710.8, 1200., 714.4541, (710.946, 1200., 714.4541, 

(711 ., 1200., 714.4541, (71 1.2, 1200., 714.4541, (71 1.4, 1200., 714.4541, 

(711.521, 1200., 714.4541, (711.6, 1200., 714.4551, (711.8, 1200., 714.4611, 

{712., 1200., 714.4761, (712.2, 1200., 714.51, (712.4, 1200., 714.5341, 

(712.6, 1200., 714.5771, (712.8, 1200., 714.6311, (713., 1200., 714.6941, 

(713.2, 1200., 714.7681, (713.4, 1200., 714.8521, (713.6, 1200., 714-9441, 

(713.8, 1200., 715.0461, {714., 1200., 715.1561, (714.2, 1200., 715.2741, 

(714.4, 1200., 715.3991, (714.6, 1200., 715.5311, (714.8, 1200., 715.668))]: 

E3.17 Listing of file HPW-InterDsta 
(* Next line generates an interpolating function from discrete values of the HPG 
(* Discrete values of HPG for reach B3 in the application example in Appendix B 
HPG[4] = Interpolation[ 
{ 	 (707.91, 200., 708.7531, {708., 200., 708.7561, (708.25, 200., 708.7951, 
(708.5, 200., 708.8861, (708.75, 200., 709.0251, (708.797, 200., 709.055), 
{709., 200., 709.21, (709.25, 200., 709.3991, (709.5, 200., 709.61 41, 
(709.541, 200., 709.651, (709.75, 200., 709.839), (71 O., 200., 71 0.071 1, 
(71 0.205, 200., 71 0.2651, (71 0.25, 200., 71 0.3081, (71 0.5, 200., 71 0.5481, 
(71 0.75, 200., 71 0.791, (71 0.81 5, 200., 71 0.8531, (71 1 ., 200., 71 1.0341, 
(71 1.25, 200., 71 1.2791, (71 1.386, 200., 71 1.41 21, (71 1.5, 200., 71 1.5251, 
(71 1.75, 200., 71 1.7721, (71 1.925, 200., 71 1.9451, (71 2., 200., 71 2.01 91, 
(71 2.25, 200., 71 2.2671, (71 2.5, 200., 71 2.51 51, (712.75, 200., 71 2.7631, 
(71 3., 200., 71 3.01 21, (713.25, 200., 71 3.261 ), (71 3.5, 200., 71 3.51 ), 
(71 3.75, 200., 71 3.7591, (71 4., 200., 71 4.0081, (71 4.25, 200., 71 4.2571, 
(71 4.5, 200., 71 4.5071, (707.91, NO., 709.8671, {708., 4-00,, 709.8671, 
(708.25, NO., 709.8671, (708.5, 400., 709.8671, (708.75, NO., 709.8671, 
(708.797, 400., 709.8671, {709., 400., 709.881, (709.25, NO., 709.9321, 
(709.5, 400., 71 0.0271, (709.541, 400.) 71 0.0471, (709.75, NO., 71 0.1 61, 
(71 O., N O . ,  71 0.3241, (71 0.205, 400., 710.4741, (710.25, 400., 71 0.5091, 
(71 0.5, 400., 71 0.71 1 1,(71 0.75, 400., 71 0.9241, (71 0.81 5, 4-00,, 71 0.981 1, 
(71 I . ,  N O . ,  71 1.1 4-51, (71 1 -25, NO., 71 1.3731, (71 1.386, 400., 71 1.4981, 
(71 1.5, 400., 71 1.6051, (71 1.75, NO., 71 1.8411, (71 1.925, 400., 712.008), 
{712., N O . ,  71 2.0791, (71 2.25, NO., 712.31 91, (712.5, NO., 712.5611, 
1712.75, N O . ,  712.8041, (713., NO., 713.0491, (713.25, N O . ,  713.2941, 
(713.5, N O . ,  713.5391, (713.75, NO., 713.7861, {714., 4-00., 714.0321, 
(714.25, 400., 714.281, (714.5, 400., 714.5271, (707.91, 600., 710.781), 
{708., 600., 710.781), 1708.25, 600., 710.781), (708.5, 600., 710.781), 
(708.75, 600., 710.781), (708.797, 600., 710.7811, {709., 600., 710.7811, 
(709.25, 600., 71 0.781 1,(709.5, 600., 71 0.781 1, (709,541, 600., 71 0.781 1, 
(709.75, 600., 710.7941, (710., 600., 710.8421, (710.205, 600., 710.911, 
(710.25, 600., 710.9281, (710.5, 600., 71 1.0491, (710.75, 600., 71 1.1981, 
(710.81 5, 600., 71 1.241 1, (71 I., 600., 71 1.371, (71 1.25, 600., 71 1.5591, 
(71 1.386, 600., 71 1.6671, (71 1.5, 600., 71 1.7611, (71 1.75, 600., 71 1.9731, 
(71 1.925, 600., 712.1261, {712., 600., 712.1921, (712.25, 600., 712.4171, 
(712.5, 600., 712.6461, (712.75, 600., 712.8791, {713., 600., 713.1 151, 
(713.25, 600., 713.3531, (713.5, 600., 713.5921, (713.75, 600., 713.8331, 
{714., 600., 714.0761, (714.25, 600., 714.3191, (714.5, 600., 714.5631, 
(707.91, 800., 71 1.5891, {708., 800., 71 1.5891, (708.25, 800., 71 1.5891, 
(708.5, 800., 71 1 5891, (708.75, 800., 71 1.5891, (708.797, 800., 71 1.5891, 
{709., 800., 71 1 .589), (709.25, 800., 71 1 .589), (709.5, 800., 71 1 .589), 
(709.541, 800., 71 1 -5891, (709.75, BOO., 71 1.5891, (71 O., 800., 71 1.589), 
(710.205, 800., 71 1.5891, (710.25, 800., 71 1.591, (710.5, 800., 71 1.6121, 
(710.75, 800., 71 1.6681, (71 0.81 5, 800., 71 1.6891, (71 1 ., 800., 71 1.7591, 
(71 1.25, 800., 71 1.881, (71 1.386, 800., 71 1.9581, (71 1.5, 800., 712.0281, 
(71 1.75, 800., 712.1961, (71 1.925, 800., 712.3231, {712., 800., 712.381, 
(712.25, 800., 712.5771, (712.5, 800., 712.7841, (712.75, 800., 712.9991, 
{713., 800., 713.2191, (713.25, 800., 713.4451, (713.5, 800., 713.6741, 
(713.75, 800., 713.9061, {714., 800., 714.1411, (714.25, 800., 714.3781, 
(71 4.5, 800., 71 4.61 61, (707.91, 1 OOO., 712.3271, {708., 1 OOO., 71 2.3271, 
(708.25,1 OOO.,71 2.3271, (708.5, 1 OOO.,71 2.3271, (708.75, 1OOO.,71 2.3271, 
(708.797,1 OOO.,71 2.3271, (709., 1OOO.,71 2.3271, (709.25, 1OOO.,71 2.3271, 
(709.5,1 OOO.,71 2.3271, (709.541, 1OOO.,71 2.3271, (709.75, 1OOO.,71 2.327), 
(71O.,1 OOO.,712-3271,(71 0.205, 1 OOO.,71 2.3271, (71 0.25, 1 OOO.,71 2.3271, 
(710.5,IOOO.,712-3271,(710.75,IOOO.,712.3271, (710,815, IOOO.,712.3271, 
{711 ., IOOO.,712-3351,(71 1-25, IOOO.,712.3741, (71 1.386, IOOO.,712.4081, 
(71 1.5, IOOO.,712.4451, (71 1.75, IOOO.,712.5461, (71 1.925, IOOO.,712.6341, 
(71 2., 1 OOO.,71 2.6751, (71 2.25, 1 OOO.,71 2.8261, (71 2.5, 1 OOO.,71 2.9951, 
(712.75,IOOO.,713.1791, {713., IOOO.,713.3751, (713.25, IOOO.,713.581, 
(713.5,IOOO.,713.7931, (713.75, IOOO.,714.011), {714., IOOO.,714-2341, 
(714.25,IOOO.,714.4611, (714.5, IOOO.,714.6911, (707.91, 1200., 713.0131, 
(708., 1200., 71 3.01 31, (708.25, 1200., 71 3.01 31, (708.5, 1200., 71 3.01 31, 
(708.75, 1200., 713.0131, (708,797, 1200., 713.0131, (709., 1200., 713.013), 
(709.25, 1200., 71 3.01 31, (709.5, 1200., 71 3.01 31, (709.541, 1200., 71 3.01 31, 
(709.75, 1200., 71 3.01 31, (71 O., 1200., 71 3.01 31, (71 0.205, 1200., 71 3.01 31, 
(71 0.25, 1200., 71 3.01 3), (71 0.5, 1200., 71 3.01 31, (71 0.75, 1200., 71 3.01 31, 
(710.81 5, 1200., 71 3.01 31, (71 1 ., 1200., 71 3.01 31, (71 1.25, 1200., 71 3.01 31, 
(71 1.386, 1200., 71 3.01 31, (71 1.5, 1200., 71 3.01 61, (71 1.75, 1200., 71 3.0451, 
(71 1.925, 1200., 71 3.0821, (71 2., 1200., 71 3.1031, (71 2.25, 1200., 71 3.191 1, 
(712.5, 1200., 713.3061, (712.75, 1200., 713.4441, {713., 1200., 713.6021, 

(713.25, 1200., 713.7751, (713.5, 1200., 713.9621, (713.75, 1200., 714.1591, 

(71 4., 1200., 71 4.3641, (71 4.25, 1200., 71 4.5761, (71 4.5, 1200., 71 4.7941, 

(707.91, 1400., 713.6611, (708., 1400., 713.6611, (708.25, 1400., 713.6611, 

(708.5, 14-00., 713.6611, (708.75, 14-00., 713.6611, (708.797, 14-00., 713.6611, 

{709., 1400., 713.6611, (709.25, 1400., 713.6611, (709.5, 1400., 713.6611, 

(709.541, 14-00., 713.6611, (709.75, 1400., 713.6611, (710., 1400., 713.6611, 

(710.205, 1400., 713.6611, (710.25, 14-00,, 713.6611, (710.5, INO.,713.6611, 

(710.75, 1400., 713.6611, (710.815, 1400., 713.6611, (711., 1400., 713.6611, 

(71 1.25, 1400., 713.6611, (711.386, 14-00,, 713.6611, (711.5, INO.,713.6611, 

(71 1.75, 1 NO.,71 3.661 1, (71 1.925, 1 NO.,71 3.661 1, (71 2., 1 NO.,71 3.6621, 

(712.25, 1400., 713.6841, (712.5, 1400., 713.7351, (712.75, INO.,713.8151, 
(713.,14-00., 71 3.9211, (71 3.25,1 NO.,71 4.0491, (71 3.5, 1 NO.,71 4.1 981, 
(713.75, 1400., 714.3631, (714, 1400., 714.5421, (714.25, 1400., 714.7331, 
(71 4.5, 1 NO.,71 4.932) )I; 
E3.18 Listing of file HPG-IW-InterData 

(* Next line generates an interpolating function from discrete values of the HPG *)(* Discrete values of HPG for reach R3 in the application example in Appendix B *)
HPG[5] = Interpolation[ 
{ 	 (707.669, 200., 708.831, (707.75, 200., 708.831 1, {708., 200., 708.8531, 
(708.25, ZOO., 708.909}, (708.474, ZOO., 708.991 }, (708.5, 200., 709.003), 

(708.75, 200., 709.1331, {709., 200., 709.2941, (709,148, 200., 709.401), 

(709.25, 200., 709.4781, (709.5, 200., 709.681, (709.75, 200., 709.8941, 

(709.751, 200., 709.894), {710., 200., 71 0.1 171, (710.25, 200., 710.3461, 

(71 0.304, 200., 71 0.3961, (71 0.5, 200., 71 0.581, (71 0.75, 200., 71 0.81 71, 

(710.822, 200., 710.8851, (71 1 ., 200., 71 1.0571, (71 1.25, 200., 71 1.299}, 

(71 1.31 1, 200., 71 1.3581, (71 1.5, 200., 71 1.5421, (71 1.75, 200., 71 1.7871, 

(71 1.777, ZOO., 71 1.8141, (712., 200., 712.0321, (712.25, 200., 712.2791, 

(712.5, 200., 712.5251, (712.75, 200., 712.7731, {713., 200., 713.021, 

(713.25, 200., 713.2681, (713.5, 200., 71 3.5171, (713.75, 200., 713.7651, 

{714., 200., 714.0141, (714.25, 200., 714.2631, (714.5, ZOO., 714.511), 

(707.669, NO., 709.9641, (707.75, m.,709.9641, {708., 400., 709.964), 

(708.25, MO., 709.9641, (708.474, 4-00., 709.9641, (708.5, 4-00.? 709.9641, 

(708.75, NO., 709.9771, {709., 4-00., 710.018), (709.148, NO., 710.0551, 

(709.25, NO., 71 0.0871, (709.5, NO., 71 0.1 871, (709.75, 400., 71 0.31 41, 

(709.751, NO., 710.3141, {710., 4-00., 710.4651, (710.25, 400., 710.636), 

(710.304, 4-00., 710.6761, (710.5, N O . ,  710.8231, (710.75, 4-00., 71 1.0231, 

(710.822, NO., 71 1.0821, 171 1 ., 4-00., 71 1.2321, (71 1.25, 4-00., 71 1. 

(711.311, 4-00., 711.5031, (711.5, NO., 711.6721, (711.75, 4-00,, 711.91, 

(71 1.777, 400., 71 1.9251, {712., 4-00., 712.1311, (712.25, 400., 712.3661, 

(712.5, 4-00., 712.6031, (712.75, 4-00,, 712.8421, (713., 400., 713.0821, 

(713.25, N O . ,  713.3241, (713.5, 4-00,, 713.5671, (713.75, 400., 713.811), 

(714., 4-00., 714.0551, (714.25, 4-00.> 714.31, (714.5, 400., 714.5461, 

(707.669, 600., 71 0.8821, (707.75, 600., 71 0.8821, {708., 600., 71 0.8821, 

(708.25, 600., 71 0.8821, (708.474, 600., 71 0.8821, (708.5, 600., 71 0.8821, 

(708.75, 600., 71 0.8821, {709., 600., 71 0.8821, (709.1 48, 600., 71 0.882), 

(709.25, 600., 71 0.8831, (709.5, 600., 71 0.9031, (709.75, 600., 71 0.9471, 

(709.751, 600., 71 0.9471, (71 O., 600., 71 1 .017}, (71 0.25, 600., 71 1.1 131, 

(71 0.304, 600., 71 1.1371, (71 0.5, 600., 71 1.2331, f710.75, 600., 71 1.3741, 

(71 0.822, 600., 71 1.41 81, (71 1 ., 600., 71 1.5341, (71 1.25, 600., 71 1.71 1, 

(71 1.31 1, 600., 71 1.7541, (71 1.5, 600., 71 1.8981, (711.75, 600., 71 2.0961, 

(71 1.777, 600., 712.1 191, {712., 600., 712.3031, (712.25, 600., 712.5171, 

(712.5, 600., 712.7371, (712.75, 600., 712.9611, (713., 600., 713.1891, 

(713.25, 600., 713.421, (713.5, 600., 713.6531, (713.75, 600., 713.8891, 

{714., 600., 714.1261, (714.25, 600., 714.3651, (714.5, 600., 714.6061, 

(707.669, 800., 71 1 ,6871, (707.75, 800., 71 1 ,6871, (708., 800., 71 1 .687), 

(708.25, 800., 71 1.6871, (708.474, 800., 71 1.6871, (708.5, 800., 71 1.6871, 

(708.75, 800., 71 1.6871, {709., 800., 71 1.6871, (709.1 48, 800., 71 1.6871, 

(709.25, 800., 71 1.6871, (709.5, 800., 71 1.6871, (709.75, 800., 71 1.6871, 

(709.751, 800., 71 1.6871, (71 O., 800., 71 1.6971, (71 0.25, 800., 71 1.7281, 

(710.304, BOO., 71 1.7381, (710.5, 800., 71 1.7831, (710.75, 800., 71 1.8611, 

(710.822, 800., 71 1.8881, {711., 800., 71 1.9621, (71 1.25, 800., 712.0851, 

(71 1.31 1, 800., 712.1 171, (711.5, 800., 712.2261, {711.75, 800., 712.3841, 

(71 1.777, BOO., 712.4021, (712., 800., 712.5561, (712.25, 800., 712.741, 

(712.5, 800, 712.9341, (712.75, 800., 713.1361, (713., 800., 713.345), 

(71 3.25, 800.,713.5591,(71 3.5, 800.,71 3.7791, (71 3.75, 800.,714.0021, 
(714, 800., 714.2291,(714.25,800.,714.4591, (714.5, 800.,714.6911, 
(707.669,1 OOO.,71 2.41 81, (707.75, 1OOO.,71 2.41 81, (708., 1OOO.,71 2.41 81, 
(708.25,1 OOO.,71 2.41 81, (708.474, 1OOO.,71 2.41 81, (708.5, 1OOO.,71 2.41 81, 
(708.75,IOOO.,712.4181,{709.,IOOO.,712.4181,(709.148,IOOO.,712.4181, 
(709.25,1 OOO.,712.41 81, (709.5, 1 OOO.,71 2.41 81, (709.75, 1OOO.,71 2.41 81, 
(709.751,IOOO.,712.4181,{710.,IOOO.,712.4181,(710.25,IOOO.,712.4181, 
(71 0.304, 1OOO.,71 2.41 81, (71 0.5, 1OOO.,71 2.4241, (71 0.75, 1OOO.,71 2.4491, 
(710.822,IOOO.,712.461,(711 ., IOOO.,712.4961,(71 1.25, IOOO.,712-5641, 
(711.311, IOOO.,712.5841,(71 1.5, IOOO.,712.6541,(71 1.75, IOOO.,712.7651, 

(711.777,IOOO.,712.778,{712.,IOOO.,712.8941, (712.25, IOOO.,713.0391, 

(712.5,IOOO.,713.21,(712.75,IOOO.,713.3721,{713.,IOOO.,713.5561, 

(71 3.25, 1OOO.,71 3.7491, (71 3.5, 1OOO.,71 3.9491, (71 3.75, 1OOO.,71 4.1561, 

(71 4., 1OOO.,71 4.3681, (71 4.25, 1OOO.,71 4.5851, (71 4.5, IOOO.,71 4.8061, 

(707.669,1200.,71 3.0971, (707.75, 1200., 713.0971, {708., 1200., 713.0971, 

(708.25,1200.,713.0971,(708.474,IZOO.,713.0971,(708.5,1200.,713.0971, 

(708.75,1200.,713.0971,(709.,1200.,713.0971,(709.148,1200.,713.0971, 

(709.25,1200.,713.0971,(709.5,1200.,713.0971,(709.75,1200.,713.0971, 

(709.751, 1200.,71 3.0971, (71O.,1200.,71 3.0971, (71 0.25, 1200.,71 3.0971, 
(710.304,1200.,713.0971,(710.5,1200.,713.0971,(710.75, 1200., 713.0971, 
(71 0.822, 1200.,71 3.0971, (711 ., 1200.,71 3.102), (71 1.25, 1200.,71 3.1241, 
(711.311, 1200.,71 3.1331, (71 1.5, 1200.,71 3.1671, (71 1.75, 1200., 713.231, 
(711 .m,1200.,71 3.2381, (71 2., 1ZOO.,71 3.31 41, (71 2.25, 1200., 713.41 73, 
(712.5,1200.,713.5381,(712.75, 1200., 71 3.6751, (71 3., 1200., 713.8271, 
(713.25,1200.,713.9921, (713.5, 1200.,714.168), (713.75, 1200., 714.3531, 
(71 4., 1200.,71 4.5461, (71 4.25, 1200.,71 4.7461, (71 4.5, WOO.,71 4.9531, 
(707.669, 71 3.7361, (707.75, 71 3.7361, {708., 14-00., 713.7361, 1 4-00., 1400.,
(708.25,14-00.,713.7361,(708.474, 1400., 713.736), (708.5, 14-00., 713.7361, 
(708.75,1 400.,71 3.7361, {709.,1 NO.,71 3.7361, (709.148, 1 4-00.?713.7361, 
(709.25,14-00., (709.5, 713.7361, (709.75, 14-00.,713.7361,713-7361, 1400., 

(709.751,14-00.,713.7361,{710.,1400.,713.7361, 713.7361,
(710.25, 14-00., 

(71 0.304, 14-00., (71 0.5, 1 4-00,,
713.7361, 1NO.,71 3.7361, (71 0.75, 71 3.7361, 
(710.822,1400.,713.7361,(711 ., 1400.,713.7361, (71 1.25, 14-00., 713.7361, 
(711.311 , 1400.,71 3.7361, (71 1.5, 1NO.,71 3-74}, (71 1.75, 14-00.,713.7631, 
(71 1.777, MOO.,713.7661, 713-8041, 1400.,71 3.8651, {712., 14-00., (712.25, 

(712.5,1400.,713.9461, (712.75, MOO.,714.045), (713., MOO.,714.1611, 

(713.25,14-00., (713.5, 714.4391, 14-00,,
714.2931, 1400., (713.75, 714.5981, 
(714.,1400.,714.7681,(714.25,1400.,714.9471,(714.5, 14-00., 715.1351, 
(707.669,1600.,71 4.341 1,(707.75,1600.,71 4.341 1,{708., 1600., 714.3411, 
(708.25,1 600.,71 4.341 1,(708.474,1 600.,71 4.341 ), (708.5,1 600.,71 4.341 ), 
(708.75,1600.,71 4.341 1,(709.,1600.,71 4.341 ), (709.148, 1600., 71 4.341 1, 
(709.25,1600.,714.3411,(709.5, 1600., 714.3411,(709.75, 1600., 714.3411, 
(709.751,1600.,714.3411,(710., 1600., 714.341), (710.25, 1600., 714.3411, 
(71 0.304, 1600.,71 4.3411, (71 0.5, 160O.,71 4.341 1,(71 0.75, 1600.,71 4.341 1, 
(71 0.822, 1600.,
71 4.341 71 4.341 ), (71 1.25, 600.,1I.,(71 ), 

71 4.341 1 600., 71 4.341 1,
(71 1.75, 1600., 1,714.341 (71 1.5,), 

1600.,714.3411, 

(711.311 , 1600., 

(71 1.777, 1600., {712., 1600., (712.25, 1600., 714.3721,
714-3411, 714.3481, 

(712.5,1600.,714.4141, (712.75, 1600., 714.4751, {713., 1600., 714.5541, 

(713.25, 1600., 714.6511,(713.5,1600.,714.7651,(713.75, 1600., 714.894), 

{714.,1600., 715.0361, (714.25,1600.,715.1 91),'{714.5, 1600., 715.357})]; 

E.3.19 Listing of file HP 
(* Next line generates an interpolating function from discrete values of the HPG 
*)(* Discretevalues of HPG for reach C1 in the application example in Appendix I3 
*)
HPG[GI = Interpolation[ 
{ (707.75, 200., 709.061, (707.93, 200., 709.06), {708., 200., 709.0541, 
(708.25, 200., 709.0641, (708.36, 200., 709.0831, (708.5, 200., 709.1 21, 

(708.73, 200., 709.21 61, (708.75, 200., 709.2261, (709., 200., 709.371, 

(709.09, 200., 709.4261, (709.25, 200., 709.5341, (709.41, 200., 709.651 1, 

(709.5, 200., 709.721, (709.72, 200., 709.8981, (709.75, 200., 709.9231, 

(71O.,200., 71 0.141, (71 0.02, 200., 71 0.1581, (71 0.25, 200., 71 0.3671, 

(71 0.5, 200., 71 0.61, (71 0.75, 200., 71 0.8341, (71 I., 200.,71 1.071, 

(71 1.25, 200., 71 1.3091, (71 1.5, 200., 71 1 -551, (71 1.75, 200., 71 1.7941, 

{712., 200., 712.04), (712.25, 200., 712.2841, (712.5, 200., 712.5291, 

(712.75, 200., 712.7741, (713., 200., 713.021, (713.25, 200., 713.2711, 

(71 3.5, 200., 71 3.5221, (71 3.75, 200., 71 3.7721, (71 4., 200., 71 4.021, 

(71 4.25, 200., 71 4.2651, (71 4.5, 200., 71 4.5051, (707.75, 4-00., 710.251, 

(707.93,NO.,71 0.251, {708., 400., 71 0.251, (708.25, 400., 71 0.251, 

(708.36, 4-00., 71 0.251, (708.5, NO.,71 0.251, (708.73, 4-00., 71 0.251, 

(708.75, 4-00., 710.2491, (709., 4-00., 710.252}, (709.09, MO.,710.2591, 

(709.25, 400., 710.281), (709.41, 4-00.,
710.315), (709.5, 400., 710.341, 

(709.72,400., 710.4261, (709.75, 400., 710.441, (710., 4-00,, 710.571, 

(710.02, 4-00., 710.5821, (710.25, 4-00.!710.7251, (710.5, 400., 710.91, 

(710.75, 400., 71 1.089), (71 1 ., NO.,71 1.291, (71 1.25, 4-00., 71 1.4961, 

(71 1.5, 400., 71 1.71 1, (71 1.75, 400., 71 1.9321, (712., 400., 712.161, 

(712.25,4-00.,71 2.391 1, (71 2.5, NO.,71 2.6241, (712.75, 400., 712.861 1, 

(71 3., 4-00., 71 3.1 ), (71 3.25, 4-00., 71 3.341 1,(71 3.5, 
(713.75,4-00.,71 3.8271, (71 4., 4-00., 71 4.071, (714.25, 4-00., 71 4.3131, 

(71 4.5, 4-00., 71 4.5551, (707.75, 600., 711 -221,(707.93, 600., 71 1.221, 

(708., 600., 71 1.221, (708.25, 600., 71 1.221, (708.36, 600., 711 221, 

(708.5, 600., 71 1.221, (708.73, 600., 71 1.221, (708.75, 600., 71 1.221, 

(709., 600., 71 1.221, (709.09, 600., 71 1.221, (709.25, 600., 71 1.221, 

(709.41, 600., 71 1.221, (709.5, 600., 71 1 2221, (709.72, 600., 71 1 2231, 

(709.75, 600., 71 1.2241, (71 O.,600., 71 1.241, (71 0.02, 600., 71 1.2431, 

(71 0.25, 600., 71 1.3031, (71 0.5, 600., 71 1.41, (71 0.75, 600., 71 1.51 41, 

(711 ., 600., 71 1.651, (711.25, 600., 71 1.8121, (71 1.5, 600., 71 1.991, 

(71 1.75, 600., 712.1751, {712., 600., 712.371, (712.25, 600., 712.5751, 

(712.5,600.,712-7871,(712.75, 600., 713.0061, (713., 600.,713.231, 

(713.25, 600., 713.4541, (713.5, 600., 713.6821, (713.75, 600., 713.9141, 

{714., 600., 714.151, (714.25, 600., 714.39), (714.5, 600., 714.6351, 

(707.75, 800., 712.061, (707.93, 800., 712.061, {708., 800., 712.061, 

(708.25, 800., 712.061, (708.36, 800., 712.061, (708.5, 800., 712.061, 

(708.73, 800., 712.061, (708.75, 800., 712.061, {709., 800., 712.061, 

(709.09, 800., 71 2.061, (709.25, 800., 71 2.061, (709.41, 800, 71 2.061, 

(709.5, 800., 712.061, (709.72, 800., 712.06), (709.75, 800., 712.061, 

{710., 800., 712.06), (710.02, 800., 712.061, (710.25, 800., 712.051, 

(710.5, 800., 712.0641, (710.75, 800., 712.104), (71 I., 800., 712.171, 

(71 1.25, 800., 712.2631, (71 1.5, 800., 712.381, (71 1.75, 800., 712.521), 

(71 2., 800., 71 2.681, (712.25, 800., 71 2.851, (712.5, 800., 71 3.031, 

(712.75, 800., 713.2211, {713., 800., 713.421, (713.25, 800., 713.621), 

(713.5, 800., 713.8291, (713.75, 800., 714.0451, (714, 800., 714.271, 

(714.25, 800., 714.5041, (714.5, 800., 714.7481, (707.75, IOOO.,712.821, 

(707.93,IOOO.,712.821, (708., IOOO.,712.821, (708.25, IOOO.,712.82), 

(708.36,1 OOO.,71 2.821, (708.5, 1 OOO.,71 2.821, (708.73, 1 OOO.,71 2.821, 

(708.75,IOOO.,712.821, (709., IOOO.,712.821, (709.09, IOOO.,712.821, 

(709.25,1 OOO.,71 2.821, (709.41, 1OOO.,71 2.821, (709.5, 1OOO.,71 2-82}, 

C709.72,IOOO.,712.82), (709.75, IOOO.,712.821, {710., IOOO.,712.821, 

(710.02,IOOO.,712.821, (710.25, IOOO.,712.821, (710.5, IOOO.,712.821, 

(710.75,IOOO.,712.8161, (71 I., IOOO.,712.8241, (711.25, IOOO.,712.8511, 

(71 1.5, IOOO.,712.91, 171 1.75, IOOO.,712.9751, {712., IOOO.,713.081, 

(712.25,IOOO.,713.2021, (712.5, IOOO.,713.3431, (712.75, IOOO.,713.51, 

(713.,IOOO.,713.671, (713.25, IOOO.,713.8521, (713.5, IOOO.,714.0421, 

(713.75,IOOO.,714.2391, {714., IOOO.,714.441, (714.25, IOOO.,714.6441, 

(71 4.5, 1 OOO.,71 4.8461, (707.75, 1200., 71 3.531, (707.93, 1ZOO., 71 3.531, 

{708., 1200., 71 3.531, (708.25, 1200., 71 3.531, (708.36, 1200., 71 3.531, 

(708.5, 1200., 71 3.531, (708.73, 1200., 71 3.531, (708.75, 1200., 71 3.531, 

{709., 1200., 71 3.531, (709.09, 1200., 71 3.531, (709.25, 1200., 71 3.531, 

(709.41, 1200., 71 3.531, (709.5, 1200., 71 3.531, (709.72, 1200., 71 3.531, 

(709.75, 1200., 71 3.531, (71 O.,1200., 71 3.531, (71 0.02, 1200., 71 3.531, 

(71 0.25, 1200., 71 3.531, (71 0.5, 1200., 71 3.531, (71 0.75, 1200., 71 3.531, 

(71I., 1200., 713.531, (71 1.25, 1200., 713.531, (71 1.5, 1200., 713-5351, 

(71 1.75, 1200., 713.5521, {712., 1200., 713.591, (712.25, 1200., 713.6631, 

(71 2.5, 1200., 71 3.761, (712.75, 1200., 71 3.8721, (71 3., 1200., 71 4.1, 

(713.25, 1200., 714.1441, (713.5, 1200., 714.3041, (713.75, 1200., 714.4781, 

{714., 1200., 714.6671, (714.25, 1200., 714.8681, (714.5, 1200., 715.0811, 

(707.75,1 4-00.,71 4.191, (707.93, 1400., 714.191, {708., 14-00., 714.191, 

(708.25, 1400., 714.191, (708.36, 1400., 714.191, (708.5, 14-00., 714.191, 

(708.73, 14-00., 714.191, (708.75, 1400., 714.191, {709., 14-00., 714.19), 

(709.09, 14-00,, 714.191, (709.25, 14-00., 714.191, (709.41, 1400., 714.191, 

(709.5, 1400., 714.191, (709.72, 14-00., 714.191, (709.75, 1400., 714.191, 

{710., 1400., 714.191, (710.02, 14-00., 714.191, (710.25, 14-00,, 
714.191, 
(710.5, 1400., 714.191, (710.75, 14-00., 714.191, {711., 1400., 714.191, 
(711.25, 14-00., 714.191, (711.5, 14-00., 714.191, (711.75, 1400., 714.191), 
(712., 1400., 714.1941, (712.25, 1400., 714.2071, (712.5, 14-00., 714.241, 
(712.75, 1400., 71 4.301 1, (71 3., 1 NO., 71 4-41, (71 3.25, 14-00., 714.51 51, 
(71 3.5, 1400., 71 4.6481, (71 3.75, 14-00., 71 4.7971, (71 4., 14-00,,71 4.9581, 
(714.25, 14-00., 715.1281, (714.5, 14-00,, 715.304) )1: 
E.3.20 Listing of file HPWbInterData  
(* Next line generates an interpolating function from discrete values of the HPG 
(* Discrete values of HPG for reach R2b in the application example in Appendix B 
HPG [7] = Interpolation[ 
*) 
*) 
{ (706.73, 200., 708.51, (706.75, 200., 708.5011, {707., 200., 708.511, 
(707.25, ZOO., 708.5231, (707.5, ZOO., 708.551, (707.7, ZOO., 708.5931, 
(707.75, 200., 708.6071, {708., 200., 708.691, (708.1 1 , 200., 708.7361, 
(708.25, 200.) 708.8021, (708.48, 200., 708.9281, (708.5, 200., 708.941, 
(708.75, 200., 709.1 061, (708.83, ZOO., 709.1 631, {709., 200., 709.291, 
(709.1 6, 200., 709.41 31, (709.25, 200., 709.4841, (709.47, 200., 709.6651, 
(709.5, 200., 709.691, (709.75, 200., 709.906), (71 O., 200., 71 0.131, 
(71 0.05, 200., 71 0.1751, (71 0.25, 200., 71 0.3571, (710.32, 200., 71 0.4221, 
(71 0.5, 200., 71 0.591, (71 0.59, 200., 71 0.6761, (71 0.75, 200., 710.8291, 
(71 1 ., 200., 711.071, (71 1.25, 200., 71 1.311, (711.5, 200., 71 1.551, 
(711.75, 200., 71 1.7921, (71 2., 200., 71 2.0351, (706.73, 300., 709.1 81, 
(706.75, 300., 709.1 81, {707., 300., 709.1 81, (707.25, 300., 709.1 81, 
(707.5, 300., 709.1 71, (707.7, 300., 709.181, (707.75, 300., 709.1851, 
{708., 300., 709.221, (708.1 1 , 300., 709.2361, (708.25, 300., 709.261 1, 
(708.48, 300., 709.3231, (708.5, 300., 709.331, (708.75, 300., 709.4521, 
(708.83, 300., 709.4981, {709., 300., 709.61, (709.1 6, 300., 709.6931, 
(709.25, 300., 709.7481, (709.47, 300., 709.891, (709.5, 300., 709.91 1, 
(709.75, 300., 710.0931, (71 O., 300., 71 0.291, (710.05, 300., 71 0.331, 
(710.25, 300., 710.4961, (710.32, 300., 710.555), (710.5, 300., 710.711, 
(710.59, 300., 710.7891, (710.75, 300., 710.9331, (71 1 ., 300., 71 1.161, 
(71 1 -25, 300., 71 1.389), (71 1.5, 300., 71 1.621, (71 1.75, 300., 71 1 .853), 
(712., 300., 712.0881, (706.73, 400., 709.751, (706.75, 4-00., 709.751, 
(707., NO., 709.751, (707.25, 4-00., 709.751, (707.5, 400., 709.751, 
(707.7, NO.,709.751, (707.75, NO . ,  709.7511,{708., NO . ,  709.761, 
(708.11, NO.,709.7661, (708.25, NO . ,  709.7771, (708.48, 4-00., 709.8071, 
(708.5, 400., 709.81 1,(708.75, 4-00., 709.8731, (708.83, 400., 709.8981, 
{709.,400., 709.961, (709.1 6, NO.,71 0.0281, (709.25, 4-00., 71 0.071 1, 
(709.47, NO.,71 0.1 841, (709.5, NO., 71 0.21, (709.75, 4-00., 71 0.3421, 
{710., 400., 710.51, (710.05, 400., 710.5351, (710.25, NO., 710.6791, 
(710.32, NO.,710.731), (710.5, NO . ,  710.871, (710.59, 400., 710.94), 
(710.75, NO.,71 1.0661, (71 1., 4-00.? 71 1.271, (71 1.25, 400., 71 1.4821, 
(711.5, 400., 711.7031, (711.75, NO.,711.9331, (712., NO., 712.1721, 
(706.73, 500., 71 0.281, (706.75, 500., 71 0.281, {707., 500., 71 0.281, 
(707.25, 500., 71 0.281, (707.5, 500., 71 0.281, (707.7, 500., 71 0.281, 
(707.75, 500., 710.281, {708., 500., 710.281, (708.1 1, 500., 710.281, 
(708.25, 500., 71 0.2771, (708.48, 500., 71 0.2841, (708.5, 500., 71 0.2851, 
(708.75, 500., 710.3121, (708.83, 500., 710.3251, (709., 500., 710.361, 
(709.16, 500., 71 0.402), (709.25, 500., 71 0.431, (709.47, 500., 71 0.5081, 
(709.5, 500., 710.52), (709.75, 500., 710.6311, {710., 500., 710.761, 
(71 0.05, 500., 71 0.7871, (71 0.25, 500., 71 0.9021, (71 0.32, 500., 71 0.9451, 
C710.5, 500., 71 1.061, (710.59, 500., 71 1.121), (710.75, 500., 71 1.234), 
(711., 500., 71 1.421, (71 1.25, 500., 71 1.6151, (71 1.5, 500.,71 1.821, 
(71 1.75, 500., 712.0361, {712., 500., 712.2621, (706.73, 600.,710.761, 
(706.75, 600., 71 0.761, {707., 600., 71 0.763, (707.25, 600., 71 0.761, 
(707.5, 600., 710.761, (707.7, 600., 710.761, (707.75, 600., 710.761, 
(708., 600., 71 0.761, (708.1 1, 600., 71 0.761, (708.25, 600., 71 0.761, 
(708.48, 600., 710.761, (708.5, 600., 710.7581, (708.75, 600., 710.7521, 

(708.83, 600., 71 0.7551, (709., 600., 71 0.771, (709.16, 600., 71 0.7931, 

(709.25, 600., 710.811, (709.47, 600., 710.8621, (709.5, 600., 710.87), 

(709.75, 600., 710.9461, (710., 600., 711.04), (710.05, 600., 711.062}, 

(71 0.25, 600., 71 1.1561, (71 0.32, 600., 71 1.1921, (710.5, 600., 71 1.291, 

(710.59, 600., 71 1.3421, (710.75, 600., 71 1.4381, {711., 600., 71 1.61, 

(71 1.25, 600., 71 1.7741, (71 1.5, 600., 71 1.961, (71 1.75, 600., 71 2.1591, 

(71 2., 600., 71 2-37], (706.73, 700., 71 1.21, (706.75, 700., 71 1 -21, 

(707., 700., 71 1.21, (707.25, 700., 71 1.21, (707.5, 700., 71 1.21, 

(707.7, 700., 71 1-21, (707.75, 700., 71 1-21, (708., 700., 71 1.21, 

(708.11, 700., 71 1.21, (708.25, 700., 71 1.21, (708.48, 700., 71 1.21, 

(708.5, 700., 71 1.21, (708.75, 700., 71 1.21, (708.83, 700., 71 1.21, 

{709., 700., 71 1.2051, (709.1 6, 700., 71 1.2091, (709.25, 700., 71 1.21 21, 

(709.47, 700., 71 1.2271, (709.5, 700., 71 1.233, (709.75, 700., 71 1.281, 

(710., 700., 71 1.351, (710.05, 700., 71 1.3661, (710.25, 700., 71 1.4361, 

(710.32, 700., 71 1.4641, (710.5, 700., 71 1.541, (710.59, 700., 71 1.5821, 

(710.75, 700., 71 1.6621, (71 1., 700., 71 1.81, (711.25, 700., 71 1.9511, 

(71 1.5, 700., 712.121, (71 1.75, 700., 712.3091, {712., 700., 712.5221, 

(706.73, 800., 71 1 ,621, (706.75, 800., 71 1.62), {707., 800., 71 1 .62), 

(707.25, 800., 71 1.621, (707.5, 800., 71 1-62}, (707.7, 800., 71 1.621, 

(707.75, BOO., 71 1.621, (708., 800., 71 1.621, (708.1 1 , 800., 71 1.621, 

(708.25, 800.,71 1.621, (708.48, 800., 71 1-62}, (708.5, 800., 71 1.621, 

(708.75, 800., 71 1.621, (708.83, 800., 71 1.621, (709., 800., 71 1.621, 

(709.16, 800., 71 1.621, (709.25, 800., 71 1.6191, (709.47, 800., 71 1.6241, 

(709.5, 800., 71 1.6251, (709.75, 800., 71 1.6441, (710., 800., 71 1.681, 

(71 0.05, 800.,71 1-69], (710.25, BOO., 71 1.74}, (710.32, 800., 71 1.7611, 

(710.5, WO., 71 1.821, (710.59, 800., 71 1.8521, (710.75, BOO., 71 1.9161, 

(711., 800., 712.031, (711.25, 800., 712.1671, (711.5, 800., 712.321, 

(71 1.75, 800., 712.4861, (712., 800., 712.661, (706.73, goo., 712.021, 

(706.75, 900., 71 2.021, {707., goo., 71 2.021, (707.25, goo., 71 2.021, 

(707.5, 900., 712.021, (707.7, goo., 71 2.021, f707.75, goo., 71 2.021, 

{708., goo., 712.021, (708.1 1, goo., 712.021, C708.25, 900., 712.021, 

(708.40, 900., 71 2.021, (708.5, 900., 71 2.021, (708.75, 900., 71 2.021, 

(708.83, goo., 712.021, {709., WO., 712.021, (709.16, 900., 712.021, 

(709.25, goo., 71 2.021, (709.47, goo., 71 2.021, (709.5, WO., 71 2.01 91, 

(709.75, goo., 712.0181, (710., 900., 712.031, (710.05, goo., 712.0341, 

(710.25, 900.,712.0591, (710.32, goo., 712.071), (710.5, goo., 712.1 11, 

(710.59, goo., 712.1361, (710.75, goo., 712.1 891, (71 1 ., 900., 712.291, 

(71 1.25, 900., 712.4081, (71 1.5, goo., 712.541, (71 1.75, goo., 712.6811, 

(71 2., 900., 71 2.8271, (706.73, 1 OOO., 71 2.41, (706.75, 1 OOO., 71 2.41, 

{707.,1OOO., 71 2.41, (707.25, 1 OOO., 71 2.41, (707.5, 1 OOO., 71 2.41, 

(707.7, IOOO., 712.41, (707.75, IOOO., 712.41, {708., IOOO., 712.41, 

(708.11, 1 OOO., 712.41, (708.25, 1 OOO., 71 2.41, (708.48, 1OOO., 71 2.41, 

(708.5, IOOO., 712.41, (708.75, IOOO., 712.41, (708.83, IOOO., 712.41, 

(709, IOOO., 712.41, (709.16, IOOO., 712.41, (709.25, IOOO., 712.41, 

(709.47, IOOO., 712.41, (709.5, IOOO., 712.41, (709.75, IOOO., 712.41, 

(71 O., 1 OOO., 71 2.41 1,(71 0.05, 1OW., 71 2.41 21, (71 0.25, 1OOO., 71 2.4241, 

(710.32, IOOO., 712.4291, (710.5, IOOO., 712.45)) (710.59, IOOO., 712.4671, 

(710.75, IOOO., 712.5051, (71 1 ., IOOO., 712.581, (71 1.25, IOOO., 712.6731, 

(71 1.5, IOOO., 712.781, (71 1.75, IOOO., 712.896), {712., IOOO., 71 3.0171, 

(706.73,1 1 OO.,71 2.81 ),(706.75,1 1 OO.,71 2.81 1, (707.,1 1 OO.,71 2.81 ), 

(707.25,1 IOO.,712.811, (707.5, 1 IOO.,712.811, (707.7, IIOO.,712.81), 

(707.75,1 IOO.,712.811, {708., 1 1  OO.,712.81), {708.11, 1IOO.,712.81), 

(708.25,1 IOO.,712.811, (708.48, 1IOO.,712.811, (708.5, 1IOO.,712.811, 

(708.75,IIOO., 712.811, (708.83, IIOO.,712.811, (709., IIOO.,712.811, 

(709.16,IIOO.,712.811, (709.25, IIOO.,712.811, (709.47, IIOO.,712.811, 

(709.5,IIOO., 712.811, (709.75, IIOO.,712.811, (710., IIOO.,712.811, 

(710.05,1 IOO.,712.811, (710.25, 1IOO.,712.8041, (710.32, 1 IOO.,712.8061, 

(710.5,IIOO.,712.8151, (710.59, 1100., 712.8231, (710.75, IIOO.,712.844), 

(711.,IIOO., 712.891, (711.25, IIOO.,712.9511, (711.5, IIOO.,713.031, 

(71 1.75, 1 loo.,713.1281, {712., 1 IOO.,713.2471, (706.73, 12OO., 713.181, 

(706.75, 1200., 71 3.181, (707., IZOO., 71 3.181, (707.25, IZOO., 71 3-18}, 

(707.5, 1200., 71 3.181, (707.7, 1200., 71 3.181, (707.75, 1200., 71 3.18), 

(708., 1200., 71 3.1 81, {708.11, 1200., 71 3.1 81, (708.25, 1200., 71 3.1 81, 

(708.48, 1200., 713.18), (708.5, 1200., 713.181, (708.75, 1200., 713.181, 

(708.83, 1200., 71 3.1 81, {709., 1200., 71 3.1 81, (709.1 6, 1200., 71 3.1 81, 

(709.25, 1200., 71 3.181, (709.47, 1ZOO.,71 3.181, (709.5, 1200., 71 3.1 81, 

(709.75, 1200., 71 3.1 81, (71 O.,1200., 71 3.1 81, (71 0.05, 1200., 71 3.181, 

(710.25, 1200., 713.181, (710.32, 1200., 713.181, (710.5, 1200., 713.1851, 

(710.59, 1200., 713.186), C710.75, 1200., 713.1881, {711., 1200., 713.21, 

(71 1.25, 1200., 713.2411, (71 1.5, 1200., 713.31, (71 1.75, IZOO., 713.3741, 

{712., 1200., 71 3.4591, (706.73, 1300., 71 3.541, (706.75, 1300., 71 3.543, 

(707., 1300., 713.541, (707.25, 1300., 713.541, (707.5, 1300., 713.541, 

(707.7, 13OO., 71 3.541, (707.75, 1300., 71 3.541, (708., 1300., 71 3.541, 

(708.11 , 1 300., 71 3.541, (708.25, 1300., 71 3.541, (708.48, 1300.,71 3.541, 

(708.5, 1300., 713.541, (708.75, 1300., 713.541, (708.83, 1300., 713.541, 

{709., 1300., 713.541, {709.16, 1300., 713.541, (709.25, 1300., 713.541, 

(709.47, 1300., 71 3.541, (709.5, 1300., 71 3.541, (709.75, 1300., 71 3.541, 

{710., 1300., 713.541, {710.05, 1300., 713.541, (710.25, 1300., 713.541, 

(710.32, 1300., 713.541, (710.5, 1300., 713.541, (710.59, 1300., 713.541, 

(71 0.75, 1 300., 71 3.541 1, (71I., 1 300.,71 3.5451, (71 1.25, 1 300.,71 3.5591, 

(711.5, 1300., 713.591, (711.75, 1300., 713.6451, {712., 1300., 713.732) )]; 

E3.21 Listing of file HPGWa-InkrData 

(* Next line generates an interpolating function from discrete values of the HPG 
*)(*	Discretevalues of HPG for reach R2a in the application example in Appendix B 
*)

IG[8] = Interpolation[ 

(706.64, 200., 707.871, (706.75, 200., 707.8521, {707., 200., 707.851, 

(707.25, 200., 707.8981, (707.5, 200., 707.991, (707.59, ZOO., 708.033), 

(707.75, 200., 708.1 1 91, {708., 200., 708.281, (708.01 , 200., 708.2871, 

(708.25, 200., 708.4661, (708.38, 200., 708.571, (708.5, 200., 708.671, 

(708.73, 200., 708.8681, (708.75, 200., 708.8861, {709., 200., 709.1 11, 

(709.07, 200., 709.1731, (709.25, 200., 709.3371, (709.36, 200., 709.439) 

(709.5, 200., 709.571, (709.75, 200., 709.8081, {710., 200., 710.05), 

(710.25, 200., 710.2941, (710.5, 200., 710.541, (710.75, 200., 710.7851, 

(71 1 ., 200., 71 1.031, (71 1.25, ZOO., 71 1.2721, (71 1.5, ZOO., 71 1.521, 

(711.75, 200., 71 1-77}, {712., 200., 712.017), (706.64, 300., 708.51 3, 

C706.75, 300., 708.511, {707., 300., 708.511, (707.25, 300., 708.508), 

(707.5, 300., 708.521, (707.59, 300., 708.531 1,(707.75, 300., 708.5591, 

(708., 300., 708.631, (708.01, 300., 708.6341, (708.25, 300., 708.7391, 

(708.38, 300., 708.8091, (708.5, 300., 708.88), (708.73, 300., 709.0351, 

(708.75, 300., 709.0491, {709., 300., 709.241, (709.07, 300., 709.2961, 

(709.25, 300., 709.4441, (709.36, 300., 709.5381, (709.5, 300., 709.661, 

(709.75, 300., 709.8821, (71 O., 300., 71 0.1 1 1,(71 0.25, 300., 71 0.3431, 

(710.5, 300., 710.581, (710.75, 300., 710.819), (71 I., 300., 711.06), 

(71 1.25, 300., 71 1.304), (71 1.5, 300., 71 1.551, (71 1.75, 300., 71 1.7991, 

12.051, (706.64, 400., 709.081, (706.75, NO.,709.081, 

09.081, C707.25, 4-00.,709.081, (707.5, 

, 709.081, (707.75, NO., 709.0761, (7 

., 709.091), (708.25, 400.) 709.13)) (708.38, 4-00., 709.1631, 

(708.5, 400., 709.21, C708.73, 709-2951, (708-757 m-,709.3051,
- 3  
{709., 400., 709.441, (709.07, 400., 709.4841, (709.25, NO., 709.6041, 

(709.36, NO., 709.6841, (709.5, 400., 709.791, (709.75, 400., 709.9891, 

(710., 400., 710.21, (710.25, 400., 710.4221, (710.5, 400., 710.65 

(71 0.75, #O., 71 0.8791, (711., 400., 71 1 .I I), (71 1.25, 400., 71 1. 

(71 1.5, 400., 71 1.581, (71 1.75, 400., 71 1.8191, {712., NO., 712.061, 

(706.64, 500., 709.591, (706.75, 500., 709.591, {707., 500, 709.591, 

(707.25, 500., 709.591, (707.5, 500., 709.591, (707.59, S O . ,  709.591, 

(707.75, 500., 709.591, (708., 500., 709.591, (708.01, 500., 709.591, 

(708.25, 500., 709.595), (708.38, 500., 709.5961, 1708.5, 500., 709.61, 

(708.73, 500., 709.631, (708.75, 500., 709.6351, {709., 500., 709.731, 

(709.07, 500., 709.7581, (709.25, WO., 709.841 1,(709.36, 500., 709.899 

(709.5, 500., 709.981, (709.75, 500., 710.146), {710., 500., 710.331, 

(710.25, 500., 710.5241, (710.5, 500., 710.731, (710.75, 500., 710.946), 

(71 1 ., 500., 71 1.171, C711.25, 500., 71 1.3981, {711.5, 500., 71 1.631, 

(71 1.75, 500., 71 1.8671, {712., 500., 712.107), (706.64, 600., 710.041, 

(706.75, 600.,710.041, {707., 600., 710.04), (707.25, 600., 710.04), 

(707.5, 600., 71 0.041, (707.59, 600., 71 0.041, (707.75, W.,71 0.041, 

(708., 600., 710.041, (708.01, 600., 710.041, (708.25, 600., 710.04), 

(708.38, 600., 71 0.041, (708.5, 600., 71 0.0451, (708.73, 600., 71 0.0551, 

(708.75, 600., 71 0.0561, (709, 600., 71 0.081, (709.07, 600., 71 0.094), 

(709.25, 600., 710.141), (709.36, 600., 710.177), i709.5, 600., 710.231, 

(709.75, 600., 710.3471, {710., 600., 710.491, (710.25, 600., 710.661), 

(710.5, 600., 710.851, (710.75, 600., 71 1.051, (71 I., 600., 71 1.261, 

(71 1.25, 600., 71 1.5051, (71 1.5, 600., 71 1.71, (71 1.75, 600., 71 1.9271, 

{712., 600., 712.1551, (706.64, 700., 710.471, (706.75, 700., 710.47), 

(707., 700., 71 0.471, (707.25, 700., 71 0.471, (707.5, 700., 710.471, 

(707.59, 700., 710.471, (707.75, 700., 71 0.471, {708., 700., 71 0.471, 

(708.01, 700., 710.47), (708.25, 700., 710.471, (708.38, 700., 710.471, 

(708.5, 700., 71 0.471, (708.73, 700., 71 0.471, (708.75, 700., 71 0.471, 

(709, 700., 71 0.4731, (709.07, 700., 71 0.4761, (709.25, 700., 71 0.491, 

(709.36, 700., 71 0.5041, (709.5, 700., 71 0.531, (709.75, 700., 71 0.606}, 

{710., 700., 710.711, (710.25, 700., 710.8381, (710.5, 700., 710.991, 

(710.75, 700., 71 1.1671, (71 1 ., 700., 71 1.361, (71 1.25, 700., 71 1.5591, 

(71 1.5, 700., 71 1.771, (71 1.75, 700., 71 1.9931, {712., 700., 712.23}, 

(706.64, 800., 71 0.871, (706.75, 800., 71 0.871, {707., 800., 71 0.871, 

(707.25, 800., 71 0.871, (707.5, 800., 71 0.871, (707.59, 800., 71 0.871, 

(707.75, 800., 710.871, {708., 800., 710.871, (708.01, 800., 710.871, 

(708.25, 800., 71 0.871, (708.38, 800., 71 0.871, (708.5, 800., 71 0.87}, 

C708.73, W.,710.871, (708.75, NO.,710.871, {709., 800., 710.871, 

(709.07, 800., 71 0.871, (709.25, 800., 71 0.8641, (709.36, 800., 71 0.8661, 

(709.5, 800., 71 0.8751, (709.75, 800., 71 0.9091, (71 O., 800., 71 0.971, 

(710.25, 800., 711.062), (710.5, 800., 71 1.181, (710.75, 800., 711.323), 

(71 1 ., 800., 71 1.491, (71 1.25, 800., 71 1.6791, (711.5, 800., 71 1.8821, 

(71 1.75, 800.,712.0921, {712., BOO., 712.31, (706.64, goo., 71 1.251, 

(706.75, WO., 71 1.251, {707., WO., 71 1-25}, (707.25, 900., 71 1.251, 

(707.5, WO., 71 1.251, (707.59, goo., 71 1.251, (707.75, 900.,71 1.251, 

(708., goo., 71 1-25}, (708.01, goo., 71 1.251, (708.25, 

(708.38, goo., 71 1.251, (708.5, goo., 71 1.251, i708.73, 900., 71 1.251, 

(708.75, WO., 71 1.251, {709., goo., 71 1.251, (709.07, goo., 71 1.251, 

(709.25, goo., 71 1.251, (709.36, 900., 71 1.251, (709.5, 900.,71 1.261, 

(709.75, 900., 71 1.2671, (71 O., goo., 71 1.281, (71 0.25, goo., 71 1.3311, 

(710.5, 900., 71 1.411, (710.75, NO., 71 1.5271, (71 1 ., 900., 71 1.661, 

(711.25, 900., 711.813), (711.5, goo., 711.991, (711.75, 90O., 712.1?7), 

(712., %lo., 712.371, (706.64, IOOO., 71 1.621, (706.75, IOOO., 71 1.621, 

{707., 1OW., 71 1.621, (707.25, 1OOO., 71 1.621, (707.5, 1 OOO., 71 1.621, 

(707.59, 1OOQ., 711-621, (707.75, 1 OOO., 71 1.621, (708, 1 OOO.,71 1 -621, 

(708.01, 1 OOO., 71 1.621, (708.25, 1 OOO., 71 1.621, (708.38, 1OOO., 71 1 .@I, 

(708.5, 1 OOO., 71 1-621, (708.73, 1 OOO., 71 1.621, (708.75, 1 OQO., 71 1.621, 

(709., 1OOO.,71 1.621, (709.07, 1 OOO., 71 1.621, (709.25, 1OOO., 71 1.621, 

(709.36, 1OOO., 71 1.621, (709.5, 1 OOO., 71 1.621, (709.75, 1 OW.,71 1.621 1, 

(710., IOOO., 71 1.631, (710.25, IOOO., 71 1.6591, (710.5, IOOO., 71 1.691, 

(71 0.75, 1 OOO., 71 1.761, (71 1., 1OOO., 71 1.8641, (71 1.25, 1 OOO., 71 2.1, 

(711.5, IOOO., 712.1541, (711.75, IOOO., 712.3221, {712., IOOO., 712.5) ) I ;  

E13.22 Listing of file H 
(* Next line generates an interpolating function from discrete values of the HPG *)(* Discretevalues of HPG for reach 82 in the application example in Appendix B *)
HPG[9] = Interpolation[ 
{ 	 (705.926, 200., 706.71 51, {706., 200., 706.71 61, (706.25, 200., 706.7481, 
(706.5, 200., 706.8351, (706.75, 200., 706.9781, (706.881, 200., 707.071, 
{707., 200., 707.1 61, (707.25, 200., 707.3661, (707.5, 200., 707.5881, 
(707.683, 200., 707.7551, (707.75, 200., 707.81 81, {708., 200., 708.0541, 
(708.25, 200., 708.2941, (708.398, 200., 708.4371, (708.5, 200., 708.5361, 
(708.75, 200., 708.781, (709.) 200., 709.0261, (709.055, 200., 709.081, 
C709.25, 200., 709.2721, (709.5, 200., 709.51 91, (709,669, 200., 709.687), 
(709.75, 200., 709.7671, (71 O., 200., 71 0.0151, (71 0.25, 200., 710.263), 
(71 0.5, 200., 71 0.51 I), (71 0.75, 200., 71 0.761, (71 1 ., 200., 71 1.009), 
(71 1.25, 20 . ,  71 1.2581, (71 1.5, 200., 71 1.5081, (711.75, 200., 7 
(712., 200, 71 2.0061, (705.926, 400., 707.8491, {706., NO., 707 
(706.25, 4-00,, 707-8491, (706.5, 400., 707.8491, (706.75, NO., 7 
(706.881, 400., 707.8491, {707., 400., 707.8521, (707.25, #O., 707.891, 
(707.5, 400., 707.9751, (707.683, 4-00., 708.0671, (707.75, NO., 708.1 061, 
(708., MO., 708.2721, (708.25, W.,708.4631, (708.398, 4-00., 708.5841, 
(708.5, 400., 708.671, 1708.75, 400., 708.8891, {709., 400., 709.1151, 
{709.055,NO.,709.1 661, (709.25, NO., 709.3471, (709.5, NO., 709.5831, 
(709.669, 4-00.,709.7441, (709.75, 400., 709.821), {710., MO., 710.062), 
(710.25, 4-00., 710.3051, (710.5, 400., 710.5481, (710.75, 400., 710.793), 
(71 1 ., 400., 71 1.0391, (71 1.25, 4-00,, 71 1.2851, (71 1.5, 400., 71 1.5321, 
(71 1.75, 4-00., 71 1.7791, {712., NO.,712.0261, (705,926, 600., 708.7911, 
{706., 600., 708.7911, (706.25, WO., 708.7911, (706.5, 600., 708.791), 
(706.75, NO.,708.791), (706.881, 600., 708.7911, {707., WO., 708.791), 
C707.25, 600., 708-7911, C707.5, 600., 708-7911, (707.683, 600., 708.791), 
(707.75, WO., 708.7921, {708., 600., 708.821, (708.25, 600., 708.8891, 
(708.398, 600., 708.9491, (708.5, 600., 708.9991, (708.75, 600., 709.1 451, 
{709., 600.,709.31 81, (709.055, GOO., 709.359), I709.25, GOO., 709.51 1 1, 
C709.5, NO., 709.71 71, (709.669, 600., 709.8631, (709.75, 600.,709.9341, 
(710-, 600.y 710.157), (710.25, 600s1 710.3861, (710.5, 600., 710.619}, 
(710.75, 600.,710.8551, (71 1., 600., 71 1.093), (71 1.25, 600., 71 1.3331, 
(71 1.5, 600., 71 1.5751, (71 1.75, GOO., 71 1.8181, (712., 600., 712.0621, 
(705.926, 800., 709.631, {706., 800., 709.631, (706.25, 800., 709.631, 
C706.5, 800.,709.631, (706.75, WO., 709.631, (706.881, 800., 709.631, 
{707., 800., 709.631, (707.25, 800., 709.631, (707.5, 800., 709.631, 
(707.683, 800., 709.631, (707.75, BOO., 709.631, {TO$., 800., 709.631, 
(708.25, 800.,709.631, (708.398, 800., 709.631, (708.5, 800., 709.6321, 
{708.75, WO.,709.6641, {709., 800., 709.7331, (709,055, 800., 709.7541, 
(709.25,BOO., 709.841 1,C709.5, 800., 709.981 1,(709.669, 800., 71 0.091 ), 
(709.75, 800., 710.147), (710., 800., 710.3321, (710.25, 800, 710.5321, 
(710.5, 800., 710.7421, (710.75, 800., 710.961, (71 1 ., 800., 71 1.184}, 
(711.25, 800., 711.4131, (711.5, 800., 711.6451, (711.75, 800., 711.88), 
(71 2., 800., 71 2.1 171, (705.926, 1 OOO., 71 0.41, {706., 1 OOO., 71 0.41, 
(706.25, IOOO., 710.41, (706.5, IOOO., 710.41, (706.75, IOOO., 710.41, 
(706.881, IOOO., 710.41, {707., IOOO.,710.41, (707.25, 1000., 710.41, 
(707.5, IOOO., 710.4), (707.683, IOOO., 710.41, (707.75, IOOO., 710.41, 
(708., IOOO., 710.41, (708.25, IOOO., 710.41, (708.398, IOOO., 710.4), 
(708.5, IOOO., 710.41, (708.75, IOQO., 710.41, {709., IOOO., 710.4), 

(709.055, IOOO., 710.43, (709.25, IOOO., 710.4091, (709.5, IOOO., 710.4521, 

(709.669, IOOO., 710.501), 1709.75, IOOO., 710.531), (710., IOOO., 710.643), 

(710.25, IOOO., 710.7861, (710.5, IOOO., 710.9511, (710.75, IOOO., 71 1.134), 

(71 1 ., IOOO., 71 1.3311, (711.25, IOOO., 71 1.5381, (71 1.5, IOOO., 71 1.7541, 

(71 1.75, IOOO., 71 1.9751, {712., IOOO., 712.201), (705.926, 12OO., 71 1 .I 191, 

(706., 1200., 711.119}, (706.25, 1200., 711.119), (706.5, 1200., 711.119), 

(706.75, 1200., 711.119), (706.881, 1200., 711.119), {707., 1200., 711.119), 

(707.25, 1 ZOO., 71 1 .I191, f707.5, 1200.,711.I191, (707,683, 1ZOO., 71 1.1 1 91, 

(707.75, 1200., 711.1191, {708., 1200., 711.119), (708.25, 1200., 711.119), 

(708.398, WOO., 71 1 .I 191, (708.5, 1200., 71 1 .I 191, (708.75, 1200., 71 1.1 191, 

{709., 1200., 71 1.I 191, (709.055, 1200., 71 1 .I 191, (709.25, 1200., 71 1.1 191, 

(709.5, 1200., 71 1 .I 19), (709.669, 1200., 71 1 .I 191, (709.75, 1200., 711.121), 

{710., 12OO., 71 1.1461, {710.25, 12OO., 71 1.2051, (71 0.5, 1200., 71 1.2971, 

(710.75, 1200., 71 1.421, (71 1 ., 1200., 71 1.5681, (71 1.25, 1200., 71 1.7371, 

(711.5, 1200., 711.921), 1711.75, 1200., 712.1181, {712., WOO., 712.325) )I; 

E.3.23 Listing of file HPG-R1-InterData 
(* Next line generates an interpolating function from discrete values of the HPG 
*)(* Discrete values of HPG for reach R1 in the application example in Appendix B *) 
HPG[I01 = Interpolation[ 
( 	(705.35, 200., 706.941, (705.5, 200., 706-9323, (705.75, 200., 706.9393, 
{706., 200., 706.971, (706.21, 200., 707.01 61, (706.25, 200., 707.0273, 
(706.5, 200., 707.1 1 3, (706.75, 200., 707.2281, (706.93, 200., 707.333, 
(707., 200., 707.3731, (707.25, 200., 707.5421, (707.5, 200., 707.731, 
(707.57, 200., 707.7871, (707.75, 200., 707.9363, (708., 200., 708.1 53, 
(708.17, 200., 708.33, (708.25, 200., 708.371 1, (708.5, 200., 708.61, 
(708.75, 200., 708.8381, {709., 200., 709.081, (709.25, 200., 709.31 93, 
(709.5, 200., 709.561, C709.75, 200., 709.8041, (71 O., 200., 71 0.051, 
(71 0.25, 200., 71 0.2951, (71 0.5, 200., 71 0.543, (71 0.75, 200., 71 0.763), 
(71 1., 200., 71 1.031, (71 1.25, 200., 71 1.2691, (705.35, NO., 708.1 61, 

(705.5, NO., 708.1 63, (705.75, 400., 708.1 63, (706., NO., 708.1 63, 

(706.21, 400., 708.1 61, (706.25, 4-00,, 708.1 63, (706.5, 400., 708.1 623, 

C706.75, 400., 708.1 773, (706.93, 400., 708.1 993, {707., NO., 708.21 ), 

(707.25, 400., 708.2681, (707.5, 400., 708.351, (707.57, 400., 708.3783, 

(707.75, NO., 708.4581, (708., NO., 708.593, (708.1 7, 400., 708.6941, 

(708.25, N O . ,  708.7461, (708.5, 400., 708.921, (708.75, NO., 709.1 091, 

(709., NO., 709.31 1, (709.25, MO., 709.51 61, (709.5, 400., 709.731, 

(709.75, GO., 709.9521, (71 O., 400., 71 0.1 83, (71 0.25, NO., 71 0.41 41, 

(71 0.5, 400., 71 0.651, (71 0.75, 400., 71 0.8693, {711. , 400., 71 1 .I21, 

(71 1.25, MO.,  71 1.36), (705.35, 600., 709.1 31, (705.5, 600., 709.1 33, 

(705.75, 600., 709.1 33, {706., 600., 709.1 33, (706.21, 600., 709.1 31, 

(706.25, 600., 709.1 33, (706.5, 600., 709.1 33, (706.75, 600., 709.1 31, 

(706.93, 600., 709.1 33, (707., 600., 709.1 31 1, (707.25, 600., 709.1 343, 

(707.5, 600., 709.1 451, (707.57, GOO., 709.1 531, (707.75, 600., 709.1 821, 

(708., 600., 709.243, (708.1 7, 600., 709.291 3, (708.25, 600., 709.31 81, 

(708.5, 600., 709.423, (708.75, 600., 709.551 ), (709., 600., 709.73, 

(709.25, 600., 709.8583, (709.5, 600., 71 0.033, (709.75, 600., 71 0.221, 

(71O., 600., 71 0.421, C710.25, 600., 71 0.6221, (71 0.5, 600., 71 0.831, 

(71 0.75, 600., 71 1.0493, (71 1 ., 600., 71 1.271 3, f711.25, 600., 71 1.4943, 

(705.35, 800., 709.981, (705.5, 800., 709.983, (705.75, 800., 709.983, 

{706., 800., 709.983, (706.21, 800., 709.983, (706.25, 800., 709.983, 

(706.5, 800., 709.983, C706.75, 800., 709.981, C706.93, 800., 709.981, 

(707., 800., 709.983, (707.25, 800., 709.981, (707.5, 800., 709.983, 

C707.57, 800., 709.983, (707.75, BOO., 709.9771, {708., 800., 709.9841, 

(708.1 7, 800., 709.9983, (708.25, 800., 71 0.0073, (708.5, 800., 71 0.053, 

(708.75, 800., 71 0.1 191, (709., 800., 71 0.21 1,(709.25, 800., 71 0.321 3, 

(709.5, 800., 71 0.451, (709.75, 800., 71 0.5931, (71 O., 800., 71 0.751, 

(71 0.25, 800., 71 0.9223, (71 0.5, 800., 71 1 .I3, (71 0.75, 800., 71 1.281 3, 

(71 1., 800., 71 1.4773, C711.25, 800., 71 1 .696), (705.35, 1 OOO., 71 0.741, 

(705.5, 1 OOO., 71 0.743, (705.75, 1 OOO., 71 0.741, (706., 1 OOO., 71 0.743, 

(706.21 , 1 OOO., 71 0.743, (706.25, 1 OOO., 71 0.741, (706.5, 1 OOO., 71 0.741, 

(706.75, 1 OOO., 71 0.743, (706.93, 1 OOO., 71 0.743, (707., 1 OOO., 71 0.743, 

(707.25, 1 OOO., 71 0.741, (707.5, 1 OOO., 71 0.743, (707.57, 1 OOO., 71 0.743, 

(707.75, 1 OOO., 71 0.743, {708., 1 OOO., 71 0.741, (708.1 7, 1 OOO., 71 0.743, 

(708.25, 1 OOO., 71 0.7373, (708.5, 1 OOO., 71 0.7421, (708.75, 1 OOO., 71 0.7671, 

(709., 1 OOO., 71 0.81 3, (709.25, 1OOO., 71 0.871 3, (709.5, 1 OOO., 71 0.951, 

(709.75, 1 OOO., 71 1.051, (71 O., 1 OOO., 71 1 .I61, (710.25, 1 OOO., 71 1 2751, 

(71 0.5, 1 OOO., 71 1.4063, (71 0.75, 1 OOO., 71 1.5591, (71 1 ., 1 OOO., 71 1.7431, 

(71 1.25, 1 OOO., 71 1.962) 11; 


